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Rates of Advertising*
One Inch of
space, in length of column, constitute

“square.”

$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cents per
alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other
day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $ 1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; throe insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” j?2.oo per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
liall a square, three insertions. $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 ecuts per square tor each subsequent inner
Mon.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
fir All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editor of the Press,”
and those of a business character to the
Pul#Week

LIS HER 8.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all bilsiness pertaining to
the Oliice or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Monday Morning, Dec. 4,1865.
As You Have Opportunity.

Mr. Frazier sat reading, in his counting-

He was in the midst of a piece of inwhen a lad came o the door
ami said—“I)o you want a boy, sir?”
Without lifting his eyes from the paper, Mr.
Frazier answered “No,” to the applicant, and
in rather a rough a rough way.
lie lore the lad had reached the street, conscience had compelled the merchant to listen
to a rebuking sentence.
“Fou might have spoken kindly to the poor
hoy, at least,” said conscience. “Tins is an op-

“See that Jane leaves the house at once. I
have discharged her.
Send her trunk wherever she may wish it taken.
Here is the money that is due, 1 must not see her again.”
left
the
As the waiter
room, Mr. Frazier
hugged his child to his breast tightly again,
and kissed her with an eagerness of manner
that was unusual with him. He was fond but
quiet hi his caresses. Now the sleeping impulses of a strong heart were all awakened
*
*
alive. *
In a small back chamber sat a pale, sweetfaced, patient looking woman, reading a letter
which had just been left her by the portman.
“Thank God,” she said, as she finished
reading it, and her soft brown eye3 were llftrd upward.
“It looked very dark,” she murmured, “but the morning has broke again.”
A light quick step was heard on the stairs,
and the door was pushed hastily open.

“Charles, dear.”
The boy entered with
“1 am going to get

tue

jnij/ei

itvti

u< luicma

cjra,

boy.

"What splendid eyes,” said the merchanlto
himself. “And I’ve seen them before, dark and
lustrous as a woman’s.”
Away, back in the past, the thoughts of Mr.
Frazier went borne on the light from those
beautiful eyes; and for some momeuts he forBut when he
got the present in the past.
came back into the present again, he had a

softer heart towards the stranger lad.
“You should go to school for a year or two
longer,” he said.
“I must help my mother,” replied the lad.
“Is your mother very poor?”
“Yes sir, and she’s sick.”
The lad’s voice shook a little, and his soft,
woman’s eyes grew brighter in tears that filled

paper:
juur

bun iu a true menu.

xa&e

Let liim come to me to-morrow.”
“Who gave you this ?” she asked, her pale
face growing warm with sudden excitement.
“A gentleman.
But 1 don’t know who it
was. I went into a great many stores to ask if
didn’t
want a boy, and at last came to
they
the one who sent you the letter. He spoke
ro uglily to me at first, and then called me
back and asked who I was and about my mothI told him your name, and how father
er.
died and you were sick. Then he sat a long
time and didn’t say anything: and then wrote
the note, and told me he would get me a plaec.
He was a kind looking man, if be did speak
roughly at first.”
“Did you see what name was on the sign?”
“I never thought to look,” replied the boy.
“I was glad when 1 came away. But I can
go straight to the place.”
“I will write the gentleman a note, thanking
him for his kindness, and you must take it to
him in the morning. How light it makes my
heart feel to know that we are going back to
dear England. God is good to us my son, and
we must be obedient and thankful.”

courage.

Just a little before evening twilight fell,
word came up to the woman that a gentleman
had called and wished to see her.
“Go and see who it is Charles,” she said to
her son.
“Oh mother! it’s the gentleman who sent
you the note!” exclaimed Charles, in an undertone, coming back quickly. “And he wants
Can he come up ?”

to see you.

There was a hasty glance of the woman’s
eyes around the room to see if everything was
in order, then a few slight changes in attire.
“Ask him to come up, my son,” she said,
and Charles went down stairs again.
A man’s firm tread approached the door.—

opened,

boy’s

Commission & Forwarding Merchant

The merchant did not resume his newspaHe had lost his
per after the lad departed.
For a time he sat
interest in its contents.
its expression.
face
so
that
no
one
saw
his
with
If spoken to on any matter he answered briefly. and with nothing of his usual interest In
business. The change in him was so marked
that one of his partners asked him if he were
not well. “Feel a little dull,” he evasively an-

swered.
lieibre bis usual time Mr. Frazier left his
store and went home. As lie opened the door
of iiis dwelling, distressed cries and sobbings
of a child came with an unpleasant sound upon Uis ears.
He went up stairs with two or
three long strides and entered the nursery from
which the cries came.
“YVliat is the matter, darling?” he said, as
he caught the weeping one in his arms. “What
ails my little Maggie ?”
“Oh, palpal” sobbed the child, clinging to
his neck, and leaning her wet iace close to

his.

“Jane,”

said Mr.

Frazier, looking

at the
nurse and shaking with some sternness of
is
manner, “why
Maggie crying in this manner?” The girl was not excited, but pale.
been
lias
“She
naughty,” was the answer.
“No, pa! I ain’t been naughty,” said the
child iudiganntly. “I didn’t want to stay here
all alone, and she pinched and slapped me so
hard. Oh, pa!” And the child’s wail rang
out again, and she clung to his neck, sobbing.
“Has she ever pinched and slapped you be-

fore ?’’ asked the father.
“She does it most every
little girL

day,”

“Site said she’d throw me out of the window if I told! Oh, dear! Don’t let her do it,
‘•It’s

a

$£?/* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

lie!” exclaimed the nurse

passionate-

ly.

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

close to her lather’s ears.
Mr. Frazier sat down, and baring the child’s
leg to her hip, saw that it was covered with
blue and green spots; all above the kuee there
were not less than a dozen of those distinguishing marks. He examined the other leg,
and found it in the same condition.
Mr. Frazier loved that child with a deep
tenderness. She was his all to love.
Her
mother, between whom and himself there had
been no sympathy, died two years before and
since that time his precious darling—the apple
of his eye—had been left to the tender mercies
of hired nurses, over whose conduct it was imobservation.
possible for him to have any right was
He bad ol'een feared that Maggie
neglecton
her
troubled
himself
account—
ed—otlen
but a suspicion of cruelty like this never came

juto his imagination as possible.

Norfolk, Va.

IS*' Consignment* solicited.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no28dGm
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

Portland

Academy I

WINTER TERM BEGINS NOV. 27,1865.
and Aliases of all ages and attainments
received at any time in ths term. Persons desirous of taking up French, German, or any single
branch taught in the Academy, will find that they
can make satisfactory arrangement* by calling on the

MASTERS
Principal.

Instruction driven in Pencil or Crayon Drawing by
Miss E. JONES, at $5.00 per term. In Oil Painting
at $10,00.
A class in Dr owing will be lormed for Wednesday

and Saturday afternoons.
Terms, for Winter Term of eleven weeks, $11.00.
C. O. FILES, Principal*
Nov 21—d2w

~STATE

NORMAL

SCHOOL,

FABMINGTON, ME.
rme Winter Session will begin Dec. 13. under the
A direction ol Mr. GEORGE M. GAGE, Principal.
EDWARD BALLAltD,
Schools.
Superintendent of Common
nol8eodtdecl3
Brunswick, Nor 16,1865.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

30

Hanover

St.

LISut,^&f?ab“lCLEANSED
GENTS’

L-ITSTElSr

Got up in the Best Possible
•A.t

Short

manner,

Notice,

Aad Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Can*.
N.

B.—Special

attention

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

C. PARKER.
paid to cleasing Bed and

Presents.

Christmas
a

article

useful to a person with
family, or more appropriate for a Christmas
than one of those neat pocket or family cases

THKKE

is

no

more

give

light. Second,

The following, together with

One

Thousand

Are offered, for

a

First,
cent

our ex-

lorally
adhere

shall
Third,
slrictly to the PAY DOWN SYSTEM, and being
determined to bo as good as our word we defy all
competition, and will not be undersold at any rate.

More

N. B.—The old stock of the late Mr. Go. ri»h we
the CW and
have marked down to Less than
would invite the attention of the ladies who are in
want of House Shoes or Slippers to look at them immediately, and by so doing they will secure the best

Half

short time,

bargains.
#3T*Remember,

B.

FREE OW COST,

of Brown and Congress St*.
CHAS. A. RACKLEFF & CO.

corner

H.

Fay for Framing Only

/

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Ill

No.
prices

of

Pictures we

Full length Engraving of Washington,.$3.00
Full length Engraving oi Lincoln,. 3.00

Horseback,. 2.00
General Sherman,. 1.00
General Sheridan,.
1.00
Mrs. Lincoln,. 1.00
on

President Johnson,.

1.00

Hon. Wm. H. Seward,.
General McClellan,.

1.00

Hon. Edward Everett,.

1.00

1.(0

Beautifhl English Farm Yard,. 1.00
Beautiful English Homestead,. 1.00

George and Martha Washington (ea). 1.00
Archbishop Hughes,. 1.00
Feeding the Horses, (very fine). 1.00
Village Blacksmith, (very fine). 3.00
Fine View of Portland,. 5.00
Departure of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
Landing of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
Court of Death,. 1.00
First Prayer in Congress.
2.00
Washington’s last interview with his Mother, 3.00
Washington’s first inverview with his Wife,_ 3.00
Washington’s Inaugural,. 3.00
Washington’s Adieu to his Generals,. 3.00

All

Ditto In Rosewood and Gilt,.
tan now

REAL

1.26

procure Pictures of

XT IF*

PRICES than

GOOD

TO"W3ST

No. 353 Congress Street.
SAMUEL

BELL’S

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

Homoeopathic Medicines,
obtained at No.

Doc 1—d6w

92

Exchange Street.
M. SEA VET.

”

-IK

THE-

MUTUAL

8

No.

jTbarbour,

Exchange

As

R. J. D. Larrabee &

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the

The necessary result la, it costs LESS to insure
any other.

Comparisons
miM-

a good
stock oi
Misses’and Children’s Boots and Shoes.

t-ir* Men’s RUBBER COAT'S, LKGGINS, and
CAPS.

—Also,—

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,
Rubber Bel!*, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, $c.

will Confirm these Pacta-

wish io Know ail tne tacts,
own interests before

wiiu

rcany
vitally
to their
paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
evciy facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

SPARROW,

State

WOULD

For
stock

Ot

STATEMENT

OF

conformity

PITTSFIELD,

with the Laws

Mass.

of the State of Maine.

Capital Stock, (all paid up,)
Loans on Real Estate, (worth $93,000)
Bank Stocks,
Loan on Bank Stocks, &c., collaterals,
Rail Road Stock,
Pittsfield Coal Gas Stock,
United States^Seven- thirties,

L. B.

32,000.00
17,439.00

20,043.91
1,503.47

J. M. JOHNSON’S

No. 69 Exchange Street,
Nov 25—dlw

POETI

BE

DISPOSED OP AT

No.

ONE DOLLAR EACH,
Without Regard
Value, Not to be Paid
for until you lcnow what you are
to receive.
to

SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLES!
All !• be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !
300
150

320

KELLOGG, President.

ANDof

every description.
Having for some years past been in the employ o/
Messrs. A. & S. Sliurtleff & Co., Shoe Manufacturers
and Wholesale dealers in this city, feel confident that
1 can sellas low as the lowest; and by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to gain a
good share of public patronage.
Nov 9—d4w

W. D.

LITTLE,

Nov 28—dtf

weai*

Agent,

L. B.

HARTFORD, CONN.,
of

$250,000.00
$181*346.64

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ:
Bank Stocks, valued at
$182,558.00
and Rail Bonds, valued at
79,030.00
United States and State, valued at
44,906.00
Loans secured by Bank and other Stocks,'’ 18,9/1.00
Loans secured by mortgage of Real Estate, 74,825.44
Cash on hand and in Bonks,
5,656.80
Accrued interest on Investments,
3,121.94
Balance due from Agents and in transit,
21,222.09
Office Furniture and Library,
1,096.37

City

$431,346.64

Stock Notes or Premium Notes,
none.
Losses unadjusted and not due,
$34,654.70
WM. E. BAKER, President.
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.

W. D.

General

Little,

Bradstreet’s

Rubber

Ash

Julyl—eodGm

OPENING !

MRS.

A.

COLBY,

RICH

ASSORTMENT

opening
IS WINTER
BONNETS, HATS,
&c.
a

now

FLOWERS, RIBBONS,

oi

FEATHERS,

those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 16 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage Slamps.

BRYAN BROS. &

CO.,

New

Goods,
New Goods*!

moulding

No. 3

Deering Block,

I am now ready to offer the public
selection oi

FANCY

a new

and choice

GOODS!

Day and Evening School

Consisting of
HOODS, SHAWLS, GLOVES, HOSIERY, UNDER-VESTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, Ac.,

undersigned will
of School for Boys,
THE

And

On

commence

Monday,

his Winter Term

Dec. lltli,

At his Room 332 1-2 Congrees Street,
BLAKE’S BLOCK,
Where those under his charge will receive special
attention in Penmanship and Authography, dally, in
connection with other branches of tho English department.
The Evening Session will be open to pupils of both
sexes, on Monilay, Wednesday and Friday Evenings,
ftoin 7 until 9 o’clock, for Instruction in Penmanship
<£<•.., &c., offering a grand opportunity to those who
to improve, and thus devote a portion of
may.lesire
their winter evenings in a profitable and useftil uian♦3

50PUl1 reoelTPd at any time.

Tuition per month,

and Christmas
a fine selection of
Presents. Also a new article never before introduced
In this city.
I shall sell my goods as LOW as the lowest.
I would most respectfully invite the public to call
and examine my stock before purchasing elsewhere.
TO

Thanksgiving

COME ONE!
COME ALL!
NO. 8 UNDER DEERING HALL.

J. II.

Nov 28—d3w

FOGG.

II. A. HALL,
just roceived on consignment,

a

Bankrupt

HASStocktootsellRUBBER
OVERCOATS which
In want
at $3.00 each.

permitted

should call immediately at his
NEW

Not. 8—dtf

desiring large or

quanti-

small

WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28— d3m

ho Is

Any person

RUBBER EMPORIUM,

147 Middle St.

•

Wait, Wait, Wait!
a

in

sum

a

a

exsubscriber a call
per
profit, give
amine the RARE CHANCES which he offers to« all
classes of men to enter a businss which requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, and is not laborious, but
on the contrary, gives one a pleasant employment,
and which pays from

100 to 300 Per Cent. Net Profit.
Such opportunities arc seldom offered to the pubAny one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
chance to make money Quickly, Easily and Surely,

lic.

by investing from ten dollars to three bundled as
capital, can do so l>v calling upon, or addressing the

subscriber IMMEDIATLY.
W. N. GOURLAY,

INVENTORS EXCHANGEt SO Federal St.
Portland.
Nov 25~d2w*

Notice!

Copartnership

the undersigned, having formed acopartner-

WE,
prepared to
ship,
FAIRBANKS
are

every description
the neatest manner,

repair

of
SCALES, in
and with dispatch. We also put in complete order
Skates, Scissors, Knlvos, &c. “Give us a Call."
TCKEY & WATSON,
08 Union St., cor. Middle.
Nov 2d—dtf
__

WT&BKfid for ConrAria

T.r»phtirflf

For Sale.
Only Perfect Piano Forte!and
Dwelling House and Lot of Land No. 3 Mont
Patent Isolated Plano. Call
THE
gomcry Street, Portland. Lot 32 SO feet.
be convinced.
House two stories, in good repair. Inquire of
PARMELEE’S
A.

The

mechanics* hall.
F.lhtW-

x

oc3eod&eow3m

ex-

166 Middle
respectfully

M. McKENiNEV, Agent.
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

nov2dtf

Commission Merchants,
octl&lu

F i

AND

to the

Fresco and Banner
Portland* Maine*

Fresh
OF

Shawls,

and Al-

S. L. CARLETON, Attorney at Law,
No. 80 Middle Street,

Residence* Cor* of Oxford and Cedar Sts*
Nov 7—eodtf

€.

EXTRA QUALITY, AT

JAMES

Shirt

HOLIDAY

PORTLAND, MK.
Sept 29—eodtt

Oysters,

nov20d3wls

R.

MEASURE,

May 3—dtl'
A

FANCY
At

Nov 4—dtf

a

REQUIRED.
XO£A81I
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M ., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
»nay4tf

Sunday,

VESTINGS,
A. D, REEVES*.Tailar,
28 Exchange St.

Nov

French Fluting !

French

PORTLAM), ME.
nov9'65dtl

DAVIS, ME8E8VE, HASKELL & 00..
Goods

Dry

Arcade
F.

Free

Exchange St.

Fluting!

ME.
nov9’63dtf

PORTLAND,

CHAPMAN.

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
TRUE ft

FINE ASSORTMENT of
l>res« Cloth*.
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
.
...
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchango St.

CO.,

Agents,
Middle Street*
Nee. 54 and 50
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.
marlBtf

WAKItEN’S

CALL

Supt2(—d3m*

St reel*

I

DAVIB,

l.p.'hask“Zl:[I
K.

Woolens,

and

IH

W00DHAN,

and see Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
40 Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oxford Street.

IMPROVED

PIRE AND WATER PROOF FELT
COMPOSITION,

A

—

Gr ravel

AJD

—

Ii

ooling

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

FOr

HOUSE containing eight rooms, located
AUOTTOt.
Cumberland St., three minutes walk from Post
u*ce*

Gas throughout, furnace, hard and soft water.
futtber information apply to
W. J. FELCH,
Office of Claim Agency, No. 2 Fox
Block, (up stairs).
Nov 29—dtl

given to shipping by quick eel
No. 1S2 South Water St.,

Chicago, Illinois.

BRADFORD

COMMISSION
>•'

A

PINE!

JOHN F. ANDERSON.
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK",

RENICK,

ptirts. They

ocl3d3m

For Sale.
THE SCH. JULIA
NEWELL, no'
dying at Commercial Wharf, 128 tom
we“ ft*und In sails and
rigging, an
suitable for the fishing or coasting bus!

Coffin,Ka;, N.Y.Clty. febSSdl]
—

—-

ness.

Will be sold on very fhvorablc terms.
Apply to
JOHN CHASE.
Nov 29—dlw
Commercial Wharf.

Tenar*®

inch 17 d& wtf

Street.

NOTlclS*

MERCHANTS,71 Broadwav.Nev

despatch, and on the mnsl
lavorable terms. Shipments made
directly to all do*
mestic and foreign
are also prepared t >
turnl-h Oak and Northern Plim
hewn c
Timber,
sawn to order.

ENGINEER

SURVEYOR & CIVIL

or,,er8 'or Southern Timber of an'
rf’,?xecute
dimension with

Rffertnoa—Messrs. 8. G. Bewdleur fc Co: Mayn
ard fc Sons; n. fc W. Chickoring; C. H. Cumm'ngi
fc Co; Chas. H. Stone; Hallett, Davis fc Co; Boston
J. N. Baoon, E ;j, President Newton National Bank

W H yon are in want of any kind ol PRINTINt I
call at the Dally Press Office.

JanAidtl

r or

ACCOUNT,

OF

FLOOR. GRAIN, SURDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

E. HERSET, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

on

SOUTHERN

W. SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

D. REEVES*.Tailor,
No. #8 Exchange St.

98

bka^bcrv, j

hnporters and Jobbers of

flOODS,

4—dtf

117 Middle Street,

Office

A. D. REEVES*, Tailor,

At

large quantity of

PAYMENTS

AND

get youx
£jj ENTLEMEN,
OVERCOATS

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

building lots in the West End or the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramliall, Monument, Dantorth, Orango and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth Qf the coat qf build inox on
completion qf'the house. From parties who buila im-

A.

4—dtt

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Bio*

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,

Inducements

PORTLAND, ME.

BRADBURY <1 SWEAT,

A CASSIMERE, and

N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will be guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Present
rates of Freight are one and a half cents per pound
(on Cotton to Boston. An experience of fifteen
years here in the business justifies me in offering to
secure cargoes as above.
Correspondence solicited
and promptly answered.
novlSdlm
THOMAS F. WALKER.

subscribers offer for sale

ENOLJSH

BEST OF FRENCH,
AMERICAN

PANT

Agent,

PREBLE STR EET. (Near Preble House.)

Juneltf

LAROE ASSORTMENT OF

rrtHE

At
Nov

OF

Mobtox Block.

Just Received and for sale by
BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
4 Free St. Block.
Nov 24—dtf

1

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

Painted Chamber Sets,

HOWARD.

Merchant,

THEdesirable

P.

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

FREEMAN.

Patternsi

CUT FROM

HOODS.

Refers to—Messrs. T. & J. B. Cummings; B. O.
Conant & Co.; Watson Newhall, Esq.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.

B.

Surgeon.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

No. S3 Ftderal Street,

No. 68 Gravier St., NEW ORLEANS.

Newton,Maes; C.

and

Office, 3531-2 Congress Street*

Two Dollars per Gallon Holld.

GENERAL

P. O. Bex 471.

WADSWORTH, JR.,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

THOMAS F. WALK Eli,

Particular attention
»nd cheapest routes.

Painter,

Work executed in every part ot the State.
jnneldtf

Ladies ot

Nov 10—dtf

J.

S. Dana,

John A. 9. Dana.

JOHN P. SHAW,
FRED E. SHAW.
nov2dtf

Portland, Nov. 1,18d5.

Hoop Sk;rts mode from Washburn and Moon's
best wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fnney Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
Don't forgot the number, 16G Middle Street,
next above Hay’s Drug Store.

mediately,

Woodbeby

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

GOODS !

tered*

COST l

Shipping:

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
June IdU'

IS alt,

<1

a n

Ldtheb Dasa,

—

S^TFara Exckaaged, Repaired

Goods !

Commission

li

Physician

AND

W.

s»

Me.

CO”

DANA&

HATS, CAPS,

NEXT TEN DAYS,

BOOM FOR

STURTEVavt,

Street,

announce

Portland that he will sell for the
WOULD

MAKE

&

GENERAL

DR. P.

FUR
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Great

of money
investing
large
business that is laborious and pays but
small
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By CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.

mation will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.

CUSHMAN,

a

BROTHERS,

—

dtf

November 18,1865.

TO

Weather Strips!
warranted when properly applied

Parties in the State
ties of

taken one-lielfoi the Store occupied by

MRS. E. T.

description of Water Fixttiros tor DwelEVERY
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Building*, Shops.

•Sc., arranged and set t»p in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country laithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPEtt, sheet LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
apredtf

Where they will be CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
with all the LATEST STYLES of

Hosiery,

The ladles are respect tully invited to call and
amine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.

AT

fortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to houscc-s If desired.

JUST RECEIVED FROM BOSTON.

HAVING

Gloves and

ME.

130 MIDDLE STREET,

IN

331 CONGRESS STREET,

Fancy

Weather Strips and Mouldings!
Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the State of Maine:
when sent
by Express Companies C. O. D. In all
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Agents Wanted throughout tlie State. Infor-

No. 4j Free St. Block, Up Stairs.
Nov. 7—eodtf

PORTLAND.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

At the old stand of J. P. SHAW,

applied

for Photon'*—Ttih-r no other.
Sold by druggists generally.

WINTER

SHAW

SKIRTS,

Agent,

to DoorB
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,.
It
is
far
more
desiraSnow
and
Dust, Rain,
damp.
ble than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost. II has never in a single instance failed to
give satisfaction—and pevlbct satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
to tlieir Dwellings not only as regards
have it
health anu comfort, but as a matter ot economy, for
room
in a
requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the fuel that would
be
otherwise
required to make the appartment com-

Seud 25 Cents for Certificate*
In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and

Corsets,

DEALER

Hand-Knit Breakfast

AND

I3F“ Beware of Counterfeits.

RETAIL

AND

HOOP

27—(l&w3w

ARE

undersigned have this day formed
THE
nership under the firm style of

HOOP SKIRTS,

Sworn to before
ROBERT E. DAY,
Justice of the Peaco.

**

A Mott Exquisite, Delicate nml Fragrant Perfume, Distilled from tlic
■tare and Beautiful Flower from
wkick it takes its name.
Manufactured only by PIIA LON Sc SON.

<C Sons, of New York.
os are warranted to give

Copartnership.

IMPORTER,

PORTLAND.
Nov

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Wlda-ery’s Wharf,
Portland,

Pianos to he let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

FOLLETTE,

WHOLESALE

1865, to the Secre-

SURPLUS*

Nov. 14, 1866.

M A K Kit 07

Force Pumps and Water Closets,

instruments sold by
satisfaction.
All

Which he will keep in ftill lines.

FKABCE,

WILLIAM A.

P L IT M B E R!

CHASE, CRAM

_FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to announce that they are manufacturing and
Upkeep constantly on hand

Steinway

CORSETS!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 25—dti

Bawls, Bra.. A Mirer Plated Cocks.

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

HOOP SKIRTS

LAW,*

Patents,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Piano Fortes,

Ladies' & Children’s Underflannels,

CAPITAL STOCK* Paid Up, is

Opal

PIANO
LL> *

AT

or

No, 103 Middle Street,

-AND-

CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
the 1st

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Ho 11 tutor

PORTLAND.

day
November,
of Maine.
ONtary ot State

NEW PERFUME

i

HOSIERY, GLOVES,

STATEMENT OP THE

OF

V a.

CLlWoRD^

CHAMBER

Evory

ADDED

Gen.

and fr esh stock of

article warranted as recommended. Gr&tetul for the liberal patronage of the last
Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the favors ol our old
friends and the public.
September
tw.in.inBoston,
aiy

And to liis complete stock of

AJSTD

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, \
Berkshire, ss, Nov. 18G5. J
Sworn to before me,
Samuel E. Howe,
Justice ol the Peace.
[Stamp.]

MECHANICS’ HALL,

select from anew and fashionable stock ol
Ladies, Misses, Gents, Boys and and Childrens

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
with Bells and

200 to 500
Castinets,
50
600 SUver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
30 to 100
500
Chafing Dishes,
50
1000
20 to
Ice Pi chers,
“
2500
Syrup Cups, with Sal vers,20 to 50
6000
60
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
u
3000
20
15 to
Castors,*
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBoskets20 lo 5J
5000 Dozen SUver Tea Spoons,
20 doz.
10 to
10000
TableSpoons&Forks20 to 40
250 Gents’ GoldHunt’g-CaseWatchesSO to 100 each
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt70 M
35 to
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
70
35 to
Watches,
200 Diamond Rings,
50 to 100
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
30
4 to
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
8
4 to
10
6000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
20
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChains,5 to
10
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
and Emerald Brooches,
8
5000
4 to
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
8
4
to
Eardrops,
6
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
10
4000 California DiainondBrcast-pins2.5G to
8
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watcli-kcys2.50 to
10
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
8
3 to
Studs, Ac.,
6
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Ac.,
4 to
10
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50 to
20 **
4000
marie snrin&r. 10 to
»
2 to
rosses, &c,
10
4 to
10
1
et Rings,
2.60 to
11
6000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
10
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
7600 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
15 «
5 to
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies' Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
4 to
10 u
Holders and Pencils,
10000 (fold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10
Holders,
6000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
26
Holders,
6000 Ladies’ Gilt and Jet Buckles,
15
5 to
«
6000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
10
6 to
Certificates of tne various articles ai e first, put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On ^receipt of
the certificate, you will soe what yon are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

E. II.

Signed,

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE

none.
none.

a new

ity, Style or Price.

FOLLETTE,

J. N. DUNHAM, Secretary.

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

Half Million Hollars Worth
TO

Notes,

Losses adjusted and due,

NEW

AND.

Premium

Station

In every variety, cannot fail to command thelavor ol
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual-

154 Middle St. to 331 Congress St.,

$91*720.75

have opened with

PORTLAND,

COUNSELLOR

over the
have taken the

furniture !

HAS REMOVED FROM

$241,720.70
Capital*

we

Aug. 2G—dtf

49.009.67
100.00
1.575.00

we

and

think our
cities, and will be
terms as will secure

R JE NX O

Htoves.

Passenger

of Maine.

State

stand,

we

!

Agents tbr UMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for

WILLIAM H.

ourselves, in
Designs,comprising DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
ROOM

<£c.

145 Middle St., Portland.

90,224.70
29,820.00

Personal Property,
over

comprehensiveness

old

our

Pnniiahing Goods

Manufacturer* of arid Dealers fn

as ndd 60 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

aud

Our stock, mostly manufactured by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest

$150,060.00

Massachusetts 7 3-10 per cent. Ijoan,
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,

Surplus

where
goods.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,

the condition of the

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Insurance Oomp’y,
In

varietytoand

IRON.

Haym&rket Square,

NETS,
Clasps, &c.,

at

Boston and Maine

equal
any in our largest
offered to the trade
upon such
their patronage.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

CONDENSED

SINCE the recent fire

or

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

^BANCROFT.

Worcester Passenger Station,
large and beautifril Halls over the

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
Belt

HEAVY

Furnaces and

BUCKLEY

GOODS,

HEAD

And Gents’

Ey Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug9dti

Complete Stock

FANCY

Beltings,

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

Total,

TO

Magee

a

New and

OP

Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

inform their friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now preshow

jonBEHS

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

&

Sureetsora to 0. L. Storcr f Co.,

MAINE,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

MERRILL & SMALL

Agt.

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Street.

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAIT-

GO

Aud

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

pared to

Hardware & Window Glass,

FURNACES, RANGES,
(bokin^,

Mb.

Succcs-ton to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
of and Denier* in all kind* ol

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

novlldtf

Portland,

Importer*

SON,

&

PORTLAND

RATES

found at any other Store !

B. M. EASTMAN,
E. D. EASTMAN.
Portland, Nov 10,18C5.

NOYES

Photographic Goode,

Deei-in*?, Millikon

No. 35 Exchange Street,

in it than in

FOB

RUBBER BOOTS S SHOES.

Co.,

he

can

N.

as

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ amlCHILMEN’S,
DKEN’S

Women’s,

prepared to Bell at

L O W

BENEFIT
Co.

are

A.

iu

mirrors and Engravings.
Manafaoturer of Mirror 4 Pioture Fr&mna,

October 2—d3iu

20 Each.,,. Street.

Nov 23—dim

~~

FItK JE T T

E.

Middle and 118 Federal Step.

w. D. ROBINSON,

A

prices wo

Life Insurance

CHEAP FOR CASH, BY

FLANNELS!

nrnntn,

tnwnwSlcSeS!^

Orders trout out ol

ly^ttcitdcd to.

KING & DEXTER,

Presents !
WHOLESALE AM) RETAIL,

complete line of 3-4,7-S, 4-4, 5-4, and 6-4 AT.L
WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMOKALS and NUBIAS.
Onr goods being purchased at
greatly roduced

PORTLAND, MR,
Coloring, Whjtrning and White-Wathlmr

JmneUtf

Christmas

; Cottonand Linand Scotch Crash.

ounamkntal

8TU000 AND MA8TI0
W0£K" 8,
Oak Street, between,
Congreag and Free Sta.,

Mo. 28 MARKRT SQDARZ,

ME.

FOR SALE t

UNDERVESTS and DRAWERS,
and
Yarn; l®-» aU Wool
?,rvfir
BLANKETS, veryw??,<)n
CHEAP

Oct 13—d2mos

of

be

1 y

**» e

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

WARREN

present,
To

Wi

o t

Cassi lucres*

Goods In all varietlesjllussia

Hale,

FEENY,

PLA*HTE rers,
plain and

Dealer

IV See Small Circulars.
Nov 27—dtw

LADIES CLOTH, in all desirable Shades. Thibet*.
Poplins, Alpaca*—plaid and plain; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a new atyle of silk

en

EACH 1

Street, 282 Cengress Street,

PORTLAND,

German Deeabiua

consignments of all kinds

It OSS a-

CO.’S,

Novelty

169 Middle

BROADCLOTHS,
nud

DOLLAR

to

Pr‘,lu^-_scpidUdlyr

!

is

Grand

IN

LES, 4c.
Pobtland, Me.

Spodjl attention paid

i

Complete

WM. GRACE &

Chinchillp Cloths of aU Shades,
and

DT^ri
No. a Lime Street,

NO GIFT ENTERPRLSE!
BLACK WALNUT FRAMES made to
order, cheaper than the eheapett, at

Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,

WHY THOSE WnO

“A.

important

To all of which they invite tho attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

DARGAINS 2

REASONS'

TWO

Because it is paying bach to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

found one of the best selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can bo
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtl

ever

give

nolStt
——i^aa

be

CAN

Consequently it

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

of

No Pictaret Given Awuy ni this Establishment !

luster hniah.

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store, 2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST;
AT

of

S HAW LSI

EDglisli, Frcucli,

ONE

Commission Merchants,
Butter, Cheese*, Uggs, Lord, Beaus.

We do not MANUFACTURE our
Frames, but
can sell at the above
price for CASH.

United States.

Calf and Thick Boots, with

MERIT 1

to

manufacturing department.

of the

PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
nov20eodtf

ERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys* and Youths’

before offered in
Portland. As the subscribers wish to reduce
their Stock, and as they Manufacture
their Frames, they are enabled

At LOWER

96 Exchange Street*
Nearly opposite Post Office.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

and Gilt 1

Eight by Ten.$1.60
Public

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customer* and prices
a
reasonable, share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

gardless

charge

ONLY

Boston and New York Markets,

Furnishing: Goods.

Cutting done

but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

j. & c.

Pictures in Oval Frames,

Foreign & Domestic,

I

—FOR—

Direct tram

CO.,

PRODUCE

FRAMES!

Pictures and all,

OHOICIE LOT of ENTIBELY NEW GOODS

Consisting in part

J. EDWARD GOVE &

INSIDE GILT, SslO.

receiving a

now

Cheapest

Select iou

Choice

OVAL,

LONG AND SQUARE ;

None

of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who ha3 had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has

A

129 Middle Street,
Are

than the

Cheaper

ELL,

of

WORK,

First Class Boots Made
Wltli Fair Btltch.

CHOICE SELECTION OP

The

GO W

Xo. 96 Exchange Street,
reeenlly occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BEE
EY, Where may be found ail the LATEST STYLES

Gents’

Business Cards.

PICTURE p RAMES !

INTew!

purchased the Stock of DRY GOODS
HAVING
and taken the store
formerly occupied by S. B.

*

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfhclion.

AT. SO,

Walnut

ME.

_Miscellaneous.

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

XEW STORE!

W. F. CHISAM,
Tailor,
jy erehant
TOiTe0! t FIBST CLASS CLOTHING

No.

CUSTOM
GIVING AWAY!

A

XEW STORE,

are

now

General Grant,

St.,

Federal

PORTLAND,

retail

the regular

of the

some

of all Vinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
lug bought and sohl.
sept20dtl

which will be manufactured Into Garment* which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
AJbo a Fine aBSSortment of

The purchaser being required

are

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

Woolens,

S,

JONE

Manufacturer and Dealer in

The Following

description*, by

Nov 30—eod&wtf

58 Liberty St., New fork City.
Nov I—d3mos

The
“Just look at my poor leg, papa.”
child said this in a hushed whisper, with her

lips

on

answered the

"Why haven't you told me?”

papa!”

It was

and the

mother and the
boy’s new found friend looked into each oththem.
er’s faces.
Mr. Frazier had already forgotten the point
“Oh Edward!” fell from her lips in a quick
of interest iu the news after which his mind
surprised voice, and she started from her
was searching, when the boy interrupted him.
chair and stood strongly agitated before him.
“1 don’t want a lad myself,” said Mr. Frazier,
He advanced, not speaking until he had takbut maybe I can speak a good word for you,
en her hand.
and that would help, you know. I think you
“Florence! I never thought to see you
would make an honest and useful lad.
But
thu3,” he said in a calm, kind, evenly modulated voice, but her ears were finely enough
you are not strong.”
And the boy chorded to perceive the deep emotion that lay
“Oh, ye3, sir, I’m strong!”
stood up in a brave spirit.
beneath. He said it, looking down into the
The merchant looked at him with a steadily dark, soft, tender, brown eyes. “But I think
interest.
there is a providence in our meeting,” he
increasing
“What Is your name ?” he asked.
added.
“diaries Leonard, sir.”
They sat down and talked together—talked
There was an instant change in the merover the tilings gone by, and of the causes that
chant's manner, and he turned his face so far
separated them, while their hearts beat only
for each other—of the weary years that had
away that the boy’s eyes could not see its expression. For a long time he sat still and si- passed for both of them since then—of the aclent—30 long that the boy wondered.
tual present in their lives.
“Is your father living?” Mr. Frazier <jid not
“I have a motherless child,” he said at last
hi3
tace
look at the boy, but still kept
away.— —“a tender little thing that 1 love, and to-day
His voice was iow, and not very even.
I find her body purple with bruises from the
cruel hand of a servant! You have a noble
“No, sir. He died four years ago.”
“Where?” The voice was quick and firm- boy who is fatherless; let me be to him a faerther! Oh, Florence! there has been a great
“In London, sir.”
void in our lives. A dark and impassable riv“How long since you came to America?”
But we
er has flowed between us for years.
“Two years.”
stand at last together, and if the old love fills
“Have you been in this city ever since?”
your heart as it does mine, there are golden
“No, sir. We came here with my uncle a days for us in the future.”
And so it proved. The lady and her son did
year ago. But he died a month after our arrival.”
not go back to England, but passed to the
There came another long silence, in which
merchant’s stately residence; she becoming its
the lad was not able to see the merchant’s mistress, and finding a home there, and the
countenance. But when he did look at him
boy a truer father than the one he had in foragain, there was such a new and kind expres- mer years called by that name.
sion in the eyes, which seemed almost to de“Do good as you have opportunity.” Only
vour his face, that lie felt assurance in his
lad’s application to the
a week before the
heart that Mr. Frazier was a good mail and
merchant, had this injunction been urged in
his hearing by an eloquent preacher, and the
would be a friend to his mother.
“Sit there for a little while,” said Mr. Fra- words coming to his thoughts led him to call
zier, and, turning to his desk, he wrote a brief back Ihe boy, alter this cool, almost unkind
note, in which, without permitting the lad to repulse.
see wliat he was doing, he enclosed two or
Many times he thought of this incident
three hank bills.
afterwards, and of the small event on which
“Take this to your mother,” he said, hand- such life long issues hung, almost trembling in
view of what he might have lost had that
ing the note to the lad.
“You’ll try and get me a place, sir, won’t slight opportunity for doing good been neglectThe
lifted
hiui
to
an
boy
appealing ed.
you?”
look.
uu snan nave a goon place,
iiui
"un, yes.
HENRY J\ WORCESTER,
stay; you have not told me where you live.”
“At No.-Melon street.”
GENERAL
“Very well. Mr. Frazier noted the street and
“And now take that note to your
number.

mother.”

dicted,)

UNFew,

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

Fancy Goods.

ana

THIS!

Clothing

being contrapublic greater Inpurchasing else-

we think, (without fear of
give our friends and the
ducements to
us a call before
where, and for many other reasons:
our store is
penses are
we
cated, convenient for all.

OHE.A.P I

be thankful.”

ed it to his mother.
“What is this?” she asked.
“The gentleman who promised me a place
told me to give it to you.”
The woman broke the seal. There were
tliree bank bills, of ten dollars each, enclosed,
and this brief sentence written on a sheet of

Bools, Shoes and Rubbers!
We can,

To

vtuu scui
ict

ENGRAVINGS !

“Oh, mother,” The boy’s face was all aglow
with sunbeams.
“Here is a letter from a gentleman in New
York, who says that he is directed by your
uncle Wilton to pay our passage to England,
If we will return.
God is good, my son. Let
Charles now drew from his pocket the note
which Mr. Frazier had given him, and hand-

luoivi

FRAMED

most respectfully give notice to their
friends and the public that they have t>ought
the stock and taken the store recently occupied by
the late WM. GERRISIL and secured the services
of Mr. CALEB S SMALL to select and buy our
stock of

WOULD

PURCHASE

Dry

great prices GITEN

PORTLAND, MAINE,

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS

us

LOOkTaT

Comer Brown and Congress Sts.,

NOW IS THE TIME
TO

Clothing.

_

excited countenance.
a place, mother,” he
cried to her the moment his feet were inside
the door.
The pale woman smiled, and held out her
hand to her boy.
He came quickly to her
side.
“There is no necessity for your getting a
place now, Charles. We shall go back to England.”

teresting news,

and turned to look at the lad.
He was small
—but clean. The merchant tapped at one of
the windows of the counting-room, and the
boy glanced back over his shoulder. A sign
from the merchant caused him to return.
“What did you say just now?”
“Do you want a boy, sir?” The lad repeated the words he had spoken, hesitatingly, a
lew minutes before.
Mr. Frazier looked at him with a
suddenly
awakened interest. He had a fair, girlish lace
dark brown eyes and hair, and though slender
and delicate hi appearance, stood erect, with a
manliness of aspect that showed him to be
already conscious of duty in the world. But
tlieie did not seem to be much of that stuff
in him that Is needed for the battle of life.
“Take a chair,” said Mr. Frazier, an involuntary respect for the lad getting possession of
his mind.
The boy sat down, with his Urge, clear eyes
fixed on the merchant’s lace.
“How old are you ?”
“1 was twelve last month, sir,” replied the

Boots and Shoes.

Ohas. A. RacklefF & Co.,

who answered it, said:

room.

portunity.”

Miscellaneous.

Sir. Frazier was profoundly disturbed; but
in liis passion he was calm.
“Jane,” he said sternly, “I wish you to leave
this house immediately.”
•‘Mr. Frazier rang the bell and to the waiter

even

pet annum, in advance.

jams
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Monday Morning:,
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4,1865.

.--,ht rom'
The daily mjw of the Press <* tm‘" ,han
hoed circulation 0/all the other dadtes m the city.

Terms-$8>00 per

war

in advance.

jy Heading Matter on all Four Pages.

Friendly
of the Maine Press
Triok of the Boston Publishers.
—

Oppression

The New York “Associated Presss’- consists
of an Association of the leading papers in that
city, which employ their agents, collect their
and
news, of which they have the benefit,
which they sell to other paper, affixing such
rates, or tariff of prices, as to their General
Agent seems equitable and just This Agent,
Mr. Craig, has apportioned the cost to the New
England papers according to their supposed
circulation and ability to pay, and there is no
not acted
reason to suppose that in this he has
in good faith.
On several occasions the rates have been
raised, the last time we think about a year

fairly and

since, when gold was near its highest figure,
and the war news was most voluminous and
The excuse

assigned at that tunc
complex.
for the increased rate3 was the great expense
of collecting, arranging and transmitting the
The press of this State was as.
news.
sessed its due proportion of this increase, the
more than
papers of this city paying much
those of Bath, for the same reason that the
Boston papers were charged more than those
of this city, to wit: their supposed inferior
circulation and ability to pay.
The war closed, and the dispatches fell off
till they have of late contracted to nearly the
same narrow limits they occupied before the
tear

war, but no discount was made on the war
rates—none was expected. So things went on
till a few days since, when the daily papers of
this State received, frcin the Boston Agent, a
copy of an order received by him from Mr.

Craig, at New York, of which the following is
copy:
“On and after Saturday next (December 2d)
you will please close the general news reporl
to all the New England papers, not on the direct
route between this city (New York) and Boston, at ten o’clock at night, New York time, or
a

It is found to be

to that as possible.
to continue the present elaborate
late hours at night without a maand
report
terial increase of expenses to the editors, and
there is reason to believe that briefer reports
and earlier hours for “Good Night” will give
better satisfaction than any increase of present
as near

impossible

charges.”
11
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with this

notice, till time should be afforded to see precisely what it meant in practice. The “briefer report” might mean a bet
ter digested and more condensed report, so
that even with its brevity it would afford all
that was really worth sending over the wires.
The a the closing at ten o’clock, or “as near
that time as possible,” looked like a disposition
to accommodate, and not to shut down in the
middle of an important dispatch. True, there
was a suspicious “look” about the matter.
The only papers really to be affected seriously
were the papers of this State, as the
Springfield, Hartford, New Haven and Providence
papers, by a liberal construction, could be convance

sidered oil tha “direct route” between New

York and Boston.
We confess from the first we suspected a
trick of the Boston publishers; that they had
combined to pay for and control the dispatches so as to exclude them from the papers in
Maine (no dispatches arc published between
here and Boston), hoping, perhaps, by so doing
to create a greater demand for their own papers in this State! It turns out that our sus-

picions

were correct.

The first confirmatory circumstance of this
a knowledge or the fact,—or
suspicion.
sucb Knowledge that we regard it as a fact,—
that no increased expense has been imposed
upon the Associated Press by the American
Telegraph Company, as Mr. Craig’s order implies. The Telegraph Company had made nc
new arrangements—proposed
none, and we art
glad to learn that the officers of this Company
have no complicity in this new turn of the
screw upon the press of this State.
Still, witl
this knowledge we proposed to say not a worel.
and see what the practical workings of the
thing were to be, but on return from tea Saturday evening we found at the office a dispatcl
from the publishers of the Bangor Whig, ir,

these words:

“Bailey, the President of the Boston Associated Press, says that if the press of Maine wil

double their payments they shall have the
as

new

usual."

ib.

iub

uubiuu

puunsnv;i:

have combined to choke off the press of thi.
State, or extort from it double the rates it hat
paid all through the war! They have proba-

bly purchased the monopoly of the news east
of that city, by paying additional what was reveceived from the press of this State, and they
know that, by exacting double rates they may
compel some of the papers in Maine to abandon the dispatches altoge'her, and thus widen
the field for their
the “third rail” in

circulation!
This is
a new form!
The Whig
may think it best to succumb, but suppose the
three papers in this city should combine and
form a “Portland Associated Press,” and then
decline to take the dispatches unless they can
control all east of here, and should offer foi
the monopoly a tempting sum, and then
own

pro-

pose to supply Bangor and Bath at triple rales,
would the Whig consider that a transaction to
be submitted to without
protest? We presume not.

We regard the whole transaction as an unfair thing; not in keeping with the
highest
considerations of honor.
It was unfair, we
think, in the New York parties to give a monopoly of Maine to Boston, without first consulting their Maine customers. It was a characteristic trick iu Boston parties to seek such
an

arrangement, and

end that

they

we do not believe in the
will make any money out of it

The Maine papers have been the
regu'ai
customers of the New York
Association, the
same as the Boston
papers have been, and had
they, without consulting the other New
England customers, bargained for the
exclusive
the
use of
dispatches from the parent Association, and then proposed to dole them out to
Boston at enhanced rates, we think our
contemporaries of the latter city would liave seen
and appreciated the trick in its true
light.
Perhaps we shall submit to the extortionwe must to have the
dispatches; but in doing
so we appeal not
simply to the people of this
city, but to the people of the State,—to their
local pride, if they have any,—to
say whether
their patronago should be lavished
upon the
papers which have combined to choke off the
press of their own State, or whether
they will
withhold it from them and bestow it more liberally than ever upon the struggling papers at
home, so as to enable them to hold
up under
tins new Boston scheme for
crushing out their
Spirit of the Plantation.
In noticing the lecture at
the City Hall
Friday evemng, the Editob of the

spoke

as

The third lecture of the
delivered last evening at (jitv
Ellen Harper, of Maryland y
In numbers, both ol colored

on

Argus

follows:

'hmTi

/. our“'!

wap

Mr8- Prnjncis
,liir
1*>P-

of the f
nn^r tl." *L110
occupying the front seats i. the
g?,ze’
in
the tah2S£i“ll>lJS.0^>ei:
wjrds. the highest seats
did not of course object to, as we are
!’ we
anything oi the kind now-a-days. We SHEtL V
hail hoping to obtain a seat among the former hnt.
every point we were confronted by the latt’r cla*
whose sinister movements and expressive
countr’
nances seemed to say to us, “Am I not a man
and c
brother*’?
from one point of the hall to anDodging
other we finally found an unoccupied seat near
enough
to the speaker to hear
distinctly, without having a
dark shadow thrown over our
paper.
The mild falsheoods in the above are its least
ulation.

A numbe

objectionable features. It was a noticable
fact, spoken of by several persons, to our certain

knowledge,

that the number of colored
persons present, for some reason or
other, was
Jess than usual at the
Independent Course.-

There
we

might have been

a

dozen in the

do not think there were more, and

hail;
they

orderly, well-behaved, good citizens, who
do not figure with a large class ef the Argu»’
party in tho police court, and who do not

were

make tliem3eives oifensive in a crowded asthe
sembly, like some white democrats, by
odor of bad whiskey or the worse odor of longuine cigars.

account is
The amusing part of the above
rebel who
found in the fact that tho perfumed
hunt foi a
to
wa3
obliged
penned the above
of

honest
seat to avoid the dark shadow
looked
He
probably
liis
paper.
African upon
of his own heart, and
through tho medium
an

.hat made every countenance and every

thing

appear black.

Mrs. Harper spoke of a class of white men
who would need a great deal of elevating in
order to make them the equals of intelligent
doubt
negroes. The writer in the Argu* is no
of this class; at any rate, there is not a person who ventilates his spite against the negro

through the columns of that sheet, who
might not profitably aspire to the level of the
their sneers in the
lecturer, who comer in for

article from which the above is cut. She would
be voted their superior in any or all of the elements that go to make up inoritorious human

character.
The meanness of the extract above quoted,
is found in the disposition to sneer at the

members of a despised and oppressed race for
using ordinary and legitimate means for selfimprovement. It shows the spirit to the control of which copperheads would remand the
freedmen who have aided in fighting our battles and in saving our country from destruction. Does any intelligent person doubt that
the spirit of the Argus, evinced above, would
re-establish negro slavery, restore blood-stainsd rebels to power, and re-inaugurate the old
regime under which Congress was ruled by
bullies, and imbecile treason sat bolstered up
in the Executive chair?

Does any one doubt
the result should such a spirit again obtain
iway In the councils of the nation ? Does
my one believe that, under tho influence of
uich a spirit, Freedom could ever lift Us head;
that a negro would ever be allowed to plead
lis own cause or recite his wrongs, that his
thildrcn would be

admitted

to a common

fcSf 'Seven hundred bales of cotton

1TEM.B OF 8TATE NEWS.

£1?” We will not publish base inuendoes
against any member elect of the House or Senate, with a view to promote the interest of any
man lor the honors of the Presidency of one or
the speakership of the other, so the communication of “Caustic” will not be Inserted, and he
will have the satisfaction of knowing that his
effort has been wasted. It is a poor cause that
needs such support or suoh supporters.
[fi^"A correspondent in the country asks us

public, through

the

Press, of the
whereabouts or location of the copperhead
no means of doing so.
The
party. We have
last seen of it was in New Jersey, crawling
into a very small hale, and trying to pull the
to iuforin the

I will

finish it.

“R. W.” makes the paper circulation of the
country $700,000,000. I deduct therefrom
550.000.000, of the compound interest notes
unded and withdrawn from circulation, and
548.000.000 for the twenty per cent, to be held
by the national banks of their capital stock in
egal tender notes, to which banks the $200,X)0,000 of national currency has been issued,
is heretofore explained.
This leaves, in round
numbers, $600,000,000 of paper circulation.—
Vow

paper dollar is worth sixty-seven cents
n specie,
according to the prevailing rates of
jold for months past. The $600,000,000 of paper currency, then, will buy $100,000,000 of
.pecle. The paper circulation, then, is
a

separated from the specie basis, by $200,000,000 of
paper currency. Withdraw this $200,000,000
jf paper currency, and it falls at once to the
•pecie basis, that is, a paper dollar will buy a
i'old dollar. $50,000,000 of this $200,000,000
is in the bank notes of local
banks, which will
be withdrawn Trom circulation in seven
months, leaving $150,000,000 still to bewithlrawn. This amount may be withdrawn by
in act of Congress, now about to sit, authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to fund
5150.000.000 of greenbacks; he giving in exchange therefor $150,000,000 of government
bonds, which may be five-tweuties, ten-forties,
and

three-tenths

ftjf“Timothy Richards, a

about 79 years
of age, disappeared from Prospect last Tuesday
morning. He had not been in good health for
some time and it is supposed he drowned himself in a fit of mental depression, as his hat
and boots were found on the hank, near the
man

worth American.
6iJj?"Is it manly in the Argus, after receiving
all the courtesies extended to the press of the

city by tho Managers of the Independent
Course, to treat all their lectures with sneers
and to burlesque them ?
The Managers ask
no endorsement; they only ask manly candor.

Thursday evening last, says, “he met with the
enthusiastic reception which his brave deeds
and bold words merited. The
dashing and
fearless cavalry leader and the defiant and sueeessful stump orator was a little restrained by
partial adherence to manuscript and partial
confinement to the formalities of the lecture
room.
But he was too much of a raider in
his entire make-up not to break
away, again
and again, from the hold of conventionalities
and speak and act out himself. Whenever he
did this he brought down the house’ in vociferous sympathy with his unconditional
patriotic sentiments and his
genuine democratic
doctrines.
“Quivering

with

manly

emotion

himself,

fired by the thoughts ami feelings that never
cease burning in the loyal soldier’s
bosom, lie
paid his fine tribute to the martyred President,
denounced the atrocity of the rebellion, called
for the visitation of the sword of justice on
the neck of the arch-traitor, and insisted upon the maintenance of our
grand recovered
nationality, not only throughout its own borders, hut also among all the kingdoms of the
earth. These and other passages of extemporized, vehement and passionate declamation, flashing out the truth with the sabre’s
gleam and thrusting it home with the sabre’s
point, made manifest the spirit that moved
the orator and his fellow-soldiers in
braving
all dangers and
enduring all hardships, until
they had vindicated the right of the stars and
stripes to float undimmed and honored over
every inch of the Union,
protecting under its
folds all men as
equal before the law, of whatever race and
whatever hue.
‘•It mattered not that the
General’s rhetoric
was rather more florid
than the cold air of
New England usually allows to
bloom, or that
there was no study of dialectic
precision in
the arrangement of his
thoughts and arguments. It was enough that he
seemed thoroughly honest and thoroughly in earnest, that
lie gave articulation to the faith and
purposes
of the popular heart. This
alone moved the
crowded auditory again and
again to renew
the welcome and
endorsement they gave at
the outset to the hero of
many a battle-field,
and the hero of the
campaign that
and converted even the

pidity

of

conquered
stubbornness and stulethargic New Jersey.”

®**The Louisville
Journal, denying a recent
sh“‘iue alligators in the Mississippi
Ri
lmVe lraveled up and down

,T0

the

have not

thirty

see,

Mississippi

yeaT^b^r1^

river-men
°r

$5,000,000.

lady

a

street, without soiling

even

across a

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will Issue Certliicales of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13, I860.—dtf s N

Inf The following shows gallantry and gratitude. We should certainly help that girl across
the muddy way.
Unlike a certain polite

gentleman who took

ON

INTEREST

Moses Eddv, Shut?, Boston for Belfiist.

WARREN’S

muddy

the bottoms of her

COUGH

BALSAM!

New

Napoleon, Uoberts, Wlscasset.

Steamship

Allan.

CLEARED.
Moravian, (Br) Alton, Liverpool—H&A

Steamer Franoonta. Sherwood, New York—Emery
& B’ox.
Ship Priscilla, (new, of New York, 951 C7-100 tons)
Asa York, New < Means-C M Davis & Co.
Sch Anna Lcn.ira, tBr) Mallett, Yarmouth NS,
(havint: iepoiri il)-masttr
Dana
SchMnna, (Br) Spinney, Yarmouth NS

partments of the government. The special object of this bill will be to reduce the clerical

W. F.

force numerically and increase the salaries of
clerks.
Gcnaral Howard lias received information that parties traveling through the North-

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

f'if A despatoli in the Macon Telegraph reports : “It is authentically stated in this city
that Robert

Toombs,

who had been concealed

for months in one of the adjacent counties, has
eluded his pursuers, escaped across the eouutry, and made his safe exit from the port of
New Orleans, for foreign parts.”
The wicked
flee when no man pursueth.
tf"A band of Indians holding a fortified
position in the Black Mountains in Nevada
were attacked and routed by our
troops on the
17th instant. One hundred and twenty savages were killed, and all their horses and ammunition were captured. The defeated band had
attacked a train three weeks previously, and
this whs their punishment.
t."S“The MissLaw* immature has finally
passed a bill admittingnegrotestimonyincourt
in cases where white persons are not concerned.

ESP*A London ship-builder has invented a
water chariot, a boat or ship on rollers. It will
carry both passengers and freight; i3 sustained
above the water level by the buoyancy of rotary
hollow drums or cylinders through which the
axles or shafts revolve by the propulsion of

oepu-uioer oy
1'eiera,
of America. It is the eighty-fifth of the
group
between Jupiter and Mars, is
comparatively
bright and well defined, and is about the size
of a star of nine and a half magnitude.
The
ur.

planet
opposition about Oct. 5th.
tir“The New Bedford Standard says : “A
lady, the daughter of a person of gTeat wealth,
and having herself ‘great expectations,’ went
to a washerwoman and inqui’-ed how much
she charged a dozen for washing skirts.
‘One
dollar a dozen,’ was the reply.
‘That is a good
deal,’ says the lady, ‘but I want you to wash
the lower half of three skirts for me.’
It was the late Lord Palmerston who
said cleanliness was better than
prayer in cholwas

era

in

into

deemed him fresh
beef, and the flies were about to blow him ?
Then those nicely-painted water cans, with
such attractive pictures outside, and nothing to
drink within !”

frlf“The ex-emperor Soulouque of Hayti has
been expelled from Jamaica, and has gone to
St. Thomas.
Isaac A. Van Amburgh, the famous
lion-tamer, died Nov. 29th in Philadelphia, suddenly and unexpectedly.

&^f“The publishers of The Hound Table
nounce

a

Thanksgiving number, proposed with especial
reference to the National festival. Theydonot
give a bill of fare of the feast with which they
propose to spread their board, but content themselves with saying that the Thanksgiving Hound
Table will contain several extra leaves, and
bountiful entertainment

for those who may

gather about it.
5, jjf”A woman tried to hang herself with a
hoop skirt in Troy a few days since, and almost
succeeded.

E,y-Official

information from Alabama represents that about two hundred thousand persons in that State, white and black, must be
supplied with food during the winter, until they
can raise crops for themselves.
Mr. Van Amburgh had many
severe contests with his animals in his profession of wild beast tamer, but he always gained
the victory. On one occasion his right wrist

fcff’The late

chewed by a
from the injury.
was

lion, and

he never recovered

tif"Mr. Carlyle has been elected to the ornamental position of Rector of the University of

Edinburgh.
tyThc operation of casting a cubic block
af steel, of the enormous weight of one hundred tons, was recently successfully accomplished at a foundry at East Greenwich, near

London.

WA bill has been introduced in the Missouri Legislature making it a penal offence to
address any ex officer of the Confederate army
without first prefixing the word “rebel.”

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tf.
Copying done in the best maner.
MORE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF

terly false, the whole number of destitute
freedmen being less than three hundred.—
[Was' Cor. Boston Adv.
gy The pirate Shenandoah has boldly entered the port of Liverpool to he disposed of as
the English government may see fit ! A British ship—built and fitted out in England, and
gone home, after a British ship told her it
wouldn’t do to burn inoro of our whalemen, as
the Confederacy had ceased.
[Portsmouth

JOHNSON’S REPRODUCTOR!
editor of Zion’s Advocate, of this city, has
using Johnson’s Hair Roproductor for several
months past, and in that paper of Nov. 8th, 1865, he
speaks of it as follows:
The

been

Johnson’s Reproduotor.—We know that it is a
most excellent article to keep the head free from dandruff, and prevent the hair from becoming thin.

—

unmr,

Journal.

1UW1.

one

by

To Ret.
single gentlemen, an unfurnished
FRONT ROOM, in a pkasant part of the City, within

XOL1I,

and had been so thirteen years.
I now, alter using
bottle, have a thick growth of hair all over my
head, and those who wish can sec and learn these fticta
calling at my residence at Libby’s Corner, or my
place of business at Brown’s Sugar House, York St.
T. B. THOMPSON.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

To

iiUfCiuuvl

Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced using
Johnson’s Rcproductor, my head was entirely bald,

two

one or

five minutes’ walk of the Fost Office.
A. B., Box 2185.
Dec 4—d3t

Smolander’8

t

Portland, November 20th, 186B.
This certifies I have rsed Johnson’s Rcproductor
for five weeks only; in that time it has produced for
me a full, line growth of hair, where before I was amost bald.
JOHN CLARK, Portland Co.
Manufactured and sold, Wholesale and Retail, by
HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
Si., Portluud, (Up Stairs).
Liberal discount to dealers.
nov21sntf

Fxract Bnchn

Is so prepared os to retain the most valuable remedial
qualities otBuchu, Juniper Berries, Cubebs, &c.,and
RESTORES broken down constitutions to YOUTHFUL VIGOR.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.
TAKE NO OTHER. Sold everywhere.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
£1 Market Square.
dc2d’>Uif

SEELE’S

HAIR

LIFE I

A Magical Preparation
-FOB-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

Portland, Saco & Porlsmouth R. B. Oomp'y,
DRESSING

Dividend No. 44 will be paid on the 11th day ol
December, to Stockholders ol reeord November 30tli.
Pei Order,
ELIPHALET NOTT,
dec 1 dtdocl2
Treasurer.

PRICE

THE

Wheeler,

Nickerson.

Dyor, Baltimore

Moses B

—

Why Will You Go Down Town?
When yon

&

Stationery
At

can get

CHARLES
Articles

Nov.

PRESENTS!

New Store, No. 36 Centre Street.

29.—sxdlf

Testimonial.
pleasnre in saying that I have used Carleton & Hovey*s CHLORATE TROCEHS, and find
them to be all they promise. I would not be without them.
Prof. W. D. GUNNING,
I take

TWO

STORE,

Sales

neat

and

EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.

choicest

at the

List.

Brokers Board, Dec 2.

American Gold. 4477
United States
147
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 1061
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series. 96|
do
3d series. 96*

97]

materials,

United States Five-twenties, 18G2. 19ll
do
1861. 99)
do
1865. 991
Eastern Railroad. 96]

is

in its act upon the si in.

For sale,

and

Fancy Good’s Dealers

_married.

Elevators I

25 Cents per Set!

Sch Hanme Westbrook, Wallace,
Nickerson.
SAILED—9 P M,
steamship Moravian ;
Caroline Lemont.

ANDERSON’S

Market Square,

2G.

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

Wanted

barque

bulwarks stove. The II
mainsail,
head gear, and was afterwards run into by another schr.
Steamer City of Bath got ashore at Tarpanlln Cove
2d inst, where she lies in a bad itosition, the tide ebbing and flowing In her. She will probably be abandoned to the undci writers.
Sch William, of Bath, returned to Holmes* Hole
29th, with loss of deck load of coal and sails split,
having been si ruck by a squall.
Sch J II Allen drifted afoul of schr J W Hall, at
Holmes’ Hole night of the 29th, and had starboard
quarter stove in, stern started, house stove, mainboom broken. &c. The J W Hall lost bowsprit, figure head, s'arted cutwater, &c.
Both vessels will
have to repair before proceeding.

of THE

New

Goods,

an

in-

New Goods !

JUST RECEIVED AT
DRESSER’S, 99 EXCHANGE STREET.
Photograph Albums from 80 eta. to $8. All kinds oi
Jewelry going cheap. Poitmonnaics from 20 cts. to
82. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. All kinds of goods
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at
his Old Stand above tke Pott Otfice, Exchanae St
Nov. 18—BNdlw*

Cough

and

Republic,”

1■

Tifk Futcue

HALL,

at CITY

7} o'clock, under the auspices of the SiMfath School
Teachers Aasociation. The prolit of the Lecture to
bo devoted ti the cause cf Mission Sabbath Sci ools
in this city.
Admittance 23 cts. Children 15 cts. Tickets for
Hale at the Stores of N. J. Gilman, Bailey & Noyes,

and Short &
Lee 4—td

Luring.

from New York fov
S W Holbiook, fru
Philadelphia for Portland; brig Caroline E Kelley,
from Boston; sch Delmont, from Philadelphia for

Philadelphia;

dence for Bangor; schs Itla, Blake, Port'and for Baltimore ; Abbot Lawrence. Stanley, Bangor for New
York; Boston, McRae.Calaia lor do; Hattie E Sampson, Blake,Portland for Philadelphia; Com Kearney.
Roberts, Calais for New Haven; Delinont, Orr, Philadelphia for Portland; J S Lane, Smith, Bangor for
Norwalk: Albert Jameson, Candago, Rockland for
New York; and others.
FALL RIVER—Sid 29th, sch

Are now receiving,

direct from New York,

large assortment

a

oi

CLOAKS I
and

Cloakings

!

Trimmings

Comprising all the

NEW
making

And

one

STYLES,
best Stocks in the city to

ol the

select from.

We would also invite particular attention to
Stock of

oar

WOOLEN GOODS!
-FOR-

men and BOYS

WE A El

PLAIN AND FANCY

25*°?’ "7—»<lo/or

NowYork*

WtedUAvSaU mu’atta’

Emery, LuGeorgia, M
Nichols, Philanthropist, Nevada, Challenge, Elvira

Kendu^kcag, E S Sawyer, Gentile, Areola, Oregon!
Abbie, Bcdabodoc, West Wind, C L Herrick, Oregon!
k
*
Kossuth, Idaho. William, and others.
GWN—Ar ist, brigs Frontier, Littlefield,
Pniladelphia for Boston; Robin, Hopkins, ttondont
for do; Reporter, Warren,
Philadelplila for do; schs
Col Jones, Hill, New York for do; Julia K
Gamage,
Wood and Paran, Clark, do for do;
Angeline, IIlx
New York for Weymouth; Coronet, Stetson, do for
WalterC
Portland;
Hall,Hlx,do tor Danvers; Lu“
Ames, Handy. Philadelphia for Boston: Olevia Buxton, Penney. Roekland for New York.
NEW BEDFCRD—Ar 30th, sch Hannibal,Atwood,
Bangor.
Old 1st, brig Webster Kelley, Haskell,
Philadelphia; sells Hockanom, Staples, Bangor; J
Baker, Barberick, Portland,
Clil 2d, skip
Julia, (Br| Crosbv, Philadelphia; brio
Aroostook, lord, Portland, to load lor Sicily; sets
Shooting Star, Marshall, Calais; Geo Kilboru, Norwood, Trcmont; Olive Heyward, Barbour,is,
BangorMariel, Kaler, Waldoboro.
SALEM—Ar 30th, schs M It Harding, Bunker, ftn
Bangor for Brldgport, Ct; Magnum Bonum, Kich,
Boston (hr

Bangor,
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23tb, schs Rowena, Agncw
Boston for Calais; Clarissa, Collins, do tor Bucksport
DH Hodgkins, Duncan, do for
Rockland; Herald
Hilton, do for Bristol; Emblem, Shortwell, do lor
Wiscaiset; Magnum Bonum. Rloh, do tor Bangor;
Harriet t-nber, 'Upton, do fur Portland;
Orion, Hart
do for Bellhst: Modem,
Blanchard, do (br Stockton;
Bet'ey Elisa, Newbury, Boston (or Trcmont;
P.-ari
Salem
(or
Thayer,
Rockland; Emma Brown, Sylvos:
J
ter, Boston for Deer Isle.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Algoa Bay CGH Oct 12, barque Mavnard,
Reed,
Boston, ldg; sch Susan West, Dyer, for Sandy
Hook, do.
Sid ftn Genoa 10th ult, harqne
Ionic, Knowles, for

Trapani.
At Leghorn 14th ult, ships Wm
Cunningham, Miller, for New York; Molo ka, Nichols, do.
At Malaga 14th nit, barque Young Turk, Harding,
from Canary Islands, ar 13tli.
Ar at Cadiz Gth ult, brig
Alberti, Dow, Malaga.
Ar at Havre 9th ult, ship John
Clark, Letourman.
from Baltimore, disg, to load flour for
at
Liverpool
1
9s
ton.

COT TONS.

Prints

wo

ahull sell at the

We have

in store 7o pieces

now

BLACK

ALPACCA!

Bought very cheap, in which
ments to

offer extra induce-

we

Among them

purchasers.

Very Fine Alice Quality
And One at $1

$1,25

75c.

for
been

that bus

nud from that to

We liavo

a

are some

50 to 62c.

Very Good Quality for

Selling;

nt

Port’

Ar at Nuevitas 13th ult, brig Thos Owen, Pettengiu. Now York.
Ar at Havana 18th ult, ship Chas
Davenport, Stevens, Newcastle E; 25th, brig A J Rosa, Devoreaux
Portland.
Sid ftn Cardenas 17th nit, brig Amos M Roberta
DoakkNew York; 25th, barque Trovatore, Carver!
do: trig Kennebec, Merrill, Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 28th ult, barque Ellen Stevens,
Howe, Portland.
Cld at Bermuda 6th ult, brig Gen Marshall, EUis
Belfast.
Cld at St John NB 30th ult,brig Clara M Goodrich,
Locke, Now York,

David

Nov 12, lot lot.46 08, Ion 30 30, barque Volant, Rollins, trom New Orleans for Liverpool.

PASSENGERS^
In steamer Moravian,for Liveroool—G H Gillespie
H K Eckles, M Cunningham, E
Dorargh, of
land: Owen McLaughlin, Ellon
and Bridget
of Boston; Sir Can-lngton, I) Morrison and
child, Alfred Smart, John labb, James Hamilton, R
J B Stevenson,
Adams, John L .rson, C T
Major A Smith, Mrs Smith, T Sutherland,
J Culiingford, G
Beflhouse, Robt Muir, A M
S Dainbry, Miss Dainbry, B P Tarnr, Robt
French,
and others.
Capt McGruder, Mrs

Quigly,

Quigiy,

Smith,
Delisie,
Cullinglord,

SPOKEN.

New

HAVANA. Brig Rover—200 boxes sugar, to Isaac
Emery, 200 do, I L Came, 52 do Littlejohn & Chase,
198 do. Lynch, Barker & Co j 150 do, Chase, Cram &
Sturdivant.
WINDSOR NS. Sch Reward—200 tons plaster, to
order.

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any other difficulties ot the Langs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that
was ever offered to the public, os any person who has
ever used a bottle will testify.
For Croup it has no
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will satisfy any one that it must be kept m the house. For

Miniature Almanac.December 4.
Sun rises.7.13 I Moon rises.6.49 PM
Sunsets .4.28 | High water.11.35 AM

Consumption it will give relief when all other remedies foil. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an 1 sold by Da. E. F. Bascom, No. 15
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
SO Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 15.
dlmsn&w3m*

Advertisements.
Gifts.

GOODS,

CPANTSII, TURK, and other EASY CHAIRS, for
Gentlemen, and elegant Italian and other
Sewing Chairs for Ladies,
Just received and for sale by

BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
4

Dec 4—dtf

Tree St Block.

And the feet of their having been recently

purchased enables

Extremely

us

offer them at

to

Low Prices I

We intend keepiug

our

MARINE 1STEWS HOUSE
lOO V
PORT

tF"A Physiological

OP

PORTLAND.

Saturday, December 2.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New York, Uhisholm, from St John NB

Deplorable

for Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Liscomh, Boston.
Steamer Foreit City, Donavan, Boston.
Brig Rover, (Br) Ryau, Havana 8th nit.

Brig Eudorus, Smith, Philadelphia.
Brig Anna D Jordan, (Br) Parker, Boston.
Brig John Brighfcman, Cray, Salem.
Sch Reward. (Br) Masters, Windsor NS.
Sch Jeruslia Baker, Barberick, Boston.
Sehs Typhoon, Smith, and J V Wellington,Atwood.

Boston.
Sch Bramhall.

|

Hamilton, Boston.

Sch Ellen Merriman,

Hamilton, Boston,

nr,

feet

and Land
fl4re®fo.

on

the comer of Brackett and
Lot about 60 feet on Brackett

Spring Street.
*'T.° S4?,1*014 house containing nino
ont-bnUdlngs. Enquire of
oy

on

JAMES E.

_

Dec 4—tf

rooms

with

good

FERNALD,

87 Middle Street.

And hope, by honest dealing and strict attention to
business to receive

ISTo. 5

a

liberal patronage.

Beering

Block.

Doc 4—dll

United States Mail Line
-FOB-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALlaUrO

St.

AT

Thomas, Pernambuco,
And

AT

Bahia, Every Trip,

PAHA

EVERT

a

family.—

to

OTHER

TRIP.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Will dispatch regularly,
2flth ot

the

on

each luonUi, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

River,
ONE

of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

THE

Will leave on FRIDAY, the 29th
December, and
call at Para.

will

An experienced Surgeon is attached to
each Steamship.
AU letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broaflwav, N. Y.
Or,
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Dec 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

Apples, Butter, Cheese,
And Lard.

200
BBLS.
100

BALDWIN APPLES.
GREENING

60
NEW DRIED
60 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
5000 lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE.
60 TORS PURE LARD,
-FOR SALE

C. W.

BY-

SMITH,
«
811
““■» 8

Dec 4th, 1806-.lt!

T. B. MARSHALL &

ver

Street.

BRO^

Commission & Lumber Merchants.
DEALERS IN

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.
facilities tor getting Lumber and from
our long experience m the
business, we believe we
can dely all competition in
filling ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies solicited. Attentiou given to
receiving and forwarding goods to
and irom tho interior.
Savannah, Ua., Dec. 2,1865.

Refehescks—Brigham & Baldwin. N. A. Hardee. Ervin & Hanlee, E. C. Wado <£ Co., Savannah;
dc4dtf
Fling «s Drew, Portland.
tho next session of the Legislature of Maine a
Petition of which the following is a copy will bo
presented.
To the Hon. the Senate ami Home if Repr, ,entatirei tf the Stale if Ma,ne, m LegiHatnre Ateembied.
Tho undersigned, petitioners, respectfully represent, That fbr a long time prior to the year 1.81 there
was a bridge leading from a point in
Westbrook, in
tho County ol
t'i(lo
Cnmbcrlanji, to FalniljUlh
wat.r, and called Martin's Point Bridge:
That
was
carried away by a storm Tu
said bruise
ber of said \ ear and lias never lx en rebuilt.
That a
bridge In that place, crossing tide water would be a
a an‘l
'»«

Nov 4—d3tis

A

as

Comist

—

Berry Sami
Byene Simon

McUeown Patrick
Morris Patrick
Mellon It C
Moon It II B

Church A F 2
Covell Chas P
Cobb C (J

McGuire Bodily

McAlIestcr R E
Clark C J
Miller Robert C
(Mark Chas L
Majsam R B
A
Chas
Chandler
Covcl Chas tor miss Anna Merrill S for miss Annie

B

Merrill
Meehan Thos

R Tibbetts
Carroll Dennis

Mower W If
Mills Wm R f r
llellen Mills
Merrill Wm II H
Nelson Chas R 2

Ebon Jr

mrs

L

Nichols chas E

Carver I sari c
Clark Isaac F
Cooper J W
Cheever John R
Coven J If

Noyes Frank
Newman Frankli.i
Nelson Frederick
Nickerson H W
No. line W H
Nelson Jas

Condon Melvin
rattling R 2
Currier Robt II
Curate S
Cordon Thos
Cot Thos
Campbell Wm A

Nelson John
Nixon Jas
Nichols Thos M Capt
OShockn. ssy Michl
OConneU Michl
Owen Wm
Pet is Ant
Perkins A S 2
Peters K D for

Coggins Willard
Dam Ally

Capt John

Smith Jr
Perkins Geo W
Palmer John F

PetdngellJeiemlah YCapt

Prince J G
Dunham Isoac
Delon Jas for mrsHarrietPei ley J S
Peters
John A IIou
O Delano
Prince M G
Dailey John
Perkins
M J for dea Jos
Desmond John
Duncan
Dow Luther Bradley
Plummer U B Capt
Dixon Robert
i lonnau Stephen G
Parker Rudolph
Po*t Robt Jr
l>lxoii Tiliumii F
Diuiock VVm lor Ada Ban-I'rcscott K
Prince Sami N for M Carcroft
ric Prince
Empire S M Co
Phillips Wulsteln Capt
Emory Geo W 3
Roberts Chas F
Ed gen Joseph W
tmadell Franals A
Ellwell John
liowell Franklin
KveUth Melvin W
Robinson G Lucretia
Fainham Andrew
Robinson Jas
Fraser Chas 11
Robinson Lewis
Floyd Chas W
RlchardsMr pigeon fancier
Field Enos
Pickett Geo F
Ryle Robinson & Hill
Smith A F
Fickett Geo
Femald Granville Capt Short A A
Stevens
D for miss
Far well Jos
Louisa A Stevens
Finney Jas
Sweets.* Chas M
Ford Lumber
Staawood chas
Foley Patrick
Smith Chas F
Fullerton Wm W Capt
Graves Chrispus
Slggetln < has
Goodnow D
Sargent (‘
St; out D B Westbrook
Graham Edw
Shaw Dan C
Gowon Edmund
Sanborn E W
Gammon Henry Capt
Stevens Kckley
Gleason J M
Sargent E P
Gallup P O
Shields Edw rd
Gridin Sami
Strout Fred II 2
Grover Thos F
G
Gardner Wm Henry
Shaw Gilbert E
Gurney Warren S
Harmon A S for Frank RSawyer 11 H
Harmon
Sproul Hiram B
Soule II S
Hale Allred
Smith Josiah P
Hatch Amos
IIU1 Andrew J Cape E
Smith Jo' ham S
Soule J BCapt
Harmon Allen
Hall Alfred W
Sproul Jus
Smith J P Rev
Hutchines Clias
Scott
Jas P ('apt
Holton Chas
Hill E P
Simpson L T Lt
omiu®fiuu
uougMou r reernan apt
Stevens Nathl for mrs
Hall Fred H
Jane F Stevens
Haimon & Dyer
Sheldon Nathan
Henly H
1
S
Small
Harris
Capt for Chas H
Carter
Hoi let Jairus
Ltephena «fc Procter
Hughes J T Lt
Hill Lewis S
Stevens Win
•*arlow N S
Skinner Wm
Haas N
Shea Wm
Hitchcock It Y
Sawyer Whitman (.‘apt
Hopkins Simeon
Tompson Andrew tor mrs
Hamblen Walter J
Abigail Thomposn
Tavlor Geo for miss Frally
Higglns Z H
Tucker Geo
Ilsley Chas S Capt
Irvine J H
Thompson G G Agt
Johnson Eugcno
Thomas Jos
Jones John C W
Thuot Jos Mos
Teener John
Knight K M
KingErastus 2
Thompson Jos P
Keith Judson tor miss Sa-Thompson Sas L
rah Hoffses
Thurston Thos Capt
Kyue Michl
Vaughan A L
Vocelle Joa Mons
Robert
Kelley
Williams Aaron
Knowls Sami J
Kent Sami
Webber BenJ
Larkin Andrew H
Waterhouse Chas 11
Whitcomb Calvin
Lallamme Anrone
Lobdell Chas
Williams KB
Williams Eben F
Lands! root Chas U
Leman ( lias
Whitney Frank mrster
John for mrsSusan
Waite
Labree Chas M
W Jackson
Leighton Icbabod
J P
Winslow
H
Lebroko Jas
Wengreen das
Lake Jos F
Woods
J
Cashier
R
John
La‘ham
Warren LH&Co
Libby Jos
Whitman
Moses & Co
L
Wm
Linmln

Shepley

Whitney Pbilious
Wheeler Patrick

Lincoln Willard
Moor Andrew W

SHIP LETTERS,
Solomon Sch Belle
ftigett I>ebueibarque B Colcord
UilKey
Carver Andrew L Capt brig BenJ Carver
Lewis A brig Minnie Miller

Fairlleld Andrew sch Matanzas
Agnew Jas Capt sch Olive Branch
Getchell C B Capt brig Russiau
••
Elwell Alvah W2
Elwell John P
Thurlow Jesse A sch Wm G E-idie
Reddy Jeremiah sch Waterloo
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.
Uxited States or America, [
District of Maine, ss.
I
to a Monition from the llo"; Aahur
C
Ware, Judge of the Uuited Slates District
witfim and lor the District ol Maine, I hereby give
has
been
Hied
public notice that the fallowing Libel
in said Court, viz:
,,
"er
turtle,
A Libei against the Schooner
wtththree casks qf
apparel ayid jumiture, together
V *Tll'‘l‘ou^nd
Allies; 650i thousaud of
kens Dutt,r; fort,
Clapboards ; three bags Oafs ;hco
chests Tea; two kegs of Tobaccoi .\ftg pounds Nsst

PURSUANT

s&t, gallons,

on

see

ss'apubScaudfr™bri.!go
Aud In duty
bound, &c.

Lost.
CHECK lor $200
A John
SUnchcomb.
same

at

QINGLE
or

the Casco Bank, drawn by
The tinder wil] be rewarded
this otiice.
All persons aro

on

O

and SuiU ol

nnfhrtiishcd.

witlt

House 77 Free Street.
Dec 4—tUw*

*»

a breach ol tlio laws of the
Wnich seizure was
set forth in said
United States, as more
a
sndtrial
will be had thereon at
Libel; that
Portland, in said District, on the nineteenth day qf

if

MOODY, and others.

samo.

Board.

Wanted.
YOUNG LADY desires a situation
A<ldress L. T. B., Portland P. O.
Dec 4—d3t»

ur.nii.E.iiiriXi a

Chau
Abbott Alex lor WmShealMcCar
Mon ill Kdw
Aldra Jas sail maker 2
Miller F J for mrs P J
Adams John Q
Miller
Akinson John
Moulton Geo & Son
Allen John L
McGuire J B Capt
Austin Sami
Adams Sami Jr
Mulvey John
John K 2
Adams S
Arnold Sidney
McCarthy Jas lor mrs 8arah
A dam* Sand G
Morrison Jas 11
Barbour S
Bradley Chas lor mis Lou-Mayo J K for miss Lennie
u Mayo
Da Shaw Bradley
Mitchell Jason
Bond Chas W
Me I >erin<. tt J ohn
Barnes 1 >
Moses J W
Boothby Elmer W
Bowman Kdwla
McDonald Joshua S
Jas
Brackett Gillman L
Me Keen .Joseph
Brown G
Mountlort Jos
Boynton G M
Meserve Jas
Brewer Henry W
McDonald Moses Hon
Bow en Hiram A
Moulton mr for miss Anna
Butler Jeromiah
Mullen
Brocn John
Marion Moist
Baker Jo# W
Men ill & Tilton
Blake .John W
Miller mr
Beckett John
Butler Patrick
McNeelesXeal
Ma llson Otis
Boothby Stephen Col

were, or

Capcc 1 d310*n8t recc*vIn*tiie

Morton Block.

mrs

‘Scal‘e<1 ,orby
megs; tiro casks 'ifdlcohot.cimfninmn
occ^sUie! which
ifnbeCpubUc:
hat! been, huleuon bo rd soul .Schooner,
ol the Ul.trlcl of French-’
^•d bTtho Collector
ersVofec6utbattbo Cn,mty Commissionthe
day 01 November
nun’i Bay,
,t¥jd
*fthe;r
fit to cau"e^h?l5iS.0U;L^^
District
Tremont.
at
last
past,
an<1 ma'nt“ine<1
tor

by leaving the

CHARLES CISTIS A. CO-

Mci reUa Arvila E

Murphy

Cyrus

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Girl Wanted.
Apply

Lambert Mary K
Larrabee Mary II
Linhy Sai ah

Bridget
t amey Elteu k
Mhligm Ella M Uj
Crockett NeMe
Monif Emma C
Murrell Hattie J
Cummings J l> inrn
Clark Mary mrs Congr.-ssMillett I S mrs
St for mrs .MargarotPor-Morrlll Jostab P mrs
tor Stockbridge
McIntoHh .lax mm
Mitchell Martha mrs
Cartland Mary H
Mulholland Mary A
Cross Rebcoca B mrs
Cochran Sarah mrs
Mayo Mary mrs
Monahan Margaret mrs
Car Hide Sarah 15
Davis Add.o
Morey Sai ah Jane
Mavera Sarah mrs
Dreiser Annie
Miichell Virginia J
Downer Bridgot
Nash Francis M nut
Dam Eliza I. mrs
ONefl Annie mrs
Daniohi Lizzie
Parker Dorcas D
Dutley Ellen
Perkins E B mrs
Dougherty Ellen
Perkina Hannah
Davis Francos mrs
] >ycr Lydia M Ca. e E
Pillsbury Magorot Cape E
1 Minn Mary mrs
Phillips S 1 mis
Parkor Tell vine Clark st
Elder AdaM
Folsom Angie M
Ryan Julia
Ross Nancy F mrs
E'iel.l Kate M
Smith Attacv mrs
Ford Emma A
Feuderson Jonnie M
Shay Nellie L
Fales Mary E mrs
Staples Etta D 2
Scummon Edward A mrs
mrs
Field Mary
Smith Henry F mrs
Flood Rosanna M mrs
mrs
Starbird Hannah F
Freeman Rachel
Stevons Jane F mrs
Fitield Silvan 11
F
mrs
Smith
Maria E mis
Fogg Sumner
Smelt Maria mrs
Grindle Ada (J
J
mrs
Grittin Alpheus
Skillings M C miss or mrs
Stevens Olive
Gerrisb Adah .1
Seavey Sarah B mrs
Gurney Carrie A
Gulliver Kate mrs
Shejierd Susa A
Swett Sulia
Glanoey Fhzal»eth mrs
Gorinly Michl mrs York stTruax Addio
Tolbert A
GoodrMge Mary L mrs
Gordon Peter H mrs
Thayer Elion M
Gass Rachel O
Turner H E mrs
Gass Rachel mrs
Tarr Lucinda ntrs
Haskell Alsinda mrs
Turner Sarah mrs 18 WilHookcr Anna
Ham St
Hill A P mrs
Wilson Caroline mrs
Whlte Caroline P mrs
Higgins Annie
Welch Emma F
Harvey A V mrs
Wicks Robert mrs
Hayes Annie M
Whitman S mrs
Hussey B A
Carrie E
Whitten Susie mrs
Hill Francis C mra
Wadsworth Wm mrs

Douglass Fred A
I >res*er Frost
Davis Fred K
Dakin Hamlet

Full iu all its Departments!

Dec 4_dlaw3w
American to do the work of small
An She
must como well recommended.

Caddie

Coyne Catliai too

Ducroas Chas

Stock

NovZ

For Sale.

mrs

Ck Ary Michl

AT

kJ

mrs

Sarah J

Chapman

Notice.

Holiday

BASCOM’S

Croup Syrup l

unc.

Hansoomo Sarah M mrs
Jackson Abhy
Jones Lizzie H
Jones Freeman L mi s
Jordan Maggie A
lot0,’11
Ba lord 1-annio C
Honora M 3
mrs
Kenney
Barker Josephine V
Hannah mrs Forest
LongKeote
*
M L
Kelsey
B!a.;k Mary
Kimball Ophelia
Barnes Mary A m, s
Lo„g Koiiie M
C
Emit Jas W mrs
l o

Crawford Fred
Cummings G R
ClillbrU Geo F
Cummings H G

$2,50*

very choice Stock oi

DRESS

Baltimore.
In port 21st ult, ship
Rising Snn. Orr, from Cardiff,
ar 13th, disg; Eastern
State, (Br| Ilalpin, lrom Newport E, disg; brig Cyclone, Griffin, from Beaufort NC

loth,

Bowles Lir.ilo
Burnham Ellen K
Burnham Etta
Berry Eliza M

Murphy

Lowest Possible Cash Prices.

Cardiff.
Sid 20th, barque Carrie Davis,
Bnck, for a Northern |>ort In Brazil.
Ar at St Thomas 2d, brig Ida Abbott.
(Brl Clark
St Croix (and sailed 6th for
Naguabo PK, to load for

ar

mrs

Mayo

De Lains.

and

All of whk-li

Ar at Rio Janeiro Oct 25, barque Aquidnock, Pen-

°ct 30» BhJP Herald, Gardiner,

LADIES' LIST.
Hillborn Henry
Alexander Fannie
Adams Sarah I > mrs
Harvey .loan B
llaiAy Maggie
Bridge Abide mrs
Brackett Dexter W mrs Hoyt R H mrs

McCarthy

pr

nArn^Kio Janeiro

IN

thy

Bleached and Brown

Wen°nah; sclisWest

In port; brigs Almon Rowell, Hattie S
cy Ann, Wenonah, and Alfaratta; sclis

Unclaimed

Hardy

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

Cornelia, Webber,

In the hay, schs Mary
Pendleton,from Bangor; James O’Donohue, Gilkey. do; Louis Walsh,
Booth, from Calais.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 29th, sells Oregon, Gott,
New York for Bath: Hero, Foss, Ellzabethport fur
Rockland; Idaho, Waite, Saoo for New York.
Returned, schs William, Abbie. Bedabedoe.
Ar 3Uth, brig Mercedes, Kohl, New York foe Portland; sobs Crusoe, Kellar, Now York for Machias*
rt°; U L Herrick, Thompson, from
Ellzabethport for Portland; Kossuth, Strang, St
,0r N<3W Yor*
Mocca> Small, Lubec lor

Remaining

THE POST OFFICE AT PORTLAND, Slate
of Maine, 1th day of December, 186S.
f}/~ To obtain any of these letters, the applicant
mat call for “Advertised Letters,” give the date ot
this list, and pay ONE CENT for advertising.
j jp- If not called for within use month, they will
be sent to the DeitJ letter Oiilce.

< 'roen

bethpert tor Boston; schs Tilt, Prescott, Easlport;
Pacific, Wass, Addison: Cherub, Bailey. Gardiner;
Smith, Portland lor Philadelphia: Wm
Leesburg,
Jones, Monroe, do for Nanticoke River; Susan Taylor, Lori., Klizabethpori for Providence.
Ar 2d, ship Sardis. Cox, Liverpool.
Cld 1st, steamer Rusolutc, Morse, Bath:
ship W F
Storer. Bryant, Lverpool: barque G W lioiton,
Packard, New Orleans; brig Whitaker, Look, for
Addison via

Bluohill for Norfolk.
Ar 30th, brig Orozimbo, Orcutt, Boston for Philadelphia; sch Volant, Pori land for New York.
In port 30th, brig
Timothy Field, Wiswell, Provi-

Letters

Briekett S D

LEAC1I, BARTLETT k PARKER,

Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, brig Allston, Sawyer, Eliza-

Boston.
NEW LONDON -Ar 29th, sch Arthur
Britton,
(new) I* robot*, Bangor for New York.
Ar SOtli, sen Minnie <5bbb, Ingraham, Rockland for
Norwich.
PROY IDENCE—Ar 30th, sch Sarah,
Robinson,
New York.
Ar 1st inst, brig Chimborazo, Hatch,
schs
Bangor;
das Bliss, Hatch, do; Siak, Ingalls, Machias; Sarah
Gardiner, Teel, Calais.
Ar at Baker’s Landing 7th,sch Harriet
Baker,Webber, Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 21>th, schs Fannie A Bailey, Freeman, Boston for Washington: Goo W Kimball, Jr
Crockett, Rockland for New York; Ebcn C Brown,
Pierce, Thomaston lor New York; Mail, Merrill, fm
Gardiner for do; Mary Fletcher, Tracy, Boston for
Philadelphia; M S Hathaway, Coe, from Bangor for

Advertisements.

Bradbury

Philadelphia.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, brigs Wm Robinson,
Reed, Calais; Sarah Goodenow, Drisko, Providence;
sell M E Long, Hardv, Portland.
At Delaware Breakwater 27tli, barques Reunion,

New

Brewer Sophia L mrs

Bangor.

IMPORTS.

View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
uid Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Health and Disease, with a-Treatice on Early Errors, Its
Consequences
ipon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
rreatmenfc— the only rational and successful mode of
jure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
.vuthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent /Vee of postage to any address,
m receipt of 2C cents, in stamps or postal currency,
>y addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
ilbany, N. Y.
The author mav be consulted upon any of the dis>ases
upon which Ills book treats either personally or
>y mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world’
Oct ft—s n d&w8m

LUX,

At

BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, brig Isaac Carver, Shute,

weather.

dty* Dec. 2, Capt. Joseph Weeks, ^
aged 80
years 31 months.
Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock, from
his late residence, No. 5 Judia Street.
Relatives and
friends are requested to attend.
In Cumberland, Nov 2. Mrs Susan
A, wife ot Capt
Wm L Thornes, of this
city, agod 23 years.
63r*Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 1 o’clock,
from the residence of her
mother, Mrs A L Pcttengill, in Cumberland.
In Saccarappa, Doc 1, ol disease contracted in the
army, Edward K Kollock, aged 26 years 10 months.
SHr*Fuueral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
from the residence of his mother in
Saccarappa.
In Vassalboro, Nov 9, Mr Ezekiel Small, aged 89
years; 25th, David H Nichols, aged 23 years.
In Wells, Nov 17, Mr Jonathan Clark, aged 93 vrs
In Limington, Nov 2, Mrs Stafira, wile of Rev Andrew Hobson, aged 70 years 6 months.

Special Notice
TO THE MERCHANTS OF PORTLAND 1
I have served my Country during the war: have
recently been honorably discharged; and now I
desire a good situation.
I am a good writer; am
quick at figures;have a good education, and can procure the best of references.
I am prepared to dovote
my whole time to the interests of mv employers_
Any person wishing the services of a iober, industrious and faitl\fiU man, in any capacity, may address
J. N. A. WILLIAMS,
Post Office, Portland, Me.
Nov. 24—BSd2w
DR.

MILE

TIianks^iviuR Evening:, Dec. 7th,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 21st, ship Sterling, Small,
New York; barque Starlight, Sparrow, Boston.
RICHMOND—Below 29th, sch H K Dunton, Jame-

Put back 25th, steamer Lookout,
Chisholm, from
Bath for Sail Francisco,
having encountered heavy

_DIED.

Immediately.

active, industrious, honest Boy, 16 or 18 years of
age, who resides in the city, and who desires to learn
the business of an Apothecary.
Address, Portland
An

P. O. Bor 68, with real name, and state whore
terview can be had.
Nov 21—8 u dtf

H.

OF NEW YORK,

lost

son.

W.

dleton, Richmond.

•

HALT,.

Will deliverliU famous AliORKSS

for

In Gorliam, Nov .‘ML by Rev J R
Adams, DD,
Tbeocore Shackiord, Jr, and Sarah D Bradburv
both of Buxton.
In Limington, Nov 7, Edmond Bragdon and Sarah
Stevens, bout of L; Samuel F Piper, of Parsonsfield
and M Jennie Bragdon, of L.
In Richmond, Nov 13, Hezekiah Ridley, of R. and
Arabella Parris, of Dresden.
In Biddoford, Nov 13, James M Davis and Orilla
F Shaw.

At

HEW YORK SKIRT & OORSET STORE
ootl8snd3m

a

Coupons,..’

and

Dress

repaired in

Boston Stock

and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented

extremely boneficial
by all Druggists
june31dlyr

be

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
Middle Street, where every variety oi Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and
Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tl

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
the

can

IS at 147

shall Retail at 33 cts.

is made from

Wanted !

juiy21sntf

CASES

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
mild

"Wlie a ton's
Ointment
Will Cbirellic Itch in Forty~E3ght Honrs.

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER

“Red Stocking Sign,"
154 Middle, Cor. Cross St.
Nov 28—sxdlw

demand,

Scratch!

A Fact Worth Knowing,

(FROM AUCTION,)
we

Scratch,

That Rubber Goods

HORNING !

THOMPSON’S HOSIERY

ITCH I

Country. Call, or address
L. DRESSER; 99 Exchange Street,
Nov 27—d4w*
Portland, Me.

Howe's Best Ladies C. and Wool Hose,
Wliich

ITCH !

To will the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the

Hosiery.

THIS

ITCH I

Scratch,

Agents

Lecturer on Geology.
To W. W. Whipple, Druggist., 21 Market Sq.
Nov 29—sxdlw

OPENED

REV.

Freeman
New York —O

Ellzabethport.

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents.
For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washiiigloii St., Boston, it will bo forwarded by mail, free of postage, to
any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1365.—s N d&wlyr

STREET.

H. L. BEAL.

Howe’s

C0.#

CITY

GIVING!

Emily,

variety for the old folks and the young.
O^A large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
k}HEAP. Come and be convinced,
FIRST DOOR FROM CONORE88

&

J uly 22—sudtf

A large

At the

CUSTIS

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE of MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

the NEW STORE,
As Cheap as the Cheapest.

HOLIDAY

Retail,

and

-BY-

your

Fancy

HAIR.

T H A NK S

Sawyer, McIntyre, Baltimore—E

Washington.
Ar 30th, schs Valhalla. Lord,Calais fir New York;
Union, Crocker, Maoliias for do; Billow, Cousins.

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale

an-

that their next week’s issue will be

Agents.
augldsndiwCm

PORTLAND

States are appealing to the benevolent for
aid for the destitute freedmen in this district,
whom they represent to number some twenty
thousand or more. These statements are ut-

20

weeping, as though they

U., Proprietors.

Wholesale

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ern

times.

A Mississippi editor who has
lately endured a ride on a southern
railroad, feelingly
observes : “Whata funny way the M. & O.
Railroad has of managing its trains i
Where
is the use ol stoves, for instance, unless fire is
put in them ? Query—What is the object of
fire in stoves if one has to have his eyes smoked

Phillips If Co

Advertisements.

—

& Co.
Soli Ida F
Sch s

For particulars address

i,iuuoi uiscuveruu m

The Boston Transcript—good authority—in
speaking of the appearance and address of
Major General Kilpatrick in that city, on

OF PORTLAND.

Nashua,

latter part of the war.

bonds, or other
jonds drawing less interest, if the latter is steam or other power, and is peculiarly adapted to the use of small craft, entering shallow
practicable and advisable. This funding may
rivers and creeks where ordinary vessels cannot
>o gradual, so as to let prices down
or
easily;
pass, owing to the construction of their keels.
nore speedy, in which latter case it would
ESP"A German scientific paper gives the folprobably hurt speculators who hold large
lowing statistics : From the foundation of
imounts of merchandise for their own espeRome up to the time of Augustus, in 732
years,
cial benefit, more than it would hurt any body there
appeared thirty-three epidemics; from
ilse.
the birth of Christ up to 1680, ninety-seven; in
Then let Congress, in addition, as rapidly the seventeenth
century,fourteen; in the eighmd to as great an extent as is consistent with
teenth century, eight; and since the beginhe public welfare, reduce the public expenses,
ning of the nineteenth century the cholera
has appeared three times.
o that the surplus revenues of the
This decrease is
government, over its expenditures derived from cus- accounted for by the progr; ssof medical science
and various sanitary improvements introduced
oms and internal
revenue, shall he applied to
in the advance of civilization.
the extinguishment of the public
and
debt,
EiP* Chief Justice Parker of New Brunsthe end is accomplished.
wick, died s ;mewhat suddenly last week. He
I do not believe that the
pevpetuatiou of a was a native of the
Province, and a gentleman
public debt of the government is any more of
high legal and scholastic attainments.
beneficial to it than a private debt is to an inOP* Mr. Chevallier, of the Durham (Eng.)
dividual.
E. H. T.
Observatory, states that their observer, Mr.
Dolman, has succeeded in finding the new
Gen. Kilpatrick in Boston.
>r seven

month,

The First National Bank

decreased the last

was

Sell
Soli

DIPHTHERIA,

—

sumption of specie payment unfinished.

|3f”Tlse public debt

NOTICES.

boots, and setting her carefully and safely down
lias been found by experience to be the
was told that “he was an impudent
fellow,” a
Sunday,December 3,
JVEST REMEDY
certain man, in a certain oity, the other
ARRIVED.
day,
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston
whose appearance would indicate the
of the Lungs and Tborat,
Steamer B’orost
sturdy For the various diseases
hole-in after it. It may burrow and propagate
City, Donavan, Boston.
such as
rather than the polished gentleman,
Barque Andes, Hailing, Philadelphia
yeoman
in Jersey sand, like other venomous reptiles,
Sch Concord, Kennedy, Boston.
beautiful
in
a
a
young
lady
seeing very
Sell B, II Pray, Clark, Portsmouth tor Pembroke.
quanhat cannot acquire strength to spread.
as to how she should cross
OUTSIDE—At sunset, two brigs, bound in.
through the
Prof. Gunning is to deliver a course of dary
A*thw
11, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
walked quietly to her and
said,
1 ntiueuzu, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Labnched—At Westbrook 2d
Geological lectures in Bath and another course muddy depths,
inst, from the yard
Inflammation of the Bungs,
“Miss, if you will allow me I will take you
of Geo Russell, the line bng Helen o Phinney, built
in Bangor.
anil Whooping Cough,
lor J S Winflov, Phinney <5fc Jackson, and
in
one
her
of
and
his
taking
others, of
strong
Portland. She will register about 435
8#" A Young Men’s Lecture Association lias across,”
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEtons, having
arms carried her quickly over and set her down,
two decks, with great carrying cauacitv and is inwhile
thus
been formed in Boothbay. John Neal,
and
effic
cious it is perfectly safe to
RIOR,
Esq., of when she looked up smilingly and said, “Thank administer
tended for the "West. India business/ Iter extreme
to persons of all uges.
this city, is to open the course Dec. 12th.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan- | length is 121 feet, length of keel 116 ft, breadth of
you may have akissfor that,” and he,
you,
sir,
beam
29 it, anil depth 16 ft. Capt Win E
Boyd, an
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and In|3P~Rev. Mr. Puller of the Congregational
experienced shipmaster, late of brig Almon Rowell,
taking off his hat, availed himself of the offer, valuable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the is
Church in Hallowell, who has been for some
her.
to
command
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
and she went modestly and quietly ou her
The world is cliallenged to produce a compound of
time ill, is recovering.
The number of disasters reported
way.”
during the past
equal eflieacy and safety.
mouth has been unusually large, involving on esti8®” The Democrat says Hon. John B. Brown
session of Congress commences to„*» Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, mated loss of $1,500,000
t3T*Tho
exclusive oi cargoes. The
of this city, has given the proprietors of the
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
list numbers 77 vessels, of which 7 were steamers 7
day.
nol4sxd*ww6m
Square, Bangor, Me.
Pine Grove Cemetery, at Paris, a piece of land
oues, 17 brigs, 33 sebs, 2 sloops, and IS
ships, 11
The Chicago Tribune of alato date says
gy
foreign vessels, bound to or from the United States.
from his lot west, which makes room to placo
The
several of the bankers from the various cities
following is < aken from the list: Barques KUlngHall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Keucwthe fence at a right angle with the street, and
wood, fin Cow Bay CB for Now York; John
along the banks of the Mississippi River, from cr ha* proved itself to be the most perfect prepara- from New Orleans fur Liverpool; Waltham,Wesley
do for
improves tho appearance of the grounds very Burlington to St. Paul, were in that city, and
Boston; Jalie M llarward, do fur Havre; Queen Mab
tion for the hair ever offered to the public.
much.
Portland for Matanzas; brigs Forester, ftu Gardiner
to
fact
that
all
all
tie
tee
nearly
they
testify
for Boston; Shibboleth, Galveston for New YorkIt is a vegetable compound, and contains no injuE,#p”Tho Maine Agent for the Sanitary ComStella, from Cardonas for Portland; Samuel Small’
produce of Iowa and Minnesota is now seeking rious properties whatever.
Bangor lor New Haven; Alniore, Turks Island tor
mission, George B. Davis, Esq., of this city, is a market at tit. Louis. The rates of freight on
Boston; Larch, from Calais for Paw-tucket; Hudson
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGdesirous of obtaining lor publication in the
Handout for Boston; Martha Washington, Boston
the river arc small compared with the rates
INAL COLOR.
for
Philadelphia; sobs Montezuma, Bangor for New
Report of the Commission, the ;eutire amjunt charged by the railroads to Chicago, and in
II H Cleaveland, Camden for New
the
hair
from
will
It
out.
Haven;
keep
falling
York;
of contributions made to the Commission durIm Philadelphia for Newburyport; Electric
this way Chicago is losing not only a large porDamon,
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lusLight, Georgetown for Cambridge; Enigma, Charlesing the war in Hospital stores, money and tion of the produce trade of the Northwest,
ton for Mobile; Antietam, Calais for Washington.
trous and silken.
other contributions. PtopU who have the recbut also a good pro|>ortion of the mercantile
It is a splendid hair dressing.
ords in other counties are making them up, and
FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
for
it
is
an
inevitable
result
that
traffic,
people
it is very desirable that every town in this
BOSTON, Nov 2—Sch E S Conant, front Portladd
No person, old or young, should fail to use it.
will prefer to buy in the same market in which
for Richmond, is ashore at Townsend
Inlet, mil of
county should be fairly and fully reported.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
water. She may be got off.
they sell.
MEDICAL
FIRST
5ES“The Lewiston Journal says Dr. Peahles
AUTHORITY.
If A special to the Boston Adiertiser says
DISASTERS.
of Auburn, has received the appointment of
Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewor, and
Senator Sherman will introduce a bill at an
Sch Idaho. Waite, from Saco for New York, put inn«
other.
take
1st Assistant Surgeon, U S. A. Dr. P. was in
te
Holmes*
Hole
and reports having been into
session
29tli,
in
the
of
coming
early day
Congress,
R. P. HALL & CO..
the medical service in the aruiy, during the
night of the 27th, by schr Hannibal, of Hampden,
providing for the reorganization of the civil deN.
and had
and lost

ichool, or allowed to read the Word of God, or water.—[Bangor Whig.
to hoar it expounded except from the lips of
Jas. M. Hall, Esq., has been appointed
pro-slavery divines?
Deputy Collector of Customs at the Union
The American people may thank God for Mills, by Mr. Collector Long, who seems determined to put a step to smuggling on the river,
the light of the nineteenth century; that ne,to slavery is no more dead than the power of if it he possible.—[Calais Advertiser.
that infamous party which deplores its death
jsfr"Hay is selling at fourteen dollars per
ton in Augusta.
rnd would raise it to life, and that from henceJf”A man by the name of Jack Eastman,
'orth such teachings as those of the Argus
was found suspended by the neck, dead, on
we to be as much ignored by our people as the
Thursday last, at the Hoad of the falls. He beloctrines of Mahomet or lirigham Young.
longed in Orlaud. He was a person of intemperate habits, and it is supposed committed
The Remedy.
suicide in a fit of delirium tremens.
[Ells*
To the Editor of the Preaa:
In my last article I left the matter of the re-

SPECIAL

were deNew York, Saturday morning, in rhe warehouse of Squires & Johnson.
A numJjor of firemen and policemen
were
killed by the falling of the walls. Loss
estimated at $ >,000,000.

ployed by Are In

Rooms to let, furnished
at the tpat class

board,

particularly

erson interested
December current; where any
therein may appear and shew cause, if any can be
filiawn, wherefore the same should not be decreed
torfidt, and disposed of according to law.
** Portland, this fourth
day of December,

j|< D. lovO.

Deputy

Dec 4—dl4d

F. A. QUINBY.
U. 8. Mai.halDtat. of Main*.

Boarders Wanted.
be accommodated
.Ingle gentlemen
A FEW
with board at 64 Cnmbcrlimd Hired,
can

D»C 4—dlw*

Monday Morning, December 4,
PORTLAND AND

1865.

VICINITY

A hertisers wiU benefit themselves, as well a
arc am,no-Lite us, by sending in their advertisementi
at an early hour in the day.

New AdrertiitwenU To-VurSPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
To Let—Front Room—A. B., Box 21®3.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Dry Goods—Leach, Bartlett & Porter.
Lost—Chock.
.,
For Sale—House— Jas. E. FornalJ.
W. Smith.
Appplos, Butter, Cbcosoand Lord
IIoll.
Thanksgiving—City
Board—77 Free St.
Commission Merchants—r. B. Marsuall & Bro.
Wanted—SituationU. S. Marshal sSal©-—F. A. Quloliv.
Letters Remaining Unclaimed—A. T. Dole.
Girl Wanted—Chas. Cimlut & Co.
Holiday Gifts—Burroughs & Hudson.
_

Notice—Glendy Moody.
Boarders Wanted—51 Cumberland St
United States Mail Line—Thos. Asoncio

& Co.

MUNICIPAL COURT, DEO. 2.
The examination in the case of State v.
Patrick Flaherty and Thomas
Flaherty for
assault and battery on James
Brid-

Sullivan,

get

and

sumed.

Sullivan,
Margaret Foley, was

re-

The disinterested witness was
put upon the
stand. Both sides had summoned
him, and
he show that he was
perfectly disinterested,

for

nothing could ho got out of him, bearing
ujion the case, by either side. As for instance:
Counsel for defense—Where was Patrick

standing

at the time ?

Witness— Where?

Counsel—Yes, where was he standing?
Wi tness—Standing?1’

Counsel—Yes, standing.
was standing

W itness—Well, he

still.
you answer my question.
Where was Patrick standing at the time?
Witness—Troth, if yc’s know better about
it than meself,
ye had better take the stand!

Counsel—Can’t

The witness was very mucli like the one In
the case of Capt. Rice, and, perhaps, was the
same

There might have been

person.

a

scrim-

mage, in faith he thought there was one, but
he didn’t know much about it. His
style of
giving evidence convulsed court, counsel, and

spectators,

with

laughter.

As there was no more evidence to he offered
in the case, and as it had become such a mud-

died

that it was difficult from the testimony to tell who were the aggressors, the
judge discharged the defendants.
Thomas Hunt, for drunkenness and disturbance, was fined live dollars and costs. Committed.
concern

Promenade Concert—Tableaux, &o.,
to-night.—Wc beg to call the attention of
our readers to the entertainment to be
given
this evening at City Hall by the Young ladies
of the “R. F.
Society.” What the mystic letters

A Friend in Need fob Jeff. Davis.—
The Fortress Monroe correspondent of the
Boston Traveller, sends the
following item:—
One of the privates of the 20th Maine

have no means of knowing; but

continued to live with her as husband and
wife.
Under those circumstances the decree
wa3

revoked,

and the

petition dismissed.

Convention of Colored People.—At
the Convention of the colored men of New
Rngland, held at Boston last Friday ior the
purpose of choosing delegates to attend the
next session of Congress at Washington, with
a view of affecting its action on the subject of
“Reconstruction”—to have the Constitution
so altered as to fix a general qualification for
voters, in all the States; to have settled what
is citizeuship, in an American sense; and to
look to all matters

concerning the colored man
and his status in the land, Mr. Elbridgc P.
Talbot of this city was one of the Vice Presidents, and Mr. Samuel S. Murray of this city
was one

Mr.
was

of the Secretaries.

George

selected

Downing, of Newport, R. I.,
the delegate to Washington.

T.

as

Water Question.—This question
again very ably and vigorously discussed
Saturday evening at the rooms of the M. L.
Association, by members of that Association
aud others. The affirmative side, or that
The

was

favorable to the introduction of water into
our city, was sustained by our respected cotemporaries M. N. Rich, Esq., of the Price Current, and Capt. Knight of tlie Evening Star,
and Hon. George W. Woodman, and the opposing side by Messrs. Thomas Lynch, Charles
P. Kimball, Charles H. Fling, and Capt E. S.
Morris. So much interest was awakened that
the question was continued for further debate
until next Saturday evening.
Cool.—Charles N. Raymond, who was up
last week, before U. S. Commissioner Clifford,

bowling alley without haviug
license, and who
was held ou his personal recognizance until
Saturday, in order that he might procure sureties for his appearance at the District Court,
keeping

for

a

taken out a U. S. Revenue

failed to appear before the Commissioner last

Saturday. lie sent a letter to the Commissioner stating that as he was unable to obtain
sureties, he should be under the necessity of
“stepping out” for a few days, and would give
notice when he returned!
Mrs. Frances Ellen IIarper at the

quest

was

granted.

Having

some

doubts,

of the intention of his captors, he
rebel waiter to take another letter,
and through a servaut of the household of the
The result
rebel President, it reached him.
was that a messenger wa> despatched with an
.soldier
to
order for the Yankee
be taken immediately to the President’s house. Upon his
arrival the guard was dismissed, with an orIt seems that while Jeff and
der to return.
wife tarried at Portland, previous to the war,
this soldier rendered Jlr. D. some service,
which he requited by saving the life of the soldier. Now the latter is on his way to intercede for his deliverer.

however,

bribed

a

Banoob Lumber Mabket.—Amount of
Lumber surveyed from January 1st., to December 1st, 1865, compared with the amount
surveyed during the same period in 1863 and
1864:—
1863
1864
1866
Green Pino,
49,788,162
41,78*,379
34,13. .683
Dry Pine,
12,806,074
11,557,327
13,058,539
Spruce,
108,904,447 105,659,860
104,232,892
Hemlock, &c., 10,623,364
12,814,830
13,978,934
188,122.047
171,820,386
Surveyed In April and May,
Surveyed in J une,
Surveyed in July,
Surveyed in August,
Surveyed in September,
Surveyed in October.
Surveyed In November,

165.408,048
27,302,037

20,668,813
23,080,463
19,H30,85T
20,388,396
27.501,696

166 408 048

Survey or’a Office, Dec. 1,1865.
HoiioePATinc Medicines are advertised
for sale at No. 92 Exchange Street, by Mr
Seavey. In England these medicines are considered so much superior to other kinds, that
Life Insurance Companies have reduced their
rates to those that use them. Add to this the
fact that scores of persons in this vicinity say
that they save twenty or thirty dollars a year,
in Doctors’ bills, besides a large amount of
sickness and suffering, by having a case of
these medicines and a book of directions to
*
use when needed.
The Milford Robbery.—The fellow who
fatally wounded while attempting to rob
the safe in the Milford depot, has been identified as Amos Lee, an Englishman abont 88
years of age. He probably resided in Boston.
HU wife visited him Friday, but refuses to
make any explanation in regard to his past
course of life—further than to state that
they
recently came to Massachusetts from New
York. The wounded man cannot recover.
The police are in pursuit of his accomplices,
and hope to capture them.
wa3

dec4—mw&f&w

commence

parent

None of thosi
Lecture on Geology.
who have listened thus far to the very inter
esting lectures of Professor Gunning upon tin
Science of Geology, will need any reminde
from us of the Fourth of the Course whicl
—

takes place this evening at Congress Hall.The subject is The Epoch of the Reign o f
Mammals : the Origin of Man, and His Plao
Go early if yoi
in the Scheme ot Nature.”
wish to

secure a

good

seat.

the Universalis
last
evening, deliv
Square,
Congress
Church,
,red a powerful discourse in behalf of tie
He place(
Home for Aged Indigent Females.
most con
the
in
hearers
his
the subject before
In this matter
their
as
to
duty
vincing light
the contribu
The house was thronged, and
of tin
the
from
api>earance
tion, judging
one.
must have been a bountifUl
Rev. Mr. Bolles,

boxes,

at

Washington, Dec.

2.

Hon. Mr. Casson, Chairman of the Pennsylvania Union State Committee, in company
with about twenty members of it, called upon
Speaker Colfax to-night, and presented resolutions which had been unanimously adopted
by the Committee, approving the sentiments
enunciated in his speech delivered in Washington two weeks ago.
The Navv Department to-day received a dispatch from St. Ihomas announcing the arrival
at that port of^ the fleet on its way to the
The iron-clad Monadnock bePacific coast.
haved splendidly, the roughest weather dis-

intend to hear the

gallant General to-morrow
wise If they secure their

evening, will be
tickets to-day. Tickets for the
purchased

course can

be

for one dollar.

meeting of the Sabbath School
Teacher’s Association, will be held in the Vestry of the First Baptist Federal Street Church,
on Monday evening, December 2d, at 7 1-4
The next

o’clock.
__

Launched.—The brig Helen O. Phinneyi
successfully launched Saturday forenoon,

was

from Russell’s
all her

yard

in Westbrook.

She had

standing rigging up.

mo: as.

Empress Charlotte stopped eight days
Vera Cruz, and left for Yucatan on a mer-

The
at

Sandwich Islands,

San Francisco, Dec. 1.
Honolulu dates of the 11th ult., are received.
No more whalers had arrived. There were
twenty-six in port.
The new sugar mill had commenced grinding. Several plantations ware gathering their
crops. The prospects of the sugar crop were
The amount of whale oil received this year,
foots up 18,000 barrels, and the amount of
bone, 250,000 lbs.
usto

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Dec. 2.

debate.
Mr. Stevens will offer this resolution in the
House to-morrow.
Hon. Schuyler Colfax was nominated for
Speaker by acclamation; Hon. Edward McPherson, of Penn., for Clerk; Sergt-at-Arins
Ordway, for re-election; and Mr. Goodenow,
of New York, for Door-keeper.
Mr. McPherson, Clerk of the House, has
completed the roll list of mem >ers. He has
excluded therefrom the name' of representatives elect from al! States lie etofore declared
in insurrection. The nund er of representatives on the roil list is about 1S4.
Messrs. Harrison and Peyton, from Alabama, and Stubbs and Burner, from North Carolina, are here, with their certificates, claiming

taxation.
The Times despatch says he (Sherman) will
also introduce a bill at an early day, providing
for the reorganization of the civil departments
of the government; to reduce the clerical
force, and increase the salaries of the remaining clerks.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Dec. 2.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch
says, undoubfedly there wilfcbe a majority of
members of Congress present at the caucus,

to-night.

Albert Pike states that the treaties between

There appears to be no opposition to Mr.
Colfax as Speaker and Mr. McPherson as
Clerk.
The Democratic members of Congress to
the number of about twenty-five or thirty,
held a caucus to-night.
Hon. Mr. Winfield
was President, and Hon. Jared J. Randall,
Secretary. They had an interchange of views
and decided to hold an adjourned meeting on
Monday morning, to nominate candidates in

the Indians and the rebels, were stolen from
his pocket, at Richmond, a few days since.
The people in Arkansas have requested the
President to appoint a Provisional Governor.

Burning of

the Boston

California, has arrived.

News from South America states that the
Spanish Admiral Pareja continued to threaten
to bombard the Chilian ports, without daring
to carry them into effect. He announces that
the blockade is restricted to the six principal
ports, viz.: Valparaiso, Caldera, Coquimbo,
Henadena, Tome and Talcahuano. All the
others are left open to commerce. This ne n
arrangement attacks the interest of foreigners

exclusively, and is an excellent acknowledgment of the illegality of the former blockade,
and leaves his Government subject to the

claims of neutrals injured thereby.
Postal communication with Chilian ports
has been resumed at Panama.
There had been several destructive fires in

Travel on the Horse Railroad.—The
number of passengers carried over the various
routes

during

of the Portland Railroad Company
the month of
November, was 71,103.

Arrest.—Officer Pickett arrested last Saturday, a man named Russell, for being connected with Hunt, in
attempting to rob a soldier, Friday night. He was locked up.
—J1

jry-Martha's Vineyard is the pride of the
Massachusetts people.
In the whole
county
there is no place where liquor is sold
openly
it
(very thirsty persons may get by private contract); the court meets and has nothing to do;
and lawyers don’t flourish.
£3f"*It appears from the census reports that

population of

the various Indian tribes in
the United States and the Territories is 307,the

During

the late war there were 5400 in
the service of the government.
trin Scotland a minister “refused the sacrament to a printer who was engaged during a
M2.

part of Sunday night in producing a paper
which the minister confessed that he read with

pleasure every Monday morning.’’

jury for assisting slaves to escape.
It is rumored that a similar indictment has
been found against Gen. Fiske, who has given
passes to about 11,000 negroes to cross the
Ohio river during the last eight months.

mannthcture onr own Hoop Skirts, and as a
of course we can and do sell them LESS than
any house in the trade.
We

Manufacturer and

A Nice
A

a

Ladies Skirt for

Steamer•

Remember!
carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the
State; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

A

■A.

Bargain.

On

100 doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and IScJpr.

DEFY

WE

CASHMERE GLOVES
doz.

50

Ladles,

!

For sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Cros& Co.’s, Lowell & Renter’s, and at the door.
Doors open atG o’clock. Lecture to commence at 7
J.
Committee qf Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kinusbcby, Jr.,
Israel Wash huen, Jr., Olivek Gerrisu,
M. A. Blanchard.
Portland, Dec. 2.
dtd

Remember!
buy our Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
afford to soli them at very LOW PRICES.
lOO «loz* Hoods at 65c each, worth 1,00
100 doz* Hoods at 75c each, worth 1*28
1 00 doz* Hoods at 1*00 each, worth 1*50
lOO doz*Cloadsat 1*00 worth every wherel. 35
We

can

Remember,

tli <3

only one man killed at the fire
Bridge Street, this morning. The Government loss by the fire, is about $300,000; other
parties, $100,000. Insured $250,000.
Later.—It is stated that several policemen
were injured by falling walls, at the fire in
State Street, this momiug.
One papei says
the loss was only $300,000, including 2,000
bales cotton, 1,000 cases tobacco and a large
The clothing and
amount of clothing, &c.
most of the cotton belonged to the Government.

tVilmington, N. C., Nov. 30.
Ship A. Leavitt, of St. John, N. B., from
Liverpool for Baltimore, with salt, went ashore
on Bandy Island, and is a total loss.
Crew

the

Mercantile
Asssociatlun,

sell for

we

^

A
In

N

Every Town

The

Village

in

OIL;

Grocers and country merchants disposed to push
the thing, may make very liberal arrangements. Also for the sale ofthe Safety. Lamps and Burners.

JAMES LOCKETT,
No* 29 Donne Street,

IN

bo announced as soon
as arrangements and dates are fixed.
Tickets for the Course oi ten [10) Lectures. $1.25,
to be bad at the Bookstores on Exchange Street, at
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Middle
Members* Tickets to be had at E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street. Each Member is entitled to two
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.
Jamks Bailey,
4

John C, Procter,
Geo. H. Smaedon,

Mobile,

Nov. 30.

Chas. H. Fling,
John Q. Twitchell,
Chas. E. Jose,

SOCIAL

Locket to Lite Size, by the be9t of Artists.

BRIDGTON ACADEMY,

feet of water in her hold.

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
WINTER TERM of this Institution will
commence Tuesday, Dec. 5th, and continue
eleven weeks.
C. E. HILTON, A. M., Principal.
TnoMAS H. Mead, Secretary.
eod&w3w
November 22,18C5.

Every

Boston.

Framed

Washington, Dec. 2.
The Ohio Republican Caucus met last night,
and was attended by sixteen Representatives,
absent Representatives duly represented. The
most significant action of the Caucus, was the
unanimous passage of a resolution offered by
Gen. Garfield, pledging their vote solid, against
the admission of any Representatives from any
State lately in rebellion, prior to the organization of Congress or after it, until the credentials of such Representatives have been referred to the regular Committee, and the whole
matter investigated and discussed. The Caucus also decided to go in a body for Colfax, for
Speaker, Mr. Me Pherson, for Clerk, to follow
the lead of New England in the vote for Sergeant at arms, to support Hawkins Taylor, for
Door-keeper, and vote for Col Gwin, of Ohio,

-AT-

MtKEWKV'S,

284 Congress St.

Manufactory

ALL

STYLES!

I3T* Clothing Checked Free.

Basic

ALL

W.ADE from prime Southern Yellow Corn, tor sale

'Brutal Murder.
Albany, N. Y„ Dec. 3.
indicted for murder of PhilBramaghan,
has
been acquitted.
lips,

1

by
Nov.

CHASE BROTHERS
Head Long Wharf.

4—e,T&Ttf

rjlHK best in the

City.

on

Glass l

AIbo, MELAINOTYPES

A. M. McKENNET’S

I

Oct 3-eodAeow3m

284 Congress St.

“

“

1.75

“

“

1.45

“

2.00

“

“

1.62

1.26

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.
A splendid 33 Spring, extra clasp tape akirt,
only 1.50 lonner price 8.85.

At Lancaster Hall,

CORSETS l

CORSETS l

CORSETS !
Coraet* at 1.00 uaarked down to

.88

“

1.30

“

«

1.85

“

1.75

«

“

1.50

“

8.00

«

«

1.7#

COME AND GET A BARGAIN 1
THE

MUST

GOODS

FHvTXD

OT7T

BE

SOLD!

A

COE. FREE AND MIDDLE STS.

Special Steamboat Notice!
The Steamer NEW YORK will
make her last trip for the season,
Dec. 4th, stopping at
Portland on her return. The New
'Brunswick will continue on the

till further notice.

C. C. EATON.
Nov 30.deldtdc4

this city.
Music by Raymond’s Full Quadrille Band.
Ti kets admitting a gentleman and two ladles <11,26.
Ladies’ single tickets 80 cents to all parts of the house.
For sale at Crosman & Co.’s,
Partington’s, under
Lancaster Hall, and of the Managers at the door.
Doors open at 71; Dancing to commence at Hi

given in

MUSKETS !
LOT of PRUSSIAN MUSKETS, and WINDSOR RIFLESjjust the thing:; lor Ducking and
Turkey Shiotmg. For sale CHEAP, at
42
EXCHANGE STREET.

A

A

o’clock. Clothing chocked free.
Manaoers-*J, H, Barlieriek, G. F. Goodrldae G
A- H W T W. Burnham, !j. C.
Knight, J. Abbott.
nov 23 dtd

Colh^Tw

G. L. BAILEY.

Machine

I. H.

OSGOOD,~

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, market Square,

LADY who has had seven years’ experience in
the business, is prepared te do

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY
ANDERSON’S
New York Skirt and Corset Store,
80
If BAB

MARKET SQUARE.
THE

OLD

80.

CITY HALL!

GKO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Oct SO—dUn

5

Copying

BARGAINS!

5

On© F rioe

manner;

dealing with

DR. W.

JVTedical

DISTRIBUTION.

ns

may

depend

having

on

"iT DEMING,
Electrician,

174 MIDDLE

CLOAKS,

Nearly Oppeshe

the

STREET,

United States Hotel,

he would respectiuliy announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he lias
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been In this city, we have cured mane
ot tbo worst forms of disease in persons mho have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do thev stay cored? To answer this question
we will say that ail that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the socond time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for tweratvone years, and is also a regular graduated
phv^ician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diakme* in
the form of nervous or siclc headache; neuralgia >n
the head, nock, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where tlic lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal disease*, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or orparalysis, St. olVitas’ Dance, deafness, stamhesitancy
speech, dyspcqsua, indigesiuerjng
tion, constipation and liver complaint, idles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the cheat, and all forms of ieniale

WHERE

ELDEN & WHITMAN
On© 1*1*1©©

SHAWLS,
SILKS.

complaints.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the tame and tlie lazv
leap with joy, and move witn the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated grald is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to

One I*rioe

BLACK WOOL

strength; the blind made to ece, the deaf to hear and
the
palsied form to move upright; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the accidents of maturo lite
presented; the calamities ot old ago obviated and an

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
and weak back*;

BEAVERS.

nervous

ami sick headache: dizzi-

in the head, with Indigestion and
bowels; pain in the side and back;
constipation
leucorrhcca. (or whites); tailing of the womb with internal cancors; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases wiU find la Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line ot troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH : TEETH I TEETII 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAIN. Persons having decayed
tenth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
lor family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at hisabuse.
Office hours from 8 b’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
■T> 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
novlti
Consultation free.
ness

swimming

and

of the

BLANKETS.

One Price

Thibet®,
Press

Poplins,
Goods,

Di'sNolntion

!

FLANNELS,
DOMESTICS.

w“ au'
rrtHE firm oi'kincaJD * STOBEE
L solvod Juno 10, IwA.
<j
KINCAltl,
STORES.
4®w#w*
U'6»Nov.
30,
Cornish,

Canvassers,
TAx-al Agents Wanted, either la<lie9 or gentlcinen. to sell a fine Steel Engraving of PresiThoao acquainted with
and Family.
Lincoln,
dent
are correct.
It is large
them »*y *** likenesses
the
Engraving
qf the family in existonly
and
size,

Axrn

One Price

are easil. making $4 or $5
per day,
vrith it. It is sold only by my agents, to whom exelusive territory is given. Samples sent by mail for
$1,60. Send immediately if you wish to secure good

White

Goods,

territory. Every body likes it.

HOSIERY,

P.

WM. I. RICE. Gen. Agent,
No. 13 Atlantic St., Portland, Maine.
UcJdAw *
O. Box 1737.

second-hand

GLOVES.

s

One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (C tn. cylinder.)
One small 3 horee power Engine and Boiler.
Also, i-ecoiul-haiuf Mill Gearing and Shafting.
HP" All kindsoi Machinery promptly made and

repaired.

No. 5.

No. 5

PAINE^

And Musical

Theory.

!37“ SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,
163 Middle Street.

Horses for Sale Cheap.

Four er five nice HORSES for SALE,
cither tor Harness or Saddle, or both.—
be seen at the RIDING SCHOOL
STABLE, South Street. nov24 d4w

Hallotypes!

Wanted.

most bean ti fill picture ever made. The oalj
place in Portland to get them is at
A. M. McKENNEY’&ft
284 Congress St., corner
Centre Street.

THE

understands French
hand"

English, and writeB a neat and legible

I

Oct 3—eod&eow3m

IRA

Dec 2—d2m

WINN, A»ent,

No. II

Portland, Me.

Wurtl, Artist.

Free Street Block

and
painted m ou, waierc^r.
Photographs
In.Ua Ink. Ani£rotyT><-«“» 01 ltlt “*• e,^
larged and painted, In oh 8tI
e8

Federal Street.
Dec

ONE

PRICE

2—<12w*__
^OT I CE !
Special Meeting.

Oct 23—cod3m*

n^Tl*
May
1 "*

Engine and Boiler (16 horee

ONE
power) all complete.
Second-hand hairing and Pnllies.

as

contraction after this date.
Nov 29—dlw*
g, B, UBBY.

Nov»-d^«

oct3eod&eow3m

Teacher of Piano Forte

apy on. trusting
harboring my wife,
1egrBU3
Albertina V. Libby,
I shall pay
my account,
Lilia of her

who

OE

prompt returns, and the article drawn w 111 ho iuimcliately sent to any address by return mull or oxpreas.
Eulire SalLfuciiou Guaraulecd in all
Cbucm*
Six Certificates for $1, Thirteen for $2; Thirtythree for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send ior a Circular
All letters should bo addressed
T. BE5ITOV Sl CO.,
Box 6567 Post Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

CLOTH S,

a

ami try It.

Gk Pt.

no

one

MANNER

CERTIFIGATES naming each article and its
>alue, are placed in Sealed Envelopes, which are well
nixed. One of these Envelopes, containing the Ccr;iflcatc or Order lor some artlc'o. (worth at least one
lollar at retail,) will be delivered at our office, or sent
>y mail *o any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 25 cents. The purchaser will see what article it draws, and its value, which may be from ONE
IH) FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, ami can then
tend One Dollar and receive the aitkde named.
Cfp’No Blanks—Every purchaser gots an article

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

Pictures

a

City Government Building, oorLime Sts.
ne£of
For particulars
inquire at 217 Congress St.
Nov 21—d2w
and

Address Copyist, P. O,

Without regard to value, and not to be paid for until
you know what you are to receive.
Among those who have acknowledged the receipt
>f Valuable Gifts draw u ircxu this Association recently, the following kindly permit their names to bo
ued:—
Robert II. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn., Melode>n, value $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
York, Diamond Cluster.Pin, valued $200. Mrs. R.
J. Turman, 16 York St, Gold Watch, value $125.—
Stiss Ellen F. Dickerson. Bingliawpton, N. Y., Meloieon, value $100. Mr. I!. H. Stone. 52 Tenth Sfc„ N.
if., Piano, value $350. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller.ScranMia* Ellen J.
;oi», Pa, Diamond King, value $176.
Peck. Springfield, 111., Me lode on, value $125. Dr. I.
Van Riper. Washington, I>. C. Gold Hunting Ca oil
Watch, value $150. Edward H. Lindsay, Worcester,
Mass, Piano, value $250. Miss D. H. FarwelJ, Dubuque. Iowa, Diamond Ear Drps, value $250.—
Francis I. Moran, 13J Pearl St, Albany, N. Y., Music
Box, value $40. Mrs. R. C Ingersoll, ITrbana, Ohio,
Silver Set, value $60. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks, Willird’s Hotel, Washington, D. C Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $65. Many persous who have drawn
valuable prizes, do not wish their names published or
we might extend this list.

>f value.
Parties

en

vy and

Watches,

For Hale.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and FulcanMe base. All operations warranted to give satisaetiou,
augll'iiOeodisAwly

CHILDREN
the KINDERany kind done at A. M. MoKENNEY’S, 284
ASFBOOLtor
FLAN will be opened TUESDAY,
OFCongress
new method, In
St., by
GA?TEN
superior
N°v*
at the old
call

/COPYING to do, by

Ladles* Gold Watches,

Silver

ti^MOdM

125.00 to 226.00
15.(1# to 45.00
16.00 to 40.00
15.00 to 36 00
t5.no to 30.1)0
75.00 to 100.00
50.00 to 200.00
60.00 to 100.00
60.00 to 85.00
25.00 to 50.00

Diamond Pins, Brooches and Far Drops, Ladioj*
lets of Gold and Coral; Jet and Gold, Florentine,
Mosaic, Jet. Lava, and Cameo; Seta ot Studs, Vest
md Neck Chains, Plain and Chasod Gold Rings,Gold
f him tries, Lockets, new style Belt Buckles, Gold Pens
ind Pencil.'. Farcy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with
Hold and Silver Extension Holders, and a large assortment of Fine .Jewelry oi every description, of the
Mst make and latest styles, valued at

PORTLAND, MAINE.

kindergarten.

Ik

$260.00

Music Boxes,
Sliver Revolving Patent Castor.,
Silver Fruit and fake Baskets,
Set. Silver Tea and Table Spoons,
Gold Hunting Case Watches,
Diamond Rings, Cluster, &c.,
Gold Watches,

luce. Agents

Stitching!

on

Rosewood Piano., worth from
M.lodomw, Rosewood < 'Ages,

THE PLACE

Thanksgiving Evening,

December 7th, in which the Firemen and
MlUtary arc requested to appear in Uniform.
The hall on this occasion will bo splendidly
decorated with Flags, Banting, Pictures, and
other new featnreH never beiore introduced
in this city. Mr. J. Wilson and
Lady will be
at Lancaster Hall two days previous to the
Ball, with
the splendid Wardrobe of the Boston Museum, comsome of the richest dresses ever worn on the
prising
American stage; also character dresses of all nations,
Fancy and Comic Dresses of all descriptions; also a
large assortment of Dominoes and cheap Masks,
where all who wish may select, day or evening.
Prof. Heller’s Celebrated Colored Lights
will be used in Cotillons lor the first time In this city.
This Ball will be opened with a Fancy Dance in Full
Costume. Also during the evening the Highland
Fling and Sailor’s Hornpipe will be danced in Costume. Also Irish and National Comic Dances.
The Managers will spare no labor or expense In
making tills the finest hall and greatest novelty ever

CLEAVELAND & CO’S,

Nov 27—isd2w

12
15
160
100
100
ioo
100
150
J00
(00
(00

££500,000,

o’clock.

at 8

Grand Fancy Dress, Mask & Novelty

-AT-

route

713 Broadway, New York.

To be Sold for One Dollnr Eaeli!

*

BALL!

uMil

Ambrotypes

Chandler's Full Quadrille Bard.

Nov. 28—ecxlGw

or

Superior Meal for Table Use !

__

By

Dancing to commence

Gift s !

Holiday

I

284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the host manner. Gilding done in a superior
the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
under
style,
lias had iorty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by tlio best
oi workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
oc3eodjteow3m
for wholesale and retail trade,

1.50

“

at the door.

Cor* Free and Middle Streets*
Nov 30—eod3w

A. M. McKENNEYfS

Frame

Skirta at 1A5 marked down to 1.00

HALL,

Dee. 5th, ISOS,
Under the direction of the following
COMMITTEE OP ARRANGEMENTS:
Pros. Chas. E. Chase,
Tr'-os. Claudius Lane,
Vice Pres. Geo. W. Pridhain,Edwin Rice,
Fred. A.Drink water, Jr.
Sec. John W. Lane,
Tickets to the Course,
$4.00
75
Single Tickets,
25
Gallery Tickets,
To be bad ot the Committee of Arrangements and

Of every

FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at

A. M.
AND
Oct 3—eod&eow3ro

SQUARE.

26.

Commencing

MACHINE STITCHING,
in the best manner, and on
description,
the most favorable
terms, at
NO‘ 33 WU“0‘ S‘,ee‘Nov 23d—dti

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

Tuesday Evening,

MECHANICS’

Cleaveland & Go’s.,

THE

Congressional Caucus.

ASSEMBLIES

As this is their fivsfc Course of Dances, no pains
will be spared to maUr them pleasant and agreeable
to all who a tend. Tlieso Dances will be given

in my estabishment where I

keep constantly employed a number of colorists. Call
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.
A. M. McKEWEV,
284 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m

Committee.

Given under the direction of

MONDAY,

All coloring done
FtOM

-BT TIIE-

New York Gift Association!

Edw. P. Gerrish,
The opening Lecture will he announced in a few
days.novl3dtt

-AT-

at 47c.

Colored Photographs !

Lecture

Presents.

Great Prize Distribution

Streot.

Nov 30—eod3w

Western and Southern Markets,

remaining Lecturers will

"“j

February

Skirt and Corset Store!

HE ALL,

for this

™ ntl

After the above, McGregor Furnace, Wooden Cittern and Gas Burners.
For information in regard to above call at Auctioneer's Office.
nov24dtd

EX. AMERICA HOSE 1.

chimneys.

Pictures

of Public Lectures,
the Mercantile Library
delivered at

following gentlemen liavo been engaged
Course, vis.:

The

Maine,

Nov 21—-codSw*

will be

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
Bishop Matthew Simpson,
Rev. A. A. Willets,
Rev. R<tw. II, Chapin.
J. He Cordova, Eag.,
John B. Gough, Rag,,
George AV. Curtis, Rag,

BURNING FLUID.

Pe tiole urn—quiet.

Cotton—sales to-day 400 bales middling uplands

COST,

NEW YORK

Lectures.

Wednesday Evenings.

2

D

This is the best anil most carefully prepared article in the market; non-explosive brilliant in flame,
free from coloring matter, and lrom smoke an 1 smell
in an unusual degree.
Burns with or without

50c.

Provisions—quiet,
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

and

E

Local Agents for the Sale of
LOCKETT’S UNION ILLUMINATING

New York Markets,
New York, Doc, 2,
Cotton—dull; Kales 1900 bales Middling Uplands at

Flour—lower; sales 8,500 bids, at 7 40 @ 8 55 for
State
Wheat—1 @ 2c lower.
Corn—heavy at 94£ @ 96c for Western.
Pork—heavy. Mess 28 77$ Q 29 75.

Goods.

Cloaking

T

Library

CITY

Time

SHAWLS, &c.
Call at No* 4 Deering Block, Congress St*
Portland, Dec. 2—cod2w

saved.

General Grant arrived here to-day, and left
for Charleston.
Mobile, Dec. 2.
A party of negroes from the plantations near
this city, anned with rifles and sabres, attacked some white men on a neighboring farm.—
The leading negroes were killed, the others escaped, leaving their weapons behind them.
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 2.
The Constitutional Amendment passed the
Senate, yesterday, with but one dissenting
voice.

and

of Mass.

Thirteenth Annual Series
rjAHE
JL under the direction of

Keep

SHALL sell lbra lew days only, the best- American Print at 25 cts; Good American Print at 20
cts; Good Style Delaine at 25 cts; Yard Wide Bro.
Cotton at 25 cts.
All iay Dress Goods are Selling very Cheap
Thibets, Cashmere, Wool Delaine, Alpaceas, Poplins, &c., &c.
Will sell at great bargains,

Saques, Cassocks,

STONE,

large enough to make two goo.1
good condition and wiU bo sold hi

ANDERSON’S,

MAJ.

HON. JAMES HARLAN, Sec. of tlie Interior.
GEO. AY. CURTIS, ESQ., of New York.
MAJ. GEN. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. Army.
Per Order of Committee.
Portland, Nov. 28, 1865.-dif

State Street

Also the one storied wooden dwelling house next
west of the same. Size 221 by 38L
Building* to be
removed by ftrst day of
1868. A deposit ot
the purchaser will Is* required at time of sale.

Tickets for Balance of file Course si. Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.

REV. A. L.

la in

Holiday

INDEPENDENT LECTURES!
LGCTCGGRS ENGAGED.
GEN. KILPATRICK, of New Jersey.
FRED DOUGLASS, of New York.
REV. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.

on
Uidloiiigt,
Rt

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

man

for 40 ceata per pair.

ana

HALL.

Music by Shaw’s Quartette Club.
Tickets for the Course,.$1.00.
Ticket for one Lecture,.!....
28c.

doz Ladles ALL WOOL RIBBED HOSE,50c pr.

100

Dec. 5,’OS,

-IN-

COMPETITION!

I

There was

CORSETS 1

CONTINUING FOB TEN DAYS!

Kilpatrick,

Tuesday Eve’nj,
CIT Y

P. M. FROST’S.

on

Gen’l

Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.

O
“wf L tL “toried
wmxien dwelling recently occulted*
by^amueMiolf

SKIRTS,

AT

Third Lecture will be delivered by

Major

PATrEJj,

Wooden

parts.

OF NEW JERSEY,

DEY GOODS!

The steamer
clear of
be allowed U> come to the city,

-A.3ST3D

“

Ladies Cashmere all Wool Hose, former
price $1.50, pnesent price $1.00. Call and see
them, they hare no equal.
100 doz.

-TO BUY YOUR-

specia.
Atlanta, being deemed

HOOP

IN AID OF
The Portland Fretdmca’s Aid Association

E. M.

Auction.

INDEPENDENT LECTURES

DBIVE!

BIO

HENRY BAILEY & ( O.,
Auctioneers.

~OF—

We

Now’s

in

Closing-Out Sale!

26 MARKET

No* 148 Sc 150 Middle St*« Portland, Me.
FITZGERALD & HODSDON.
Nov 13—dtf

Dispatches.
New York, Dec. 2.
Steamers Europa, City of London, New
York and Louisiana, sailed to-day, for Europe,

Gv-adaloupe.
Gen. Sterling Price has applied for pardon.
A case of genuine yellow fever has appeared
on ram StonewrlL
She is now in quarantine.
The schr. N. W. Smith, from Galveston, reports fell in with derelict schr. New Jersey,
from North Carolina for New York, (luring a
gale—succeeded in getting Capt. Wills and
wife, one passenger, and two of her crew from
her, when the gale suddenly increased, and
the vessels drifted apart. The New Jersey
She had on board Capt.
was not again seen.
Brown and brother, Dr. Earle of Brookhaven,
and two of the crew, when they parted, and

1.50

Remember,

-4-

New Yobk, Dec. 2.
The cholera Is reported to have appeared at

“

We keep the best line of Ladies DRESS BUTTONS in Portland, and our place of business is

Miscellaneous

cholera, will
Monday.

“

1.20

Remember,

thrown into a ditch. No one
The engine was badly damaged.

taking $75,000

.75

“

Manufacture Hoop Skirts to order.
best qualities of French Corsets which
61*75 per pair.

cars were

injured.

“

“

Superior

Philadelphia, Dec. 3.
An accident was reported last evening, on
the Cape May Railroad, below Gloucester.—
was

“

We

jRailroad Accident.

Two

20 per cent.

Remember!

Toronto, C. W., Dec. 2.
Steamer Georgiana is under seizure at Colfor
violation
of the neutrality laws.
lingwood,
The legal agent of the United States, applied
for an injunction restraining the defendants
from interference, which was granted, the induction to continue ten days.

Various Items.

There was another case of murder in Herkimer county, at Jackson burg, near Little
Falls, Friday night The victim was a German, named Stoddard, aged eighty years.—
Two men, named Smith and
Palmer, were arrested. and identified by Stoddard, shortly before his death, as his assailants.

of

savo

A Better

Baltimore, Dec.

Seizure

A Great

Concert!

MANAGERS.
Hon. J. McLellau,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Hon. T. A. Deblob,
Hon. S. F. Spring,
Hon. J. B. Brown,
Hon. Wm. Willis,
Hon. J. T. McCobb,
T. C. Hersey, Esq.,
Hon. Geo. F. Talbot,
Dr. John T. Oilman.
Floor Managers.
L. Clifford Wade,
Col. John M. Brown.
H. H. Furbish.
Capt. Inman,
Edw’d M. Rand,
Ruths Dcering.
Wm. G. Carter,
Wm. R. Wood.
MUSIC BY CHANDLERS BAND.
Boars open at
6} o’clock—Tableaux at 74 o’clock
at tbe close of which Refreshments will he for sale.
Single Tickets 50 cents, or thiee for fl.; tor sale
at Lowell & Seiner’s, Crosman & Co.’s, Short <£ LorIng's, and at the door.
Dec 1—dtd

HOOP SKIRTS buy thorn from the

Ladies, it will pay—if you want to buy a new
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manufactured by
Paine, Berry & Co., of Now York. New ones in
every day.

2.
A Fortress Monroe letter says the steamer
Nellie Penty, from New York, with commissary stores was completely wrecked near
Her
Lynn Haven Bayou, Thursday last.
cargo will be partly saved. Four hundred barrels of flour were thrown overboard to lighten
her, before she went ashore.

DAY

1-^d_

JN AID'OF THE EREEDMEN.

Remember!
If you want

have a lew more Ladies Vests, high neck, long
sleeves, for 62*00 each.

From Fortress Monroe.

a

Promenade

Groceries at Auction.
MONDAY, December 4th, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
at Store No. 1U9 Congress, near Locust Street,
ill the stock in said store, consisting of Tens,
Coffee,
Molasses, Sugars, Tobacco, Pipes, Spices, Mustard,
Starch, Cream Tartar, Candles, Palls, Firkins, Bru-lies, Brooms, Lamps. Kerosene Oil, with lota of artiusually kept in a good family grocery. Also, Ice
cw1’ *Ieut Block, Cleavers, Scales, Meaunres, Show

ON
of

matter

We

Bridge streets, destroyed three large bonded
warehouses, together with 7000 bales of cotton
and other merchandise. The buildings were
six stories high, and are in complete ruins. It
is reported that seven or eight firemen were
killed by the falling walls. Loss estimated at
nearly $2,000,000.

meet Gen. Bohaz and place in his hands the
act of acclamation. In a few days the Republic would be definitely constituted.
The death of B. J. Rojas, one of the most
promint citizens of the country, is announced.

for Postmaster.

Remember!

Great Fire in Nete Yorl;.

New York. Dec. 2.
A fire early this morning, on State and

"

Having determined to reduce the large stock
Hoop Skirta and Corset* now in store,

HALL.

An Ancient Fairy Tale,Illustrated by TABLEAUX,
will occupy the early part of tbe evening, to be fol-

locomotive Works.

The Tribune’s Louisville correspondent says
Gen. Palmer has given recognizance to appear
tor trial on an indictment found by the grand

EST* No postponement
Dec 2—tlUl

COST.

-AT-

CITY

A^thnl12>o’cLckan‘1,le’ M0N1>AY’ Occam bar
Two Hundred Bids. Onions.

first

HONDAV EVENING, DEC'R 4th,

lowed by

of Gen. Palmer—Gen. Fitlce Indicted.
New York, Dec. 2.

Valparaiso.

The U. S. steamer Mohongo arrived at Valparaiso, Oct. 29, from Montevideo. The sloopof-war St. Mary’s was about to leave there for

I & HU.
Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

Total loss estimated at $25,000.

South American A"ewe—The Spanish Admiral
acknowledges the Illegality of hit Aett.
New York, Dec. 2.
Steamer Atlantic, with $880,000 specie from

AT

WILL COMMENCE THIS

T1IE

Boston, Dec. 3.
The extensive foundry and locomotive works

Cate

CORSETS!

R. F. SOCIETY.
give the

PATTE.Y, Auctioneer,
Lxchauge Street.

Onions! Onions! Onions!
At Auction.

price.

young ladies of this Society will
ol a series of Entertainments on

Co., Auctioneer..

«

°"

25c.

To be had at the principal «tores and at the door.
First Lecture Gratuitous*
Nov. 4—Mis

on

Ilar-

M,

1C

HOOP SKIRTS,

A. Jt

Lime St., wo shall sell Homos, Carriage.,
ne.se., Blankets, Robes Sleighs, <&c., <£e.

EDWARD

Scholars hom the High School admitted for half

Presents I

AUCTION!
pVEBY SATURDAY, At 11 o’clock

OetSl—<rP'RY BA1LKV

76c.

Single Evening,

-AT THE STORE OF-

The Intelligencer says Senator Sherman
will introduce a bill on the opening of Congress, for the equalization and reduction of

seats.

seven

“The War is over-and** the B^ys and Girls
all to meet around the table at the old
homestead,
and have a glorious Thanksgiving this year.f
Give them a warm
reception, and do not fail,to call
and secure some

good.

J

l)ayw

ON

through nature.
Tickets for the Course,

are

I

Ten

Monday Ereuiug, Not* 13, at 7} o’clock*

Remember!

Valuable

For

Clapp's Block,

And continuing through live consecutive Monday
Evenings.
Me will give special prominence to the LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what she has to say ol
the origin of things; ol life; of man; ol ihe
antiquity
of man; of the prophecies of his
creation, uttered

Sales.

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,
AT

Course ol SIX LEC-

a

CONGRESS HALL.

Prices Advancing !

chant vessel.
HaximiIlian remains in the city of Mexico.
Further Imperial successes in the interior,
are reported by official papers.
From the

DIAGRAMS!

COMMENCING

the Rio Grande and reached Matamoras.
The French Transport Allier had reached
Mexico, with four hundred Austrians and a
detachment of Zouaves, eu route to Mata-

no

from December 1.

Scarce,

are

Auction

Gunning,

Prof.

Boston, will deliver
TURES on Geology, at

Goods

prepare

AND

PAINTINGS

Of

es on

nine of whom shall be members of the
House and six of the Senate, who shall in'nt0 the condition of the States—late
“Confederate States of America”—and report
whether anv of them are entitled to be represented in either House ot Congress, with leave
to report at any time by bill or
otherwise; and
until such reports shall have been made and

had

BE IN SEASON I

New York, Dec. 2.
Mexican advices via. Havana, are of the fith
of November.
Zeuloga had been oxpelled by order of Maximilliun, to France.
A French war steamer had forced the Pass-

resolution,
unanimously adopted, that a joint committee
ol seventeen members shall be
appointed,

by Congress,

Amply

From Mexico.

her sailing qualities to be
superior to
the other vessels of the squadron.
About fifty Alabamians were pardoned toAll
day by a special order of the President.
belonged to the $20,000 clause.
The Republicans to the number ef 124 met
in caucus to-mght in the Hall of the House of
Representatives. No members were present
from the late insurrectionary States.
Hon.
Justin Merrill was appointed chairman and
Hon. Ignatus Donelley of Indiana as Secretary.
On motion, a committee of seven was appointed, who reported a
which was

acted on

GEO L O GY1
carefully
illustrated
by

.———pw

Miscellaneous.

lectures"™

PKEPABE (or THANKSGIVING!

all the buildings around them, and destroyed
all the good3 stored in the building. They
also destroyed a considerable amount of other
property. One of the passengers killed three
savages, but was afterwards shot, and his body
burned over a slow fire.

playing

the North.
The revolution in Peru had triumphed, and
Bold Robbery.—Saturday forenoon, some
peace was restored. The overthrown presiwent
into
a
house
on
Cumberland
dent
took refuge in an English man-of-war,
persons
St.,
walked up stairs into one of the rooms, and and is on his way to Panama. Lima was captured on the morning of Nov. 6, by the revolustole several valuable dresses, taking the pretionary
troops.
caution of emptying the pockets of the dressThe only resistance was by 400 troops in the
es, of marked handkerchiefs, and other arti- Plaza, where the palace was, who fought until
cles, which might lead to detection, making off all were shot The palace was fired, and narrowly escaped destruction. Fort Santa Carosafely with the stolen garments. The door of lina still held out under the minister of
war,
the house was not fastened, as it should have
Colonel Cuba, expecting aid from a regiment;
but
the
latter
marched
toward
Callao
on the
been.
following day, and Cuba capitulated.
Fine Arts.—Patten closed the painting
The new President Canseo sent to demand
the surrender of Callao from Gen. Rivas, that
sale by auction, Saturday afternoon.
There
Rivas abandoned his post lor a ship in
yet remain on hand many works of art, from night.
the bay, and the city was soon in the posses
the pencils of several European artists, with a
sion of the excited mob, who divided into
few from the studio of Mr. C. Kieglioff.
bands and robbed and plundered every princiMr. Gale will remain at Old City Hall, and
pal shop and store in the place. What propwill close out the remainder at private sale, erty could not be taken away, was destroyed.
Immediate steps were taken by citizens and
this day, (Monday,), and to-morrow.
foreign residents for their protection.
Rare bargains may be expected.
The next morning Pezet’s army appeared
outside the town, but before night it had
King’s Lady’s Book for December is out, melted away. Pezet with some officers esand completes the fourth volume of this dainty
caped to an English man-of-war.
The next day order wa3 established in Calmonthly. The enterprising little publishers lao and
Lima, and President Canseo was in
offer some tempting inducements to subscricharge of the Government.
bers for the new year, and promise to endeavor
Tne new Governor will doubtless repudiate
the treaty with Spain, and make common
to make the “Book” a welcome visitant to all
cause with Chili, the overthrow of the Spanish
its patrons. Metelia and Theodore Q. King,
treaty having been the object of the revoluEditors and Publishers.
tion.
The Central American republics are all at
Break Down.—Saturday afternoon as the
peace.
loaded
six-horse
team
of
The sloop of war Cayenne is at Panama.
Rufus Gibbs,
heavy
fine.
Esq., of Bridgton, was passing down Congress Weather
Outward passengers per Atlantic left on the
of
one
the
wheels
in
the
Street,
got caught
afternoon of the 20th for San Francisco.
track of the horse railroad, in attempting to
turn off' the track.
The wheel came off and
JFtorn Mexico and San Domingo.
the load was promiscuously scattered on the
New York, Dec. S.
The El Paso correspondent of the Herald,
street, and on the sidewalk.
under date of Nov. 3d, states that Juarez
Court Martial—Mej. Gen. Frank Fes- would leave for Chihuahua on the 12th, the
senden is President of a Court of Inquiry to French having left Oct. 28th. The temporary
Governor of Cliihuahua has notified Juarez
convene in Washington, to-day, and examine
that French deserters state that inany-of their
into allegations of misconduct in a recent comrades would also desert if an opportunity
frolic by Captain Tuomas, son of Adj. Gener- offered.
Bustante, Scnloaga, Oliviers and
other prominent Mexicans left Chihuahua
al Thomas.
with the French.
Official advices from San Domingo to the
sailing OF Tins steameb.—steamship
18th November have been received.
Moravian of the Montreal Ocean Steamship
One-fourth of the Constitutional Assembly,
Company’s line, Capt Alton, sailed from this acceding to the general desire of the people
port about 9 o’clock Saturday evening, for Liv- have, by acclammation, made Gen. Bohaz
erpool, taking out 43 cabin and 20 steerage President of the Republic. A Committee,
deputed by both the Provisional Government
passengers and a frill cargo.
and the Assembly, had left for Curracoa to

Tickets 25 cents.

A Costly Nebt.—A man who keeps a store
not far from Temple street, having lately
missed money from his till at different times,
grew anxious about it, and suspecting the boy
in the shop, talked to him about the matter.
The boy denied taking it, and the owner ol
the shop watched closely, but could not discover the thief, although the currency continued to disappear. Last Saturday, ou open
discovered when
iug a draw near the till, he
all the currency hail gone. About $10 wort!
mouse s nest, which tin
was made up into a
mouse had abstracted from the till.

Washington.

belonging to Hinckley, Williams & Co., on
Harrison Avenue, formerly known as the Bosopposition to those of the Republicans.
Dick Winder has been sent to Richmond, ton Locomotive Works, were nearly destroyed
fire last night. Also a large unoccupied
Mujor Gee to Raleigh, and Capt. Duncan to by
building adjoining, in which were stored four
Savannah, where they are to be tried by Court loeomotives
recently sold by Government to
Martial.
private parties. The latter building is owned
The War Department has just directed the
heirs of the late Edward Mott Robinson.
of muster out of 30 additional
paymasters to date by

Gen. Kilpatrick’s Lecture.—Those who

To

route, Sunday last, near Downe’s
killed six passengers, and the express messenger named Merwin. After burning the express coach, the Indians went to
Downe’s Spriug and Bluff Station, and burned

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

on a

Spring and

member shall
be received into either House from any of the
so-called confederate States, and all papers relating to the representatives of said States
shall be referred to said committee without

lady a large audience, and think that persa*s
had better go early.
This lecture is to aid
Wilberforce Institute, established in Ohio for
the education of the Frcedmen.
The Agent,
Rev. James Lynch, is now in the city.
Doors open at 6 o’clock.
at 7 1-2 o’clock.

From

Attack

express

---

finally

28,556,728

Beadle’s Dime Year Book and Almanac fob 1800.—A compendium of information for every man’s use, is published by Deadlc & Co., New York, and for sale here by A.
Robinson.

—

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

regi-

This distinguished
Lecturcss, who created such interest at the
City Hall on Friday night, will lecture again
at the Abyssinian Church to-night.
Subject:
“Home Influences.” We bespeake for the
Abyssinian Church.

BY

ment, who settled in North Carolina, after the

close ol the
rebellion, has reached here on his
way to Washington, to intercede for the pardon of Jeff. Davis, having travelled on foot to
Norfolk. It seems that he wa3 found within
the rebel lines, captured, carried to the rebel
headquarters, tried, and convicted of being a
spy, and sentenced to l>e hung. He asked to
be allowed to write to Mr. Davis, and the re-

signify
we can safely
promise that they imply that, to
those who visit the City Hall to-night, will be
presented many things that are Right Funny
and nothing that is not Really Fine.
Foreign Exports.—The total value
We understand that the net proceeds of the
concert will be passed to the managers of the Foreign Exports from this port last week
Included in the
Portland Freedmen’s Aid Association. With amounted to $58,334.65.
so good a cause to bo promoted, and au entershipments were 21,099 sugar box shooks, 8,004
shooks and heads, 2,193 prs. heading, 59,200
tainment so elegant and so varied as these
ladies
are
certain
to
there
will hoops, 200 bdls. do, 266^26 ft. lumber, 85,275
young
provide,
ft. scantling, 400 brls. flour, 736 do. potatoes,
be, oi course, a large and brilliant house.
19 do. onions, 60 do. apple3,11 do. beans, 600
Divorce Revoked.—At the late term of lbs. cheese, 5 boxes fish, 45 kits mackerel, 125
the Supreme Judicial Court, Ansel Bean ob- boxes herring, 120 bags shorts, 20 tons hay,
tained a decree of divorce from his wife Rhoda
1,000 cabbages, 2 dozen woodware, 25,000
L. Bean,—there being no appearance on her needles.
part to answer at the hearing.
Coughs, Hoarseness, and the various throat
On the last day of the term, Judge Davis re- affections to which
public speakers, military
voked the order for a divorce,—it appearing
officers, and singers are liable, relieved by
that the husband, after filing his petition, and “Brown’s Bronchial
Troches.” Having a diafter it had been served upon his wife, had rect influence to the affected
parts, they allay
lived with her, ar.d had condoned the offense
pulmonary irritation. The freedom from all
alleged to have been committed by her, and deleterious ingredients makes the Troches a
had also told her that he should not presecute safe
remedy for the most delicate female, or
his libel.
After obtaining the decree of diyoungest child, and cause3 them to be held in
vice, which was unknown to the vife, he had the highest esteem by those who U3e them.
we

~

Mail Coach.
Lawrence, Ka., Dec. 1.
A party of 200 Cheyennes and Apache Indians attacked the coach on the Butterfield
Indian

ONLY.

Tuv

ELDEN & WHITMAN
November 21, IMS.

stockholder* of the Farnsworth Manuihcturtliat there wUl
Company arc hereby notified
.SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholder, at the
&
on FRIDAY
LIBBY
CO.
J.
11.
Room of
6th, at two and a half o clock, P. M.
Per Order.
g B HASKKLt> C,ctk
dc2dl*td
Dec 1,1865.

du

Chitting

uextjDeoember

•

Falling
FROM

Valuable Hotel

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

When
T Urn tierv arrow, glideth
L
star?
An earthward tailing

never

sleeping,

Hon Middle, Willow and Silver Sta.,
in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in pud to
the undersigned, is oilored for sale and oan be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventv-tive feet. It is Five Fiorics Ltigh, and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments fin
the use of guest8, besides tour capacious stores, ami all
the in os L approved modern conveniences tor a FIRST

God’s sentinels they stand;
Whore sounds of joy and weeping
Rise up

on

every hand.

If darkling here and dreary,

One patient cheek grow pale;
If in the conflict wearv
One trusting spirit fail;

class Hotel.
It was designed by \Y m. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronouncoi
ed by competent judgeg !o lie fully equal to those
m most
any Hotel InUie covStry. Its constmoHonand irst
thorough in all respects; the hiisenient
atones being quite tire-proof, and all other parts

If totho throne ascendeth
One supplicating cry—
Then heavenly mercy seudeth
An angel from on high.

Soft to the chamber stealing,
It l^Ainsin radiance mild,
And rocks each trembling feeling
To slumber like a child.

estimated costwasfm.OOd.exciusive
“TtsoHginal
about guu.ow
ot the landnt this sum

is what betideth
When from the heavens afar,
Like flery arrow, glideth
An earthward-falling star.

for*7r??m,'imeordi.ig
of sale and

sulpho-cyanide
burning taper is applied

oeen

price,1hnus

For

For Sale at

particulars, en-

otlier

<Il,ire °e
November 11,1865.—tllf

Phahaoh’s Serpents.—This is the name
of a curious new French toy which has suddenly become popular in Paris. It is thus described by the London Reader:
‘Pharaoh’s Serpents’ consists of a small
cone about the size of an aromatic pastile,
made by folding tin foil into a cone, and fillof mercury. \V hen
ing it with

JOS. ILSLEY.

Great Bargain

a

to

or

Let,

sold within ten days; a good House, five years
old, with eleven finished ro<>nufe Lot 40 x ll)0 feet.
is
It adapted for two families, witlra brick cistern ol

IF

not

filtered water and

the apex of the
slowcone, the tin foil melts and the powder
ly takes fire and bums at the rate of a comof
mon pastile.
But instead
being dissipated
in a thin, almost invisible vapor, the fumes
solid
form of exassume
a
it
which arise from
treme lightness, which is very small at first as
it Issues from the point of the cone, and gradually iucreases in diameter as the cone bums
until at last it possesses the thickness of a person’s finger. As the solid fume escapes it
twists and coils in various directions, as it is
forced through the apex of the tin foil covering, aud produces at length a solid body eighteen inches or two feet in length, of a yellow
color externally, with a tapering end like a
serpent, and a thicker body and head, and
coiled so as doseiy to resemble this animal in
appearance. It is said that a child of noble
birth lately swallowed one of the cones on
the supposition of its being a bon-bon, and
the paternal government of France, has it,
therefore, under consideration whether to allow these curiosities still to be made, as the
compound employed is a poisonous one.
a

iuivc

present si age of progress,
exT^deltohrli^ittoito
tlie present
andkis hdieveUiat notwithstanding
bo
completed tor occupancy
frean
eShince.1 nS
to the original plans.

This, this

to

Rose bushes that have made a great growth
this fall should be laid down and covered with
spruce branches, or com stalks, or some other

spring ol running

water in the
cellar. At present prices for building said house and
lot would cost #4,500. It will now be sold if applied
for immediately, for §2,800 cash: or part cash and part
time for $3,000. Apply to
MOSES GOULD,
nov 24
(12w
74 Middle Street.
a

particulars enquire of, or
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

Wanted.

AAddress

2—dlw*

Found.
MEMORANDUM BOOK, containing a small
of money. The owner can have the same
by calling at No. 166 Congress Street, and proving
sum

property.

Nov 30—dlw*

Lost!
the 28th inst between State and

Boyd Streets,
white onyx Breast-Pin; the Under
ON black andrewarded
it at
will be
a

suitably
by leaving
DUNYON’S JEWELRY STORE,
On Middle St.
Nov 30—dlw*

Lost!
CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The tinder shall bo suitably rewarded by
returning it to
W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.
Nov 23—dtf

A

Wanted.

BRICK TENEMENT, No. 14
desilablo residence—in

three-story
THAT
Brown Street—a very

U. T. S. RICE & COM
63 Commercial St.

Inquire of

Nov 4—dtf

three-storv Brick House'No. 70, corner of
A Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
ItUFIJS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whart.
Portland, Nov. 8, 1865 —istf

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
2
Worms, Worm-Fevor Wonn-Celic,
25
44
44
3
or Teething of infants, 25
Crying-Coho
44
4‘
4
Diarroca of children or adults.
25
44
44
5
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic, 25
44
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting.
25
44
44
7
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
25
44
44
8
Neuralgia Toothache, Faceacho,
25
44
44
9
Headaches, Siok-lleadachc, Vertigo, 26
44
44
10
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
^25
44
44
i l
Suppressed or painful Periods,
25
44
44
12
Whites, too profuse Periods,
25
44
4i
13
difficult Breathing,
25
Croup.
Cough,
44
44
14
15
10
17
18
19
20
21

44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44

44
44

44

Salt Jlheum.

44

44
44
44
44

*4

22

44

23
24
25
26
27
28

44
44

44

*4
44

4

Sea-Sickness, sickness from

44

Stock and Fixtures of a Provision and Grocery Storo, with a good run foi trade. Location
good os any in the city, both for buying and sellP. O. Box No. 69.
novl0d5w*

LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,

on

44

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinara Incontinence,

44
44
44

FAMILY

House and Land l’or Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ol
Charles H. Place, Charles tT Kinsman, and
others, would ofler for sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

THE

and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot oi
Land 03 fiet lront on Sprftog Street, and
running
back about the some distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: titled up for two
and
iu
families,
being a good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to the nndersigned
at 406 Congress Street,
octl4dtf
.JOHN J. W. REEVES.

THE

to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial

60
50
50

T1HE

largo Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
large Vials, plain case, and Book,

00
6 00
5 00
3 00

Coolidge &

son

Sept

$10 00

Horses for Sale.
on

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,

AN

tenement suitable for one or two
small families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

Wanted.
a

Wanted.
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B.. for English and Irish Ports, at high-

-•

or

Sept 13—d3m

single Box,

SPECIFIC

family

Real Instate for Sale.
anil LOT No. 37 Middle
Street, known
the Payson House.

INVALIDS.

HOUSE

highly nutrlcious and pleasant food, popTHIS
ular in Germany and England,
devised the
the
Baron

House and Lot comer ol Waterville
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37) Mkldlc St.

so

was

as

and Sherbrook

celebrated chemist,
Liebig of
Infants who are deprived of the mother’s
be made healthy and strong by the constant
of this food.
And invalids, those who are
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists, 159 Congress Street, have mode arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh,
in largo quantities.
For sale by all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS A: Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dtf

State and Danforth St#.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

Merchants’ National Sank.

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Deelois & Jackson, 58 Exchance Street.

past year by
Berlin.

can
use

FOR

MTlie
ner

July

of

Julylldtl

Real Estate!

Valuable

of this Bank
hereby notified
THEthatStockholders
Special Meeting will be holden at the
Bank

SALE.

finely located Real Estate,

on

the

cor-

G.—dtf

are

a

on

A.

M.,

SATURDAY, Dec. 9, 1865,
following purposes.

at ten

for the

I Real Estate for Sale,

o’clock,

In Cape Elizabeth.

1st—To decide whether they will increase the capital stock of t he Bank.
2d—To decide whether
they will increase the value
of the shares to one hundred dollars each.
3d—For the transaction ot
any other business that
may legally come before them.
By Order of the Directors.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
no23d'.d
Portland, Nov. 22, 1866.

one

a

To Let

Wlnst FIVE BARBELS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized
by tho Collector of
Flrgt Collection District f
ft
HORSE: ONE EXT^vo KEGS

KTwHKflwr^‘«E“

FOUR CASES GIN, seize! by thTcolwinr of the
District of Bath, on tho thirtieth day ofAumst Her
at tho Forks of the Kennebec
in Baid

MACKEREL,

tvrtei

f Pemnb:-r next; where any
r1®-1 therein, mav appear and show

per

!

rpiIE

Standing Rigging, Sails

disposed of
Si* l!4 a?dtUi8

dTSSS?*

same

sUould'not

according to law
twen‘y-^»*«i dSy of No.

K. A. QUINBY,
S. Marshal,
Dist. of Maine.

Nov 22—d£d

44

f$ent‘ rjf"

ocGd&n

fTlHE Farm well known as the “Morse
Farm, ’’near
,n North Yarmouth,
containing
one hn1ri|-“i H*5!”1
acroB iB offcred for »<*!«• Term?
mr
t<!n
easy. For Particulars enquire of
v--H-C. LORING, on the premises.
v
N. Yarmouth,
Nov. z8th, 1895,
no29d2w*

room for

FOR

Or of

JOHN

the premises,
rVnuVi
°ALL’ atl;anda” & Woodbury’s,
on

CommerdM s{.
Ang. 20—dtf.

Mst«cet.tW0'St',ry
Inquire of
H.
—--

Uri0k Uousc No-46
Danfortu
JAMES E. CARTER
4 P°rtla°d
Pier>

STEPHENSON0,'
Second

National Bank.

For Sale.

^ rS?

oy

dtf

No.

RICE & CO.’S
Commission House,
15—dtfPORTLAND.

6,100 BUSHELS

Prime High Mixed Com,
landing
JUST
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

from schooner James

Yellow

Brophy. Also,

obvious.

this way.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS
In the payment of losses is
of this Company,

a

distinguishing feature

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

prices.

N. B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn per sch.
Va.
oc19tt&s

Convoy from Norfolk.

For Sale.
-i ,^AA TONS square Hackmotack Timber.
JLcfv-JV/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sole by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtf

and Butter.

Apples

BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
V/ 100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and tor sale by
G. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dtf
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

QAA

Whiti Lead.
Atlantic V lite Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the hist
six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. lea*
than of^ituy other Co* of as long standing*

and in

LITHARGE,

It,

Lead,

Oil, .ED LEAD,

Glass-mr crs’

Red

roundasau
regard it
I have

as even more

consideration of all desiring Life insurance.

it works

charmingly.”

Hon. P. H Sweetser of South

Reading, writes:

to give the mediciuc a trial. It has been used
by members of my family, for several year?, for colds
and coughs, and in some eases of serious kidney difficulties, witn excellent results. Several of our friends
have also received much benefit from the Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand
REV. II. D. HODGE.

who is a practicing physiWest Raudolph, Vt
cian^ well ns a preacher, in a letter to Dr. P dated
“1
find
it an excellent medicine
May 21, '863, says:
in kidney disease.”
of

BOSTON PASTOR

State Agent
Nov. 15.

aug26’65dly

STFVMNS,
of Baptist Church,Gq/fstown Centre, N.

II.

generally,

by Druggists

and

&

Boiled

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General

287 Pearl St.,

&

Agents,

NEW YORK.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,

$1,000,000all paid in.
Surplus, 201,188,10
$1,201,188,10
Ancts Jan’y 1* 1805.

Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an
Thfa

ever

organ-

Original Capital
-OF-

One

Million

Dollars !

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

pine.
As

soon os

^ood

[Several other clergymen and physicians have alwritten'o Dr. P., high y approving of his White
Pino Compound ]
so

FROM

DEXTER.

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

New York Estimate of the International.
of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which (all
far behind the International in point of patronage in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
an

ELERY E. CAIIOON.

JUKEWHTEK, MQ33 WaiCIi Itf, 1863.
Dr. Poland:—I foe' ifc my duty to inform you of
the very gi cat benefit which I have received from tho
use of your White Pine Compound.
In August, 1861,
1 to <k a very severe co d. which continued to ailliot
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very severe cough, ni ht sweats and some h eeding,
proha
bly from the throat. Through the tali au<l winter my
cough was very distressing, reducing my llesn and
strength, and rendering me unlit for labor. I tried
modicinesof various kinds, but none of them, however valuable, gave me any re lef.
In March, 1862,
as you may remember, I wrote to you stating my difficulties and asking advice. You sent me some of the
White Pine Compound I commenced taking it, and
immediate y began to amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 13T> pounds. In five
weeks! was out in active labor, and in p few months
gainod up to 165 pounds. I know fc^at it was the
White Pine Compound which did all this for me.
I
soon began to have persous app
y to in© for the medicine, and as you fcnoiv, I ordered it for sale. In eight
mouths, though without much exertion, I disposed of
54i» bottles of the Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hopeless as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine Compound.
The White Fine compound, advertised At
in
our columns, is not only as to its name inviting, hut is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. J. *
the
Poland,
inven*or, has the confidence of ‘.he many who know
him, a confidence which ho enjoyed while laboring
useftiliy many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Oostou
Watchman vnd Reflector.
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Dai y, thus speaks of the

a

most

gratifying and

JOSEPH A. KING.
J. D. DEXTEK.

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm
sep29 65 tf

Coughs, Colds and Consumption S
ESTABLISHED in 1832, and still the best known
I'J remedy for all affections qfthe bungs. Throat and

For

careful to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Small, 50 cents.
Large Bottles, $1.00.

remarkable

fact,

a

quarter to

half

a

century.

SWETT,

M. D,,

John IV. Munger *0 Co.,
crttklly
A-gent 8.

LIFE INSURANCE.
Life Assurance

Of

(Located in

the

United

Society

Staten.

York City,Organized July 25, 1859,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.'
New

GEORGE W.

PHILLIPS, Actuary.

Assets,—81,500,000.00.
(Accumulated in Six Years.)
:

■

Considerations for Insuring in the Equitable Life Assurance Society*
First.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec'ared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount. 9
Third.—Its cash income is greater than that ol
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized either in Europe or America, has experienced such ex-

Nov io-d&wam

quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.

To CO MMENCE MON DA T, June 26tk
>865
Traius leave Portlaud. Grand
Trunk Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and I 25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
Both of
A M and arrive in Portland at2.15 P. M
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due iu Portlaud at l P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, 8upt.

rtsagW]

Watorville. Juno 22,1865.

Street, Boston,

REV.

J.

W.

POLAND,

M-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. 6M,1865,

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A M.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
end, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec aud Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
in e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
810am
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Queboe Ac.
145f, m
The Company are not responsible for baggago to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value (and that personal) unless uotice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passongvr for every $500 additional value.
C. J BRYDGES, Managing Director,
if BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2dtf
Portland, Nov. 1, 1865

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or

elegant head-dress.
Sold by all

Depot 198 & 200

allpoints Westds SonthWest,

For Tickets to

APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,
90 Exchange Street.
BSP3 Fares from $1 to $7 lower via. the Grand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern AgL,Bangor.
JAS. E. PItINOLE, Agent,

Druggists*

Greenwich St.

Exchange Street,

90

August

10—dfim

PORTLAND.

West, South, North-West and the Oauadas.

ITittle

d.

the groat Leading Routes to ChicaAgent
13 go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
for all

Ualena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Cay,
Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fte.. and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket.
Horn Portland te an the principal Cities and Towns
In the leyal states and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARR,
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Ta.YBLi.Eas will Dad it greatly to th.lradvantage
to proaiL'e Through Tickets at the
I’orMan.l Kailway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, bv the Old Line

Moil Steamers and Panama Railroad
by oarlv application at this office.
Mar oh 20, 1866.

New

W.

H. Y.

Nov-27—eod&eow3m.

y T

Wharf, Boston.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LIREl
Arrangement l

Summer
THE

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

Montreal,

Will, until further notice,

run as

follows:—

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
!\\
every Monday, Tuesday Wednesami Saturday, Thursday,
day, at 7 o’clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday aud Saturday, a' 5 o’clock P.il,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.

Friday

—

new

uiagiana

screw

eteamsmpuo

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINK.

^Jrai&W.CCK3At-KAKK.i0ttpt
aad
■mill III it l"l a

W. IV. ShcrFKANCON1A, Capt. U.
uawooo, will nntil further notice,

n

loiiows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, l’ortland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Tier
9 North ltivor, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATUKDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w-th fine accommodation!; for paasenjrerg, making this tho moot speedy,
safo and comfort able route for travellers between
Now York and Maine
Pa-saer, in State Koom,
Sfi.OO. Cabin passage *5.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qmebee, Bangor, Bath, Aognsts, Kaetport and
St.John.
Shippers arc requested to send their freight to the
steamers ai early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage npplv to
KMKKY fc POX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CKOMWKLJ. A. CO., No. W West Street,
Now York.
Ma» 29. 1805.
dtf
ran na

International

Steamship

Calais and

Eusfport,

Go.

St. Julm.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
tJT""" N On
Monday, March 27 the
-ExwJJuIhitlklZsteamor Nitw Your,Capt H W Chisholm, will leave Rail road Wharf, loot oi ikatt St,
every Monday at 6 o'clrok p. at; ami the Steamer
New liauNtovioK, Capt K B. Wiucho^er, will leave
every Thursday at 5 o’clock p.m, for Ea^if port and
8t. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. m, for Kaetport, Portland and
Boston.
At Kastport the Steamer “Queen” trill connect
for St. Andrews, Uobinston and Calais,with th**New

Brnswiok and Canada Railway for Woodc ock and
Moulton stations.
S age (ouches a'ho conn cot at
Kastport for Macliifi* and intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind* or, Digby and Halifax, and witti stcumon! for
Frederic and the 8t John River. Through tickets
procured of the agents or the clerk on hoard. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing
P.

until 4 o’cloek
C. C. EATON, Agent.
mch^lti

M.

Portland, March 20.1865.

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER
FAR

AS

FALL

THE

phyriSn,

all the duties he must
pvmiaratory studies Uts him
lulfll!; yet the country Is llissled with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purporting to he the best in the world
are not only useless, but always iujurnus.
ihe unfortunate should bo PAKTK’ULAH in
Mooting lii*
physician, as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovcrtabie fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from iuexi>erieuccd physician* in general practice:
ior it is a i>oiut generally conceded by the Vest syphi!ographers, that the study and management of tin xe
complaints should engross the whole time oi those

who would be competent aud succcssftil in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology', commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

£AU who havo

committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stingof misplaced confidence in maiurer ycais,

ing rebuke

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may loilow Impure Coition, aio
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wail for the consummation that is sore to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, ior
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY E\PKU1ENCE!
Young men troubled with emissious in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scfentiticuily, aud a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more younj* man with the above
disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated an though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
Aft such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice In perfect health.

ICE

WILL

PERMIT.

thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blador burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
On examining the
tlie patient cannot account for.

fast-going

aud

Steamer
( apt. W U.

*• R EG U
LATOR,”
Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of Stnto Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connecting with the 3 p m train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning aG o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bueksport,Winterport and Kauidcn, both ways.
Passenger* ticketed through on the Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots In Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage apply to
A. HOMEHHY.
AtOUicoon the Wharf.
n
Portland, Oct 27th, lSG3.-dtf

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On and after .June 1, tlio fare between Portland and Bangor will l*o
$3.00; Itockland $2.00: ether land-

ings on the River reduced in pro’portion, per steamer Regulator.
A.SOMERBY, Agenl.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dtl
no

TAR.

such Word as Fail.”

R~A

NT’S

COMPOUND EXTRACT ON

WHITE PINE

Cubebs and

compound.

Void-

from the

Kidneys

and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles ami Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only os to its name inviting, but
is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W Poland,
the inventor, has the confidence of many who know
him, a confluence which he enjoyed while laboring
minister. His exusefully mauy years as a
perience as a sufferer led to nim to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor ol the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the
r ur

a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or all.umt n
will appear, or the color will be of a thin luilkUh hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid apiM-arance.
There are many men who die ol this dilhculty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

urinary deposits

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
toll and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so ;>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES.
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle
Street J, Portland. Me

tJT" Send

our

Copaiba,

TO

gyman, studying medicine

to find remedies for his
nil men Is, with a delicate consumptive look,
standing
with one foot upon the grave, lie made .be
discovery
which has saved himself, and. called out from hun-

dreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.

We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest,
upright man
nnd are glad to state that we believe whatever he
says about his White l ine Compound.”

CTj

xV.

J. W.

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is war anted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

!

PERKINS,

W. P.

Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIEs will find it invaluable In all cases of ob
sirnotions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect saietv at all limes.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.
N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of tlieii
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
anee.

Turranfs Compound Extract qf Cubebs and
Copuibs
thereto no need of confinement or change of diet.-

In its approved form of apastc.it i-entirel* tasteless. and causes no on pleas *nt sensadou to the pa*
tient. and no exposure It is now acknowledged by
the mo*<t learned in the profession that in the above
class of disease, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two tern*dies known that oan be relied u; on with
aoy certainty or suocees.

Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and

PHILLIPS,*

Street,

FOR

enjoyments

Consumption or Insanity ensues.

in affee* ions peculiar to “Females” is unequalled by
any other preparation, as in Chlorosis or Retention,
Puiiifulncss or Suppression of < ustomary Evucuaions Ulcerated or 8c h rrous State of the Uterus; and
all complaints incident to tho sex, whether arising
from habits of dissipation, imprudence in, or the docine or change of life.

HEMBOLD’S

Stale

Maine.

Notice.

day lormed a copart-

ip
S. K. JACKSON & SON.
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
St Sawyer’s Whart, loot of High Street.
8. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June 12,1886-tf

EXT. BUCHU

WASlf,

Will radically exterminate from the system Diseases
arising from habits of dissipation, at litt e expense,
no change in diet,no incou vent'-nee or exposure; complete y superseding those unpleasant and
ous remedies, Copaiva and Muicury in all
little or

Idange

these diseases.

Use Helmbold’s
FLUID

EXTRACT

BUCHU,

In all diseases of these organs, whether existing in
Muir or t'ema/e, from whatever eanse originating,
Jt is peasant in
and no matter how longstanding.
taste and odor,immrdiatein action and uhto strengthof
of
tho
than
ening
any
preparations bark or iron.
Tims wflmN iVum Broken !>•■* n m-in.*Iicute Constitutions, procure the remedy at once.
The reader must he aware that however slight may

HELMBOLDS EXTRACT BUCHU
It the

Helmbold’s

TAR RANT

A

CO..

27H Greenwich 3*., New York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
may066dlv
__

to tho

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Portland,

H. P. LOCKE,
HORATIO STAPLES.
Nov. 11th, 1605.
nolidfiw

Diuretic.

Highly

Concentrated

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.
For purifying tho blood removing all chronic consti
tutional diseases arising from an impure state of the

blood,and the only reliable and effectual known remedy tor the cure of Scrofula, Scald Head,Salt Rheuiu,
I'ains aud Swelling of the Roues. Ulceration of the
Throat und Legs, Blotches. Pimples on tho Kucu. Tetter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,
the

complexion.

Not a fow of the worst disorders that affect mank ind
arise from the corruption that accumulates iu tho
blood
Of all the discoveries that have been male to
purge it out, nouo can equal in elfeet IIEL VBOLD'S
It
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
eleanses and renovates the Mood, Instils the vigor of
end
out
the
humors
purges
health into the system,
Jt stimulates the healthy fUuewh.eli make disease
tion* ©f the body,and expells the disorders that grow
and rankle In tho blood. Suo’i a .era* dy thut could
bo relied on, has long been sought for, and now, for
the first time, tho pub io have one on which they can
depond Our space here does not admit of certificates
to show its effects, hut the trial of a single bottle will
show > he sick that it has virtues surpassing anything
they have ever taken.
Two able spoonfulls of the Extract ef
Sarsaparilla
to a
of water is equal to the Lisbon Diet
Brink, aud oce bottle is ful y equal to a gallon of the
Syrup of
or the decoction a.- usually

adjed

palate, cause no pain, act
never require increase <>1 dose, do not
promptly,
exhaust, ana for elderly persons, females and child?
ren, are just the thing.
Two taken at night movW arranted
the bowels unce tho next morning.
In all coses of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
tho
of
promise a cure for all symptoms
Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression oiler eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ol lood, Talpltatlons; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Tain in the Hack and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Lfver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Debility,
all Irregularities,
Monthly Tains, and
Neuralgia,
Traction Jind the Loztuyes just
Faintness, £c.
as
they are so oompact and inodorous
what they need,
hat they may he earned in the vest pocket. Trice 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For s-ale by <J.
8. HARRISON & to Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 60 cents.
julyfUily

PLEASANT

Great

and beautifying

pint
Sarsaparilla,

made.

„5T

These Extracts have been admitted to use in the
United States Army, aud arc also in very
general use
in all the State
tiospi als and Public Sanitary laid utions throughout the land, as w* ll os in
hate ptoo-

tices, and

are

considered

as

invaluable

pi
remedies.

See Medical Properties of Buehu,
DISPENSATORY of the UNITED STATES
See Prof De wee’s valuable works on the Practice,

FROM

of Physio
See remarks made by the late celebrate*! Dr. Physic
of
Mtn
See remarks mado bv Dr Ephraim M Dowell, a
celebrated Physician and Member of the Royal < oliu the Trausof
and

Philadelphia.

lege

..

pub'lshed

Surgeons,Ireland,

tions of the Kin>nnd gneen’s Journal.
See Medio ( hirurgical Review, pub ished by Ben*
of Bo, »' College ofSurvei.es.
jaiiiin Travel-.,
See most ofttw 'ate Standard work, of Medicme.
a

fellow

EXTRACT BUCHU,
“SARSAPARILLA."

Solti by all Druggists,

l’rimclpal Depot

HELMBOLD’S
DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE

...

K94

Broadway.

Sopt 29,1865—eod 1 yr

Farm and Stock lor Sale.

Copartnership

THE

*f

FLUID

AND IMPROVED ROSE

JVE VER FA ILS.
Manufactured only by

P„..i

far

Buchu!

Wcaknessarising from Indiscretion. The exhausted powers of Nature, which are
accompanied by so many alarming symptoms, unions
which
will he lound Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Mem
or
Horror
of
ory, Wakefulness,
Forebodings
Disease,
of Evil: in fact Universal Lassitude Prostration,
and inability to enter into the
of society.
The Constitution once a flee ted with OrgmUt Weakthe
aid
medicine
to
of
tie.ts, requires
strengthen and
invigor-ate the System, which Hcmbo/d'.i Extract Harku invariably does, if no treatment is submitted to,

eons!.m? *?,?
LOCKE*

H. H. HAY,

Extract

Fluid

Copaiba

IE oopartnevsliii) heretofore
existing between H.
"“'or the firm
( °' 18 thl9 llay di-solved l.v mn
tunl
AllaC00unl8
settled by H. P.

Lungs.

janl.lSC5d*lv/ly

HELMBOLD’S

perfect

rJ11

*

Infirmary,

LADIES.

THIS

I>R. HUGHES particularly nvites ail Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. fi
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tlieii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electio Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in eilicacy and superior virtue in regulating oil

the male or lemale. frequently performing
care in the short space of three or )oui
days, and always in less time than any other preparation. In the use of
a

Compound is advertised at much
columns, and we are happy to learn that

demand for it is increasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very host medicine lor Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it will be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure.
The greatest inventions come
by accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
lor (’olds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what Is wrong. For years a Baptist cler-

the

Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical

Certain, and Speedy Cure for all discosISesofSure,
the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary (ht/ans,
either in

“The White Pine

length in

a

he the attack of the above diseases, it is certain to affect his bodily heal h, mental powers aud happiness.
All the above diseases require tho aid of a diuretic.

Baptist

Compound.

at the age of

men

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting

a

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Tlrroat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Dia-

many

_

“There Is

Is now ottered to the afflicted throughout the country,
alter having been proved by the test of eleven year*,
in the New England States, whore its merits have
become as well Known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

arc

Hembold’s Fluid ExtractBuchu

On and after Monday, Oct. 30th,
new

MEN.

MIDDLE-AGED

£Tliere

ARRANGEMENT!
the

marSOdhwtf

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine *een-

STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands oi the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perPiles.
manent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOOftWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
noylOdCm
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

CAUTION TO THE PUT I.IC.
Every Intelligent and thinking jwson must know
that remedies hiinilud out ior general use should have
their ellicacy established by well tested
experience in
the hands of a regularly adm aled
whose

The splendid end last Bteamehtps

f-.

xi

illy.

DR.

prolusslon.
ua.viKrusu A (;l ur IN all Cases, whetlier of long
or r,
cvuUy contracted, entliely removing
me dregs or
disease from the system, and making
pericet and pebaianeNX tUrlK.
Me would call the
attention ot the afflicted to the
hict ol Ids long
standing and well-earned reputation
KUhick*nt assurance of his sLUl and sue-

stamtlng

...

Hp* Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30In value and that personal, unless notice is giveu and paid fur at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. HILLINGS Agent.
Aug 5, 1805.
ieb.18,1863 dtf

POLAND'S

undersigned have fills
under the style ot
ners*’

H.

freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

Nov 22—dlyr

tray be secured

England Remedy

Dr. J.

General Agent*
Oct 5—d&wim

Sold by Wholesale and Betail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.

Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
lor
the
West
forwarded t»y the PennsylvaFreight
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, tree of commissions.

THE GREAT

"

Lins.

Steamship

Importan t to Travelers

w.

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, aud ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

AS

ing Urine, Bleed-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

most

Railway.

Grand Trunk

DR. SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

PHILLIPS,

—

Boston,

D.

and H.
J. W. PERKINS, W. F.
HAY General Agents for the Slate of Alai [too

RAILWAY,

Canada.

betes,Difficulty ol

3lrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

For sale bv Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN A CD, 37 Hanover
Sole Agents for New England.

Under Ihe supervision of

jbnc23tf

TRUNK
Ot

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Be

ot the most reliable

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

GRAND

and

his entire time to that particular branch r,i
Devotiug
I he
medical
he leels »m ranted In Guab-

now

n

Proprietor,

New England Botanic Depot.

Boston

For

Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Frveburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington. Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saccaranpa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26 1865—dif

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits

are divided among the
insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts is
less than that of any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B. nALL, Agent.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

$80
$25

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
II. &, A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passeng< r Depot.
Nov.
no27tf
Portland,
25th, 1865.

EVEKY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar

Leave Saco River for Portland at C 30 and 9 40 A. if.
and 340 p. m.
* Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. u, and 2 (X)
and 5 30 p u.
The 9 40 a m and 200 p m. trains will be freight
trains, with pnssenger cars attached.
Q^'Stagcsconnect at Gorham for West Gorham,

THE

Equitable

to

Steerage,

On and after Monday. Oct 30. 1865,
will leave as follows, until further

Will be manufactured in ftiture at the

106 Hanover

Supt.

Trunk

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1G6 Fore Street, Portland, Me.

Liverpool.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$00

p.

PORTLAND&JROCHESTER R.R.

best

understood by those who best know the real merits
ami s illful management oi tills sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from

TheWhite Pine Compound*
GEORGE W

and 2 30

Temple Street,

No. 5

TATHKRE ho can be consulted privately, and wlUi
YY thi) utmost confldriico by th« afflleud, at all
hours rally, uliil lrolll 8 A, M• to 8 1*. W.
Dr. II. (uldrcw.es those who arc sullcring umlor Uie
affllctlou ol private diseases, whether arising from
wnpuri- connectlou or the teri i'ole vice ol' wll-abttse.

eosis

The Steamship
MORAVIAN, Capt. Aitox. will
sail from this port for
Liverpool, SATURDAY, 2d
December, immediately alter the arrival of the train
of fha previous day from Montreal.
To be followed l»y the North American, on the Cth.

indication

Sept 27, 1S65—d&w6m
*

m.

U^F^^y^trains will run as follows:

INSURANCE,

and

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

to

Beturn Tickets Granted at Reduced Bates.

and 220 r.

a. m.

FRANCIS CHASE.

r-rfmyrf.rgyi

MARINE

and U. S. Mails.

Londonderry

rains

un-

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.

Chest.

pulmonary

Compound.

And having purchased the stock of'Chase,UttlcfleM
BU& Co., will continue the general H ARDWARE
SINESS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
SlJe<itS'

principles

Canadian

Passexoer^ Booked

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

INTERNATIONAL

This is

bearing

Carrying the

FBEIGHT FOB THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Leave Portland for Boston at 840

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

INSURANCE COMFY

Portland.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Portland, Nov. 6,1365—dtf
Maine*

for

COUTEZ,

ISAAC EMEltY,
Head of Long Wharf,

nov29 tf

B. HUGHES

CAN BE FOUND AX HIS

W. Sami-sos, Master,
Carryiiicr the 0. S. Mail, will sail trom owl of „„„
W'liaif, Bust.,II, at 3 o’clock 1’. id., on SA'J’UUiiav*
KUA*'
the 2il ilav of December.
For freight or passage, having superior State room
accommodations, apply 11
W. II. KINSMAN & CO.,
No. 3 India Snoot;
BRIDGE, LORI) & Ci*.,
No. B India Street; or to
A.

PORTLAND

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a.

S. H. MeALP IKE,

As

Boston, January 1C, 1S62.

STKAMSH1P

if.

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

efficacious and valuable than

“Tho White Pine Compound is advertised at much
'ongth in our co'umns, and we are happy to learn
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all
previous expectations.
It is the very best medicine for
coughs aud colds we know of, and no family that has
once used i will ever be without it.
We speak from
our own know'edge, it is sure to kil1 a
cold, ami
The greatest inventions come bypleasant as sure.
accident, and it is singular that the W hi e » ine Compound, made for Colds and Coughs, should prove to
he he greatest remedy for kidney difficulties knowu.
We cannot doubt it, so
But so it is.
many teslimo
nials come te us from well known men.
Besides, the
character of Dr. Po and is sm h that we know he will
not countenance what is wrong. For
years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi4 ailments, with a delicate comsumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the g ave, he made tho
discovery which has saved himself and cal ed out
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
possib’e. Wo ha ve know Dr. Po'and for years, and 1
never knew a more
oousoientious, honest, upright
man, and wc arc gad to state that we be ieve whatever he says about hia White Pine

and Refined.
For sale

trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, aud for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock. Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, South China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s
W• HATCH, Train Mauager*
Mill’s.
Nov. 6 18oo.—dti'

DIt. .T.

The flrBt claw

M

just taken the Compound fora cold, and

Compound:

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav,

1.15 P. M.
Portland for Brunswick daily (Sundays exempted)
at 5.3o P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot thev arrive at In
Portland, where ample t<mo is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

These facts in connection with its well-known character for integrity, commend tills Company to the

“I have for years regarded your White Pine Coininva uable remedy. 1 can truly say that

length

Manufacturers of PLT .E WHITE

LEAD, Dry

Trains leave Portland daily (Soutlays
«Sgg^l3£j*exceptt*d) for Bath, Lewiston via Anilroseog‘on tt. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at

CARE

George

Comb,

prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at the very lowest market
A

Cod Jjlver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil

St.

“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious not on'y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also in affections of the kidneys, debility of the
fctoinacli and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J. K. Clirseof Romney*N. H write*:

your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention: end I have not failed
to acquaint myself w't'ia sufficient number of facts
to produce a scttledjudgmentastoi 8 va ue. Some
of my own family have tried it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one of the best cough medicines over prepared. Besides its valuoasaOough Medicine, I have
reason t > believe it to be all it claims, as a remedy for kidpey diseases and diabetes
Yours truly,
L. C. STEVENS.

&c.,

Pure

Exchange

are

Dr Nichols of Nortlifield, Vt ,says:

Yellow Corn and dour.
OitAA BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEALOOUU ING CORN,
200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and
for sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

Apples,

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam !

For Sale.

system over that of diviqf years without interest,
No other Company pays dividends in
of this

1&G5.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

A very ’nrge number of important testimonial
have already been received from Physicians, Clergymen, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in society, speaking in the most fla tering terms of the
White Pine Compound.

Pastor

Flour,

Buckwheat

a

For particulars enquire of

ing tubed.
The limits to which I purposely ooufine myself in
this circular will not allow of that full expression
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
Compound 11 is universally admired by all who use
it.—H has attained to such a popularity among those
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanit y may
possibly in part prompt me to record more here than
hurried peop e will have patience to read; so I will
stop, by merely recommending to all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test tho virtue of the
White Pine Compound.

LETTER FROM REV. L. C.

name

-ALSO,T0!> BUGGIES and JENx (B| warranted CONCORD

advantages

The

RETURN.

dends payable after a term

high

D
Dear Sir:—Your White Pine Compound has been
used in my family, and 1 know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, ami I feel fully justified,
and it is with pleasure that 1 say that I regard it (unlike most preparations of the day,) as wholly deser
iugof the entire confidence of the public. Not only
do 1 consider it a s ilo, but au efficient remedy lor ail
diseases of the throat.

liALE

Manufacturing

prepared

Rev. J. W Poland M

Atlantic Wharf.

flr9t"cla99 Carriage

to test
the virtue o! the White Pine Compound, it lias
for
time
Colds
and
and
n
an
unusual
her
Coughs,
very
largo quantities of tho While Pine Compound have
It
been sold and used with the happiest effects.
and the people where it
speaks wo 1 for the Medicine,
in
its
are
is
praise.
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bud cough, and frequently I have known
persons to have acold entirely removed in two days,
by using e-s than half a bottle. From one to two
teaspoonfuls is a large dose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on go-

Meal, Meal.
Supplied to dealers In any quantity, at any place of
business in the city, or by car load on any line of railEDW. H. BURGIN.
road by
City Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street.
dim
November 14,1865.

Cider, Butter, Pickles,

Copartnership.
undersigned have formed copartnership
AT A BARGAIN!
and firm df
der the
THE
°“ a

thousands have used
It lor tho same oouiplaiut, and have been completely
cured.”
The above was written by Dr. Poland in 1380.—
Since ilien, as in Manchester, the White Pine Compound lias a*eu the lead of al cough remedies, at
well as preparations for the cure of kidney difficul
ties, in every city, town, village aud ham let, through-

IMMEDIATE

many

Dr J. W. Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me
what I think of your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put pen to paper to tell auy man what I
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physician of tiieo d school, ear.y led mo to serious suspicions of all nostrums of whatever kind not
the stamp of. that 1'ratornity. But these suspicions 1
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully acof Hyquainted inyselfwith the leading
dropathy* Homoeopathy, Thompsonian ism, Eclecticism, and other 8) stems which have c'aimed public
favor within the last twenty-five years-, so that I
leel at liberty on this ground to speak my oouvictious.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as n former
Baptist pastor-obliged to relinquish the ministry
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing
all lie ardor of your early years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other wajs to
proclaim the g orious Gospel—inc ined mo, as a matter of duty, to comply with your request.
In 1863 I became acquainted with Deacon Uolmes
DaBoardman, of Maine, bro her of the late
na Boardman, formerly missionary in Burrnau, and
Lorn him for the first time learned the wonderftil
medicinalqua ities of white piue bark He hail a
few years before been brought to the bordei’6of the
grave by what the lies. of physicians pronounced
consumption, and was given up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
made by his owu hands from this bark.
Since that
time, uuti'. I became acquainted with your ar> iele, 1
have been surprised tha no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

BENj. KNIGHT,

0tl3lJtl_

that accidental discov ery

FROM A

40 Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

For Sale.

WAGONSDS’
*122X5*®

make

Spirits Turpentine,
Wilmington Tar,
44
200
Wilmington Pitch,
44
50
No. 1 Rosin,
44
75
No. 2 Rosin,
C30 Boxes Manufactured Tocacco,

NyTtvim ‘irs,-dL‘f
11 8

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets,
TITABKED down and to be sold at bargains.
iViC. K. BABB.
movH diatf
No. 9 Clapp’s Block.

Farm for Sale.

44

KING

and
:ry.
ers of three Banks indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Toni

Works, Springfield, Vermont.

8

100

H""9'- and Lot, No. 2 Deer
Street, at a great bargain
For particulars, enquire of

on

The

be

250 Barrel* Choice Dried Apples,
44
500
Jackson Potatoes,
44
Coffee Crashed Sugars,
250
44
lOO
Granulated Sugar,
44
250
No. 2 Syrup,
44
No. 1 Syrup,
115
44
50
Fancy Baltimore Flours,
44
50
Kerosene Oil,

x

^tamtly
hand, Business^
A for^eEbyASSOR™EKT
M'
Oct3-eod4eowAn McKE\NEY^^ ^

$2,OOOA
Presidents, Cashiers,

to

stold
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.
Must

Blocks ot the

Mirror- Plates !

neccss

Bargains!

Great

No. 161 Commc rcial Street.

e*m»r*

st

and

*. hew Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
I>er®!ct order. The draft of the spars can be
«aI« atlnour
seen
store.
RYAN & DAVIS,
mnolc-dtf McGILVERY,

&

“Having long kn^wn something of the valuable
medical properties of the White Pine, i was prepared
on seeing&n advertisement of your White line Com-

Merchandise.

term of Years.

Sails and Rigging: lor Sale.

A label against THE SCHOONER LUCY
NEAL,

sons
?fn!„

a

SEVERAL

A Libel against THE SCHOONER MARY
LIZZIE and TWO HUNDRED and TEN BARRKLS
oF
seized by the Collector of the District
Ql Portland and Falmouth, on the twelfth day of
September last past, at Portland, in said District.

UnimdRt^li!Ure"tWeTe br?ache!'
a8.1SrTT.e ParMcalarl,y
lllS ft,*"4
hearing
safTt

Lease for

House Lots for Sale.
finely located Houso Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the SheriiTs Ottice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

Rlyer,

Jonesborough,

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wharf.

29—dtf

THE

elgblb

her tackle, apparel and
furniture, seized by the Collector of the District of
Machias, on the tenth day of
October last past, at
in said District.
An Information against FIFTY CASES OF
GIN,
seized by the Collector of the District of Portland
and falmonth, on the twentieth
of October last
day
dast, at Portland in Baid District.
,0r
°l the laws of the
sot forth In sal.l
Ltbols; that a
and trial
in
™
District,

or

Store and Wharf now occupied by Charles
IT. Merrill, situate l between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a two story building theieon, 20
by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHTTE,
mav25dtf
No. 0} Union Wharf.

n!uvnv Anm' Y-iRS? KHSI

J«5t,

dtf

ELEVEN

Augustfn<^

the

Street.

House Lots.
House Lota, comprising 45,000 feet of
Land, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. for
sate by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Portland, April 26, 1865.—dtf

against TWO BARRELS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized
by the Collector of
Internal Revenue lor the first Collection District of
*n
District on the eleventh
,8a^

on

place for Galves-

a

Apply at 37 J Middle
November 18,1865.

remedy for kidney complaints, the White Pino
Compound stands unriv alled. It was not originated
for that purpose; but a person in using it for a cough,
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of a kidney difficulty ot ten years’ standing. Since
As

over.

10 i^et.
LARGE and convenient tenement,
centrally loATln/r
cated. Also
store, good stand for Millinery
busm-ss.

Eublic

XJistrict’

Portland, Me.

cheap.

an

pound,

stories, containing

July25dtf

PURSUANT

“y of'lulu"

Aug.

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth.
mile from Portland Bridge. The house is

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this ieinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire
atj
99S Louvres* St.,

united States of America, i
District ot Maine, ss.
j
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge ot the United States District Court,
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give*
notice that the following Informations and
Ibels have been filed in said
Court, viz:

£££?*l?*™***

offreiglit.
Align,

To load lumber at same
and Richmond.

AVERY

two

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

day of^

rates

ton, Philadelphia

use.

To be Let.
FOUR STORY BRICK STORE,
centrally located
A on Exchange Street,
suitable for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of
Clothing, or
of Boots and

PROF. LIEBIG’S P00D P0R CHILDREN

milk,

est
>

Nov.

HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
Be. Humfbukvs is consulted daily at his office,
[ the next. For further information inquire of DR.
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of NEWTON, (Mice 116 Exchange Street,
up stairs, or
disease.
of J. E. DOW, cornet- of Milk and Exchange Streets.
II. II. HAY, Agent, Portland.
july26’65eodly
Portland, Sept. 19tli ,1865.
dtf

AND

a

family without children, a small genteel tcnementjnear the central part ol the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
aug5eodtf

BY

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1SG5-43G.

TESTIMONIALS

Tenement Wanted.

WANTED

the market, and itstili maintains that position. There
is good reason for all this; it Is very soothing aud
healing in its nature, is warming to tho stomach, aud
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly

Portland, Maine.

Nov 23—dtf

Spring street, several

ATgood Horses, suitable lor work

sent to any part of ho country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,

are

F. CHI SAM, 96 Exchange St.

No. 63 Commercial St.,

Railroad Stable

the

100

or

Commercial and Franklin
Messrs. Jeffer-

Poesesslcn given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPUING.

Co.

27—dtf

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
55f“The3c Remedies by the Case

corner

THE
Streets, at present occupied by

$10

15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,

Makers—HIGHEST

Store to Let.

Brick Store

35 Vials, Morocco ( use, and Book,

St.

For Sale and to Let.
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 87 j Middle St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle
St.,
oc6dtf
Portland, Me.

1 00

CASES.

HUMPHREY'S

apply

Oct 3—iadtl

60

wetting bed,
with Spasms,

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

ol
thereon.
For particulars

Painful Periods,
1 00
Sufferings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Danco, 1 00
Diphtheria, ulcerated Sore Throat,
50
even

For Sale.
Tlio two-story house and lot corner ol LinHjjjjcoln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
liyjl'rooms. It is finished for two families, with
abundance of hard and sott water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 21-dtl
144 Middle St.

60

involuntary Discharges,

44

20
20

25

riding,

Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,

44

29
30
31
32
33
34

44

Erysipelas Eruptions,

Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pain*.
25
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
Piles, blind or bleeding,
60
aud
sore
or
weak
60
Ophthnlmg,
eyes,
Catarrh, acute or chrouic, 1 nflueuza, 60
60
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
Ear Discharges, impaired Rearing,
60
Scrofula enlarged Giauds, Swellings, 50
General Debility Physical VVeakness, 50
Dropsy, aud scanty Secretions
60

44

Remember that

Gentlemen.

Wanted.

an

Cts.

W.

milE

A

Hon.

or

Portland, Nov. 15—d4w

House for Sale.

the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 696 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

They are the only Medicines
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfkc

Wanted,

Coat and Pant

CUSTOM
prices paid.

D. II. INGHAIIAM.
101 Middle street.

Company.

TIIE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeeding premium,
thus aiding the iusured in meeting their payments by

England States
The past year has given great opportunity

Wanted.

Also—The two-story Brick House No. £3 Fore St.

Portland to Skowhegan via Waterville
and Kendall9* Mill**

out the Now

house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings ami Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stump, WM. GRACE & CO.,
ifil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

complete repair.

JL' U1

cient,

tons

Nov 17—dtf

SALE !

further particulars address
Portland, Nov. 8th, 18G5.

PROVED, from the most ample experiHAVE
entire success; Simple—Prompt—Effience,
and Reliable.

to 100

Schooners from 50
burthen to load for Boston.
Apply to

Ladies

For

SPECIFICS,

as

WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
EITHER
Valuable Real Estate to
returned Soldiers, and others, than any other

ing.

HUMPHREYS’

that I had been planning, and gave it in teaspoon!’ 1
doses. The result was exceedingly gratif) hig. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, I sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a
bad cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had
She soon found
raised mucus ttreaked with blood.
relief, aud sent for more. She took about ten ounces
of it and got well. J. B. Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of tho same
preparation in the case of a severe eoiii, aud was
cured immediately, lie was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attending its
sa es if placed before the public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a name aud send it abroad to
benefit the suffering. In Nov ember, 1855, I firsfc advertised it under the name of White Pine Compound.
In two years irom that time there had been wholesaled in Manchester alone one hundred dollar's worth,
where it took the lead of all the cough remedies in

Clerk in a wholesale or retail
Good references given.
H. H. O..
Daily Press Office.

SITUATION
grocery store.

Agents

FOR

COMPOUND!

“It was early in the spring of 1855 that this compound was originated. A member of my family was
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable eougli. I had for some months
previous thought that a preparation liaving for its
basis the inside bark of white pine might beso compounded as to be very uaelul in the case of the throat
and lungs. To tost the value of it in the case alluded
to, I compounded a small quantity of the medicine

who^wlu wtSf

A

Life Insurance

Commencing November, O,

Lost l

Dec

W. POLAND’S

WHITE PINE

or near

I

J.

Medical.

STEAMER r°H HAVANA.

i
OAK PORTLAND KENNEBECRJL

Remedy! CHARTER

__

of Stevens, Fairmau & Co.

Firm

Nov. 11—dtf

DR.

conthe Boston Depot, a SMALL BOX
nothtneof value except to the owner;
to
ASENCIO
T*HOS.
the same
shall be suitably reAll), custom House Wharf,
warded.
Dec 2—d3t

TN

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for

THE

HOMCEOPATHIC

Ap^aubo
Dec 2—tf

For Sale.
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
THE
address
For further

Great New England

A

Two

as

A man in the right with God on his side
is in the majority though he be alone, for God
is above all the populations of the earth.

ANTED.

MAN AND WIFE to live with a ftmdlyto this
city. The woman to be a first rate Cook, an I
man to understand about the care ot horeeB.carrltCe,
Liberal »J„es
and general work about tbo bouse.
ARGUS OFFICE.

For Sale.

protection.

*

W

HOTEL,

LI A. BBLB

Yon clorlous myriads, streaming ^SBl
Their quiet influence down,
Ar little angels gleaming

Untiring,

Property

FOB SALE!

betideth
Oh know’st tbou what
from the heavens aiar,

a crown.

Steamboats.

Railroads.

THE

Stars.

in

Insurance.
_

_

THSOBRMASr.

Like jewels

Medical.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let,

For Sale and to

_Poetry.

""briber offers for srle his fhrm. si (noted
A in Gray, one mile ami a ball from
the cornt r. It
contains aboutUl acres ol laud, divided Into
Hilaire
and wood land.
It has on It a slorv an T a
pasture
half house, well finished, and in
good repair, togetlier with barn and other usual
out-buildings. There
to a mill privilege on the
farm, with a *good supply of

Tip

water.
He will also sell a
yoke of oxen, two
horses, and ether stock. Terms liberal.

the premises.

Gray, Sept. 15, !8«5-*odAw3in

cows,

two

Enquire on
GEO. DOLLY.

I

Try thkm 1 sail bo convinced or tneir snpeelorithe kind ever tiered to
ty o»»reviryihii.g else of
(oldt, Hmtr»e.
the public tor NroaekMii.
uduecia.
.Numernr*. Sore TSrocu. Catarrh s*d
_

the

*1121’

hVth^
the priaolpal
sale by
ootnpanyin* each bo*, eor
may27sodtl
Dr*fgiits throughout the olty.
ous

Testimonial*

irom

